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In recent years, the Log-Structured Merge-tree (LSM-tree) has been widely used in the storage layer in modern NoSQL systems. Different from traditional index structures that apply updates in-place, an LSM-tree first buffers all writes in memory and subsequently flushes them to disk and merges them using sequential I/Os. This out-of-place update design brings a number of advantages, including superior write performance, high space utilization, tunability, and simplification of concurrency control and recovery. These advantages have enabled LSM-trees to serve a large variety of workloads in production systems.

Despite the popularity of LSM-trees, the existing research efforts have been primarily focusing on improving the maximum throughput of LSM-trees in simple key-value store settings. This leads to several outages when adopting LSM-based storage techniques in a Big Data Management System (BDMS) with multiple heterogeneous LSM-trees and requiring performance metrics beyond just the maximum throughput.

In this dissertation, we focus on optimizing LSM-trees for BDMSs. We first propose a set of techniques to efficiently maintain and exploit LSM-based auxiliary structures, including secondary indexes and filters. These techniques include a series of optimizations for efficient batched point lookups, significantly improving the range of applicability of LSM-based secondary indexes, and several new and efficient maintenance strategies to maintain LSM-based auxiliary structures to
accommodate the out-of-place update nature of LSM-trees.

In addition to maximum throughput, performance stability measures, such as percentile latency, are another important performance metric for storage systems. However, LSM-trees often exhibit large performance variance due to periodic write stalls. To tackle this problem, we propose a simple yet effective two-phase approach to evaluate write stalls of LSM-trees. We further explore the design choices of merge schedulers for various LSM-tree designs to minimize write stalls given a disk bandwidth budget.

Finally, we present adaptive memory management techniques to break down the memory walls in LSM-based storage systems, enabling the shared management of memory components of multiple datasets and adaptive memory allocation between memory components and the disk buffer cache. These techniques together have successfully reduced the disk I/O cost of LSM-based storage systems, improving the system performance and efficiency.
Chapter 1

Introduction

The Log-Structured Merge-tree (LSM-tree) has been widely adopted in the storage layers of modern NoSQL systems, including BigTable [35], Dynamo [46], HBase [5], Cassandra [2], LevelDB [6], RocksDB [10], and AsterixDB [18]. Different from traditional index structures that apply in-place updates, the LSM-tree uses an out-of-place update scheme by first buffering all writes in memory, which are subsequently flushed and merged using sequential I/Os. This design brings a number of advantages, including superior write performance, high space utilization, tunability, and simplification of concurrency control and recovery. These advantages have enabled LSM-trees to serve a large variety of workloads, including real-time data processing [38], graph processing [4], stream processing [38], OLTP workloads [7, 109], and HTAP workloads [58, 81, 125].

Due to the popularity of LSM-trees among modern data stores, a large number of LSM-tree improvements have been proposed by the research community. However, most of these improvements have focused on a key-value store setting to improve the maximum throughput of a single LSM-tree. This leads to several outages when adopting LSM-trees in a Big Data Management System (BDMS) with multiple heterogeneous LSM-trees from multiple datasets and indexes. Moreover, a BDMS also requires performance metrics beyond maximum throughput, such as performance
stability and efficiency. To address these challenges, in this dissertation we optimize LSM-trees for BDMSs in the context of AsterixDB [1] based on the following topics.

**LSM-based Auxiliary Structures.** Two types of LSM-based auxiliary structures have been used in LSM-based storage systems to facilitate query processing, namely secondary indexes and filters. However, we have found two general problems related to these auxiliary structures. First, no particularly efficient point lookup algorithms have been proposed for the efficient fetching of the records identified by a secondary index search. This limits the range of applicability of LSM-based secondary indexes, requiring the query optimizer to maintain accurate statistics to make correct decisions for processing ad-hoc queries efficiently. Second, existing systems typically employ an eager strategy to maintain these structures during data ingestion by prefacing each incoming write with a point lookup, which leads to significant overhead during ingestion.

**Performance Stability.** Despite the popularity of LSM-trees, they have been criticized for suffering from write stalls and large performance variances [3, 103, 131] because of their out-of-place update design. Due to the inherent mismatch between fast in-memory writes and slower background I/O operations, in-memory writes must be slowed down or stopped if background flushes or merges cannot catch up, which, however, may cause large tail latencies. It remains an open question that whether an LSM-tree can provide a high and stable write throughput with low write latencies.

**Adaptive Memory Management.** Efficient memory management is critical for storage systems to achieve good performance. Compared to update-in-place systems where all pages are managed within shared buffer pools, LSM-trees have introduced additional memory walls. First, due to the LSM-tree’s out-of-place update design, the write memory is isolated from the buffer cache. Moreover, LSM-based storage systems must deal with multiple heterogeneous LSM-trees from multiple datasets and indexes, which requires the write memory to be efficiently shared among multiple LSM-trees. Existing LSM-tree implementations, such as RocksDB [10] and AsterixDB [1, 66], have opted for simplicity and robustness over optimal performance by adopting static memory al-
location schemes. Since the optimal memory allocation heavily depends on the workload, memory management should be workload-adaptive to maximize the system performance.

The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 discusses the background information of AsterixDB and LSM-trees. Chapter 3 surveys existing research on optimizing LSM-trees. Chapter 4 presents novel strategies for efficiently maintaining and exploiting LSM-based auxiliary structures. Chapter 5 studies the performance stability problem of LSM-trees. Chapter 6 describes the design and implementation of adaptive memory management techniques for LSM-trees. Finally, Chapter 7 concludes this dissertation and discusses future research directions.
Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Apache AsterixDB

Apache AsterixDB [1, 17] is an open-source Big Data Management System (BDMS) that aims to manage massive amounts of semi-structured (e.g., JSON) data efficiently. Here we focus on the storage management [18] and memory management [66] aspects of AsterixDB.

AsterixDB uses a shared-nothing parallel database style architecture. The records of each dataset are hash-partitioned based on their primary keys across multiple nodes. Each partition of a dataset is managed by an LSM-based storage engine, with a primary index, a primary key index, and multiple local secondary indexes. AsterixDB uses a record-level transaction model to ensure that all of the indexes are kept consistent within each partition. The primary index stores records indexed by primary keys, and the primary key index stores primary keys only. The primary key index is built to support COUNT(*) style queries and uniqueness checks efficiently [77] since it is much smaller than the primary index.

Secondary indexes use the composition of the secondary key and the primary key as their index.
keys. AsterixDB supports LSM-based B+-trees, R-trees, and inverted indexes using a generic
LSM-ification framework that can convert an in-place index into an LSM-based index. For LSM-
based R-trees, a linear order, such as a Hilbert curve for point data and a Z-order curve for non-
point data, is used to sort the entries in disk components, while in the memory component, deleted
keys are recorded in a separate B+-tree to avoid multi-path traversals during deletes. By default,
each LSM index’s components are merged independently using a tiering-like merge policy. As-
terixDB also supports a correlated merge policy that synchronizes the merges of all of a dataset’s
indexes together to improve query performance with filters. The basic idea of this policy is to
delegate merge scheduling to the primary index. When a sequence of primary index components
are merged, all corresponding components from other indexes will be merged as well.

AsterixDB uses a static memory allocation scheme for simplicity and robustness [66]. It specifies
static memory budgets for the buffer cache and the write memory. Moreover, AsterixDB specifies
the maximum number D of writable datasets (default 8) so that each active dataset receives 1/D
of the total write memory. When a dataset’s write memory is full, all of its LSM-trees, including
its primary index and secondary indexes, will be flushed to disk together. If the user writes to the
D+1-st dataset, the least recently written active dataset will be evicted to reclaim its write memory.

2.2 LSM-tree

2.2.1 Basic Structure

The log-structured merge-tree (LSM-tree) [90] is a write-optimized index structure applying out-
of-place updates. In an LSM-tree, all incoming writes are first appended into a memory component.
An insert or update operation simply adds a new entry, while a delete operation adds an anti-matter
entry indicating that a key has been deleted. Whenever a memory component is full, it is flushed
to disk to form an immutable disk component. Multiple disk components can be merged together
into a new one without modifying the existing disk components.

Internally, an LSM-tree component can be implemented using any index structure. Today’s LSM-tree implementations typically organize their memory components using a concurrent data structure such as a skip-list or a B+-tree, while they organize their disk components using B+-trees or sorted-string tables (SSTables). An SSTable contains a list of data blocks and an index block; a data block stores key-value pairs ordered by keys, and the index block stores the key ranges of all data blocks.

A query over an LSM-tree has to search multiple components to perform reconciliation, that is, to find the latest version of each key. A point lookup query, which fetches the value for a specific key, can simply search all components one by one, from newest to oldest, and stop immediately after the first match is found. A range query can search all components at the same time, feeding the search results into a priority queue to perform reconciliation.

As disk components accumulate over time, the query performance of an LSM-tree tends to degrade since more components must be examined. To address this, disk components are gradually merged to reduce the total number of components. Two types of merge policies are typically used in practice [79]. As shown in Figure 2.1, both policies organize disk components into logical levels (or tiers) and are controlled by a size ratio $T$. Each component is labeled with its potential key range in the figure. In the leveling merge policy (Figure 2.1a), each level only maintains one component, but the component at level $L$ is $T$ times larger than the component at level $L - 1$. As a result, the component at level $L$ will be merged multiple times with incoming components at level $L - 1$ until it fills up, and it will then be merged into level $L + 1$. For example in the figure, the component at level 0 is merged with the component at level 1, which will result in a bigger component at level 1. In contrast, the tiering merge policy (Figure 2.1b) maintains up to $T$ components per level. When level $L$ is full, its $T$ components are merged together into a new component at level $L + 1$. In the figure, the two components at level 0 are merged together to form a new component at level 1. It should be noted that if level $L$ is already the configured maximum level, then the resulting
component remains at level \( L \). In practice, for a stable workload where the volume of inserts equal the volume of deletes, the total number of levels remains static\(^1\). In general, the leveling merge policy optimizes for query performance since there are fewer components to search in the LSM-tree. The tiering merge policy is more write optimized since it reduces the merge frequency. We will discuss the performance of these two merge policies further in Section 2.2.3.

### 2.2.2 Well-Known Optimizations

**Bloom Filter.** A Bloom filter [29] is a space-efficient probabilistic data structure designed to aid in answering set membership queries. It supports two operations, i.e., inserting a key and testing the membership of a given key. To insert a key, it applies multiple hash functions to map the key into multiple locations in a bit vector and sets the bits at these locations to 1. To check the existence of a given key, the key is again hashed to multiple locations. If all of the bits are 1, then the Bloom filter reports that the key probably exists. By design, the Bloom filter can report false positives but not false negatives.

Bloom filters can be built on top of disk components to greatly improve point lookup performance. To search a disk component, a point lookup query can first check its Bloom filter and then proceed

---

\(^{1}\)Even for an append-mostly workload, the total number of levels will grow extremely slowly since the maximum number of entries that an LSM-tree can store increases exponentially with a factor of \( T \) as the number of levels increases.
to search its B\textsuperscript{+}-tree only if its associated Bloom filter reports a positive answer. Alternatively, a Bloom filter can be built for each leaf page of a disk component. In this design, a point lookup query can first search the non-leaf pages of a B\textsuperscript{+}-tree to locate the leaf page, where the non-leaf pages are assumed to be small enough to be cached, and then check the associated Bloom filter before fetching the leaf page to reduce disk I/Os. Note that the false positives reported by a Bloom filter do not impact the correctness of a query, but a query may waste some I/O searching for non-existent keys. The false positive rate of a Bloom filter can be computed as \((1 - e^{-kn/m})^k\), where \(k\) is the number of hash functions, \(n\) is the number of keys, and \(m\) is the total number of bits [29]. Furthermore, the optimal number of hash functions that minimizes the false positive rate is \(k = \frac{m}{n} \ln 2\). In practice, most systems typically use 10 bits/key as a default configuration, which gives a 1\% false positive rate. Since Bloom filters are very small and can often be cached in memory, the number of disk I/Os for point lookups is greatly reduced by their use.

**Partitioning.** Another commonly adopted optimization is to range-partition the disk components of LSM-trees into multiple (usually fixed-size) small partitions. To minimize the potential confusion caused by different terminologies, we use the term **SSTable** to denote such a partition, following the terminology from LevelDB [6]. This optimization has several advantages. First, partitioning breaks a large component merge operation into multiple smaller ones, bounding the processing time of each merge operation as well as the temporary disk space needed to create new components. Moreover, partitioning can optimize for workloads with sequentially created keys or skewed updates by only merging components with overlapping key ranges. For sequentially created keys, essentially no merge is performed since there are no components with overlapping key ranges. For skewed updates, the merge frequency of the components with cold update ranges can be greatly reduced.

It should be noted that partitioning is orthogonal to merge policies; both leveling and tiering (as well as other emerging merge policies) can be adapted to support partitioning. To the best of our knowledge, only the partitioned leveling policy has been fully implemented by industrial LSM-
based storage systems, such as LevelDB [6] and RocksDB [10]. Some recent papers [20, 86, 95, 124, 128] have proposed various forms of a partitioned tiering merge policy to achieve better write performance\(^2\).

In the partitioned leveling merge policy, pioneered by LevelDB [6], the disk component at each level is range-partitioned into multiple fixed-size SSTables, as shown in Figure 2.2. Each SSTable is labeled with its key range in the figure. Note that the disk components at level 0 are not partitioned since they are directly flushed from memory. This design can also help the system to absorb write bursts since it can tolerate multiple unpartitioned components at level 0. To merge an SSTable from level \(L\) into level \(L + 1\), all of its overlapping SSTables at level \(L + 1\) are selected, and these SSTables are merged with it to produce new SSTables still at level \(L + 1\). For example, in the figure, the SSTable labeled 0-30 at level 1 is merged with the SSTables labeled 0-15 and 16-32 at level 2. This merge operation produces new SSTables labeled 0-10, 11-19, and 20-32 at level 2, and the old SSTables will then be garbage-collected. Different policies can be used to select which SSTable to merge next at each level. For example, LevelDB uses a round-robin policy (to minimize the total write cost).

The partitioning optimization can also be applied to the tiering merge policy. However, one issue in doing so is that each level can contain multiple SSTables with overlapping key ranges. These SSTables must be ordered properly based on their recency to ensure correctness. Two possible schemes can be used to organize the SSTables at each level, namely vertical grouping and horizon-

\(^2\)RocksDB supports a limited form of a partitioned tiering merge policy to bound the maximum size of each SSTable due to its internal restrictions. However, the disk space may still be doubled temporarily during large merges.
tal grouping. In both schemes, the SSTables at each level are organized into groups. The vertical grouping scheme groups SSTables with overlapping key ranges together so that the groups have disjoint key ranges. Thus, it can be viewed as an extension of partitioned leveling to support tiering. Alternatively, under the horizontal grouping scheme, each logical disk component, which is range-partitioned into a set of SSTables, serves as a group directly. This allows a disk component to be formed incrementally based on the unit of SSTables. We will discuss these two schemes in detail below.

An example of the vertical grouping scheme is shown in Figure 2.3. In this scheme, SSTables with overlapping key ranges are grouped together so that the groups have disjoint key ranges. During a merge operation, all of the SSTables in a group are merged together to produce the resulting SSTables based on the key ranges of the overlapping groups at the next level, which are then added to these overlapping groups. For example in the figure, the SSTables labeled 0-30 and 0-31 at level 1 are merged together to produce the SSTables labeled 0-12 and 17-31, which are then added to the overlapping groups at level 2. Note the difference between the SSTables before and after this merge operation. Before the merge operation, the SSTables labeled 0-30 and 0-31 have overlapping key ranges and both must be examined together by a point lookup query. However, after the merge operation, the SSTables labeled 0-12 and 17-31 have disjoint key ranges and only one of them needs to be examined by a point lookup query. It should also be noted that under this scheme SSTables are no longer fixed-size since they are produced based on the key ranges of the overlapping groups at the next level.
Figure 2.4 shows an example of the horizontal grouping scheme. In this scheme, each component, which is range-partitioned into a set of fixed-size SSTables, serves as a logical group directly. Each level $L$ further maintains an active group, which is also the first group, to receive new SSTables merged from the previous level. This active group can be viewed as a partial component being formed by merging the components at level $L-1$ in the unpartitioned case. A merge operation selects the SSTables with overlapping key ranges from all of the groups at a level, and the resulting SSTables are added to the active group at the next level. For example in the figure, the SSTables labeled 35-70 and 35-65 at level 1 are merged together, and the resulting SSTables labeled 35-52 and 53-70 are added to the first group at level 2. However, although SSTables are fixed-size under the horizontal grouping scheme, it is still possible that one SSTable from a group may overlap a large number of SSTables in the remaining groups.

**Concurrency Control and Recovery**

We now briefly discuss the concurrency control and recovery techniques used by today’s LSM-tree implementations. For concurrency control, an LSM-tree needs to handle concurrent reads and writes and to take care of concurrent flush and merge operations. Ensuring correctness for concurrent reads and writes is a general requirement for access methods in a database system. Depending on the transactional isolation requirement, today’s LSM-tree implementations either use a locking scheme [17] or a multi-version scheme [2, 5, 10]. A multi-version scheme works well with an
LSM-tree since obsolete versions of a key can be naturally garbage-collected during merges. Concurrent flush and merge operations, however, are unique to LSM-trees. These operations modify the metadata of an LSM-tree, e.g., the list of active components. Thus, accesses to the component metadata must be properly synchronized. To prevent a component in use from being deleted, each component can maintain a reference counter. Before accessing the components of an LSM-tree, a query can first obtain a snapshot of active components and increment their in-use counters.

Since all writes are first appended into memory, write-ahead logging (WAL) can be performed to ensure their durability. To simplify the recovery process, existing systems typically employ a no-steal buffer management policy [56]. That is, a memory component can only be flushed when all active write transactions have terminated. During recovery for an LSM-tree, the transaction log is replayed to redo all successful transactions, but no undo is needed due to the no-steal policy. Meanwhile, the list of active disk components must also be recovered in the event of a crash. For unpartitioned LSM-trees, this can be accomplished by adding a pair of timestamps to each disk component that indicate the range of timestamps of the stored entries. This timestamp can be simply generated using local wall-clock time or a monotonic sequence number. To reconstruct the component list, the recovery process can simply find all components with disjoint timestamps. In the event that multiple components have overlapping timestamps, the component with the largest timestamp range is chosen and the rest can simply be deleted since they will have been merged to form the selected component. For partitioned LSM-trees, this timestamp-based approach does not work anymore since each component is further range-partitioned. To address this, a typical approach, used in LevelDB [6] and RocksDB [10], is to maintain a separate metadata log to store all changes to the structural metadata, such as adding or deleting SSTables. The state of the LSM-tree structure can then be reconstructed by replaying the metadata log during recovery.
2.2.3 Cost Analysis

To help understand the performance trade-offs of LSM-trees, we can turn to the cost analysis of writes, point lookups, range queries, and space amplification presented in [79]. The cost of writes and queries is measured by counting the number of disk I/Os per operation. This analysis considers an unpartitioned LSM-tree and represents a worst-case cost.

Let the size ratio of a given LSM-tree be $T$, and suppose that the LSM-tree contains $L$ levels. In practice, for a stable LSM-tree where the volume of inserts equals the volume of deletes, $L$ remains static. Let $B$ denote the page size, that is, the number of entries that each data page can store, and let $P$ denote the number of pages of a memory component. As a result, a memory component will contain at most $B \cdot P$ entries, and level $i$ ($i \geq 0$) will contain at most $T^{i+1} \cdot B \cdot P$ entries. Given $N$ total entries, the largest level contains approximately $N \cdot T^{i+1}$ entries since it is $T$ times larger than the previous level. Thus, the number of levels for $N$ entries can be approximated as $L = \lceil \log_T \left( \frac{N}{B \cdot P} \cdot \frac{T}{T+1} \right) \rceil$.

The write cost, which is also referred to as write amplification in the literature, measures the amortized I/O cost of inserting an entry into an LSM-tree. It should be noted that this cost measures the overall I/O cost for this entry to be merged into the largest level since inserting an entry into memory does not incur any disk I/O. For leveling, a component at each level will be merged $T - 1$ times until it fills up and is pushed to the next level. For tiering, multiple components at each level are merged only once and are pushed to the next level directly. Since each disk page contains $B$ entries, the write cost for each entry will be $O(T \cdot \frac{L}{B})$ for leveling and $O(L)$ for tiering.

The I/O cost of a query depends on the number of components in an LSM-tree. Without Bloom filters, the I/O cost of a point lookup will be $O(L)$ for leveling and $O(T \cdot L)$ for tiering. However, Bloom filters can greatly improve the point lookup cost. For a zero-result point lookup, i.e., for a search for a non-existent key, all disk I/Os are caused by Bloom filter false positives. Suppose all Bloom filters have $M$ bits in total and have the same false positive rate across all levels. With
$N$ total keys, each Bloom filter has a false positive rate of $O(e^{-\frac{M}{N}})$ [29]. Thus, the I/O cost of a zero-result point lookup will be $O(L \cdot e^{-\frac{M}{N}})$ for leveling and $O(T \cdot L \cdot e^{-\frac{M}{N}})$ for tiering. To search for an existing unique key, at least one I/O must be performed to fetch the entry. Given that in practice the Bloom filter false positive rate is much smaller than 1, the successful point lookup I/O cost for both leveling and tiering will be $O(1)$.

The I/O cost of a range query depends on the query selectivity. Let $s$ be the number of unique keys accessed by a range query. A range query can be considered to be long if $\frac{s}{T} > 2 \cdot L$, otherwise it is short [41, 43]. The distinction is that the I/O cost of a long range query will be dominated by the largest level since the largest level contains most of the data. In contrast, the I/O cost of a short range query will derive (almost) equally from all levels since the query must issue one I/O to each disk component. Thus, the I/O cost of a long range query will be $O\left(\frac{s}{T}\right)$ for leveling and $O(T \cdot \frac{s}{T})$ for tiering. For a short range query, the I/O cost will be $O(L)$ for leveling and $O(T \cdot L)$ for tiering.

Finally, let us examine the space amplification of an LSM-tree, which is defined as the overall number of entries divided by the number of unique entries. For leveling, the worst case occurs when all of the data at the first $L - 1$ levels, which contain approximately $\frac{1}{T}$ of the total data, are updates to the entries at the largest level. Thus, the worst case space amplification for leveling is $O\left(\frac{T + 1}{T}\right)$. For tiering, the worst case happens when all of the components at the largest level contain exactly the same set of keys. As a result, the worst case space amplification for tiering will be $O(T)$. In practice, the space amplification is an important factor to consider when deploying storage systems [49], as it directly impacts the storage cost for a given workload.

The cost complexity of LSM-trees is summarized in Table 2.1. Note how the size ratio $T$ impacts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Merge Policy</th>
<th>Write (Zero-Result / Non-Zero-Result)</th>
<th>Point Lookup (Zero-Result / Non-Zero-Result)</th>
<th>Short Range Query</th>
<th>Long Range Query</th>
<th>Space Amplification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Leveling</td>
<td>$O(T \cdot \frac{L}{T})$</td>
<td>$O(L \cdot e^{-\frac{M}{N}}) / O(1)$</td>
<td>$O(L)$</td>
<td>$O\left(\frac{s}{T}\right)$</td>
<td>$O\left(\frac{T + 1}{T}\right)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiering</td>
<td>$O\left(\frac{s}{T}\right)$</td>
<td>$O(T \cdot L \cdot e^{-\frac{M}{N}}) / O(1)$</td>
<td>$O(T \cdot L)$</td>
<td>$O(T \cdot \frac{s}{T})$</td>
<td>$O(T)$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the performance of leveling and tiering differently. In general, leveling is optimized for query performance and space utilization by maintaining one component per level. However, components must be merged more frequently, which will incur a higher write cost by a factor of $T$. In contrast, tiering is optimized for write performance by maintaining up to $T$ components at each level. This, however, will decrease query performance and worsen space utilization by a factor of $T$. As one can see, the LSM-tree is highly tunable. For example, by changing the merge policy from leveling to tiering, one can greatly improve write performance with only a small negative impact on point lookup queries due to the Bloom filters. However, range queries and space utilization will be significantly impacted.
Chapter 3

Related Work

In this chapter, we present a comprehensive survey of existing LSM-tree improvements. We first present a taxonomy for use in classifying the existing literature on improving LSM-trees. We then provide an in-depth survey of the LSM-tree literature that follows the structure of the proposed taxonomy.

3.1 A Taxonomy of LSM-tree Improvements

Despite the popularity of LSM-trees in modern NoSQL systems, the basic LSM-tree design suffers from various drawbacks and insufficiencies. We now identify the major issues of the basic LSM-tree design, and further present a taxonomy of LSM-tree improvements based on these drawbacks.

Write Amplification. Even though LSM-trees can provide much better write throughput than in-place update structures such as B⁺-trees by reducing random I/Os, the leveling merge policy, which has been adopted by modern key-value stores such as LevelDB [6] and RocksDB [10], still incurs relatively high write amplification. High write amplification not only limits the write performance of an LSM-tree but also reduces the lifespan of SSDs due to frequent disk writes. A large body of
research has been conducted to reduce the write amplification of LSM-trees.

**Merge Operations.** Merge operations are critical to the performance of LSM-trees and must therefore be carefully implemented. Moreover, merge operations can have negative impacts on the system, including buffer cache misses after merges and write stalls during large merges. Several improvements have been proposed to optimize merge operations to address these problems.

**Hardware.** In order to maximize performance, LSM-trees must be carefully implemented to fully utilize the underlying hardware platforms. The original LSM-tree has been designed for hard disks, with the goal being reducing random I/Os. In recent years, new hardware platforms have presented new opportunities for database systems to achieve better performance. A significant body of recent research has been devoted to improving LSM-trees to fully exploit the underlying hardware platforms, including large memory, multi-core, SSD, and native storage.

**Special Workloads.** In addition to hardware opportunities, certain special workloads can also be considered to achieve better performance in those use cases. In this case, the basic LSM-tree implementation must be adapted and customized to exploit the unique characteristics exhibited by these special workloads.

**Auto-Tuning.** Based on the RUM conjecture [24], no access method can be read-optimal, write-optimal, and space-optimal at the same time. The tunability of LSM-trees is a promising solution to achieve optimal trade-offs for a given workload. However, LSM-trees can be hard to tune because of too many tuning knobs, such as memory allocation, merge policy, and size ratio etc. To address this issue, several auto-tuning techniques have been proposed in the literature.

**Query Processing.** Even though the LSM-tree is a write-optimized structure, efficient query processing is also an important consideration for database systems. Thus, various research efforts have been made to optimize the query processing aspect of LSM-trees, including secondary indexing, range filtering, and exploiting LSM lifecycles to perform additional work for better query performance.
Based on these major issues of the basic LSM-tree design, we present a taxonomy of LSM-tree improvements, shown in Figure 3.1, to highlight the specific aspects that the existing research efforts try to optimize. Given this taxonomy, Table 3.1 further classifies the LSM-tree improvements in terms of each improvement’s primary and secondary concerns (♣ denotes the primary category and △ denotes the secondary categories). With this taxonomy and classification in hand, we now proceed to examine each improvement in more depth.

### 3.2 Reducing Write Amplification

In this section, we review the improvements in the literature that aim to reduce the write amplification of LSM-trees. Most of these improvements are based on tiering since it has much better write performance than leveling. Other proposed improvements have developed new techniques to perform merge skipping or to exploit data skews.

#### 3.2.1 Tiering

One way to optimize write amplification is to apply tiering since it has much lower write amplification than leveling. However, recall from Section 2.2.3 that this will lead to worse query performance and space utilization. The improvements in this category can all be viewed as some variants...
Table 3.1: Classification of LSM-tree Improvements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publication</th>
<th>Write Amplification</th>
<th>Merge Operations</th>
<th>Hardware Special Workloads</th>
<th>Auto Tuning</th>
<th>Secondary Indexing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WB-tree [20]</td>
<td>♣</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LWC-tree [127]</td>
<td>♣</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PebblesDB [95]</td>
<td>♣</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SifrDB [86]</td>
<td>♣</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>△</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skip-tree [130]</td>
<td>♣</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRIAD [26]</td>
<td>♣</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VT-tree [106]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang et al. [133]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahmad et al. [15]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSBM-tree [113, 114]</td>
<td>♣</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bLSM [103]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FloDB [25]</td>
<td>△</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>♣</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accordion [30]</td>
<td>△</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>♣</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cLSM [53]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FD-tree [69]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>♣</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FD+tree [115]</td>
<td>△</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>♣</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MaSM [23]</td>
<td>△</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>♣</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WiscKey [75]</td>
<td>△</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>♣</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HashKV [71]</td>
<td>△</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>♣</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kreon [91]</td>
<td>△</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>♣</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NovLSM [64]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDS [85]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOCS [121]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NoFTL-KV [120]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LHAM [88]</td>
<td>♣</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSM-trie [124]</td>
<td>△</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>♣</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SlimDB [98]</td>
<td>△</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>♣</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathieu et al. [84]</td>
<td>△</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>♣</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lethe [101]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lim et al. [72]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monkey [41, 42]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dostoevsky [43]</td>
<td>△</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSM-Bush [44]</td>
<td>△</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thonangti and Yang [116]</td>
<td>△</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ElasticBF [70]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutant [129]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim et al. [67]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qader et al. [94]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diff-Index [111]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DELI [112]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosetta [82]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alsubaiee et al. [19]</td>
<td>△</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>♣</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistics Collection [13]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuple Compaction [16]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
of the partitioned tiering design with vertical or horizontal grouping discussed in Section 2.2.2. Here we will mainly discuss the modifications made by these improvements.

The WriteBuffer (WB) Tree [20] can be viewed as a variant of the partitioned tiering design with vertical grouping. It has made the following modifications. First, it relies on hash-partitioning to achieve workload balance so that each SSTable group roughly stores the same amount of data. Furthermore, it organizes SSTable groups into a \( B^+ \)-tree-like structure to enable self-balancing to minimize the total number of levels. Specifically, each SSTable group is treated like a node in a \( B^+ \)-tree. When a non-leaf node becomes full with \( T \) SSTables, these \( T \) SSTables are merged together to form new SSTables that are added into its child nodes. When a leaf node becomes full with \( T \) SSTables, it is split into two leaf nodes by merging all of its SSTables into two leaf nodes with smaller key ranges so that each new node receives about \( T/2 \) SSTables.

The light-weight compaction tree (LWC-tree) [127] adopts a similar partitioned tiering design with vertical grouping. It further presents a method to achieve workload balancing of SSTable groups. Recall that under the vertical grouping scheme, SSTables are no longer strictly fixed-size since they are produced based on the key ranges of the overlapping groups at the next level instead of based on their sizes. In the LWC-tree, if a group contains too many entries, it will shrink the key range of this group after the group has been merged (now temporarily empty) and will widen the key ranges of its sibling groups accordingly.

PebblesDB [95] also adopts a partitioned tiering design with vertical grouping. The major difference is that it determines the key ranges of SSTable groups using the idea of guards as inspired by the skip-list [92]. Guards, which are the key ranges of SSTable groups, are selected probabilistically based on inserted keys to achieve workload balance. Once a guard is selected, it is applied lazily during the next merge. PebblesDB further performs parallel seeks of SSTables to improve range query performance.

As one can see, the structures described above all share a similar high-level design based on par-
titioned tiering with vertical grouping. They mainly differ in how workload balancing of SSTable groups is performed. For example, the WB-tree [20] relies on hashing, but doing so gives up the ability of supporting range queries. The LWC-tree [127] dynamically shrinks the key ranges of dense SSTable groups, while PebblesDB [95] relies on probabilistically selected guards. It is not clear how skewed SSTable groups would impact the performance of these structures, and future research is needed to understand this problem and evaluate these workload balancing strategies.

The partitioned tiering design with horizontal grouping has been adopted by SifrDB [86]. SifrDB also proposes an early-cleaning technique to reduce disk space utilization during merges. During a merge operation, SifrDB incrementally activates newly produced SSTables and deactivates the old SSTables. SifrDB further exploits I/O parallelism to speedup query performance by examining multiple SSTables in parallel.

### 3.2.2 Merge Skipping

The skip-tree [130] proposes a merge skipping idea to improve write performance. The observation is that each entry must be merged from level 0 down to the largest level. If some entries can be directly pushed to a higher level by skipping some level-by-level merges, then the total write cost will be reduced. As shown in Figure 3.2, during a merge at level \( L \), the skip-tree directly pushes some keys to a mutable buffer at level \( L + K \) so that some level-by-level merges can be skipped. Meanwhile, the skipped entries in the mutable buffer will be merged with the SSTables at level \( L + K \) during subsequent merges. To ensure correctness, a key from level \( L \) can be pushed to level \( L + K \) only if this key does not appear in any of the intermediate levels \( L + 1, \ldots, L + K - 1 \). This condition can be tested efficiently by checking the Bloom filters of the intermediate levels. The skip-tree further performs write-ahead logging to ensure durability of the entries stored in the mutable buffer. To reduce the logging overhead, the skip-tree only logs the key plus the ID of the original SSTable and prevents an SSTable from being deleted if it is referenced by any
key in the buffer. Although merge skipping is an interesting idea to reduce write amplification, it introduces non-trivial implementation complexity to manage the mutable buffers. Moreover, since merge skipping essentially reduces some merges at the intermediate levels, it is not clear how the skip-tree would compare against a well-tuned LSM-tree by reducing the size ratio.

### 3.2.3 Exploiting Data Skew

TRIAD [26] reduces write amplification for skewed update workloads where some hot keys are updated frequently. The basic idea is to separate hot keys from cold keys in the memory component so that only cold keys are flushed to disk. As a result, when hot keys are updated, old versions can be discarded directly without writing them to disk. Even though hot keys are not flushed to disk, they are periodically copied to a new transaction log so that the old transaction log can be reclaimed. TRIAD also reduces write amplification by delaying merges at level 0 until level 0 contains multiple SSTables. Finally, it presents an optimization that avoids creating new disk components after flushes. Instead, the transaction log itself is used as a disk component and an index structure is built on top of it to improve lookup performance. However, range query performance will still be negatively impacted since entries are not sorted in the log.
3.2.4 Summary

Tiering has been widely used to improve the write performance of LSM-trees, but this will decrease query performance and space utilization, as discussed in Section 2.2.3. The existing tiering-based improvements mainly differ in how SSTables are managed, either by vertical grouping [20, 95, 127] or horizontal grouping [86]. It is not clear how these different grouping schemes impact system performance and it would be useful as future work to study and evaluate their impact. The skip-tree [130] and TRIAD [26] propose several new ideas to improve write performance, ideas that are orthogonal to tiering. However, these optimizations bring non-trivial implementation complexity to real systems, such as the mutable buffers introduced by the skip-tree and the use of transaction logs as flushed components by TRIAD.

All of the improvements in this category, as well as some improvements in the later sections, have claimed that they can greatly improve the write performance of LSM-trees, but their performance evaluations have often failed to consider the tunability of LSM-trees. That is, these improvements have mainly been evaluated against a default (untuned) configuration of LevelDB or RocksDB, which use the leveling merge policy with a size ratio of 10. It is not clear how these improvements would compare against well-tuned LSM-trees. To address this, one possible solution would be to tune RocksDB to achieve a similar write throughput to the proposed improvements by changing the size ratio or by adopting the tiering merge policy and then evaluating how these improvements can improve query performance and space amplification. Moreover, these improvements have primarily focused on query performance; space amplification has often been neglected. It would be a useful experimental study to fully evaluate these improvements against well-tuned baseline LSM-trees to evaluate their actual usefulness. We also hope that this situation can be avoided in future research by considering the tunability of LSM-trees when evaluating the proposed improvements.
3.3 Optimizing Merge Operations

Next we review some existing work that improves the implementation of merge operations, including improving merge performance, minimizing buffer cache misses, and eliminating write stalls.

3.3.1 Improving Merge Performance

The VT-tree [106] presents a stitching operation to improve merge performance. The basic idea is that when merging multiple SSTables, if the key range of a page from an input SSTable does not overlap the key ranges of any pages from other SSTables, then this page can be simply pointed to by the resulting SSTable without reading and copying it again. Even though stitching improves merge performance for certain workloads, it has a number of drawbacks. First, it can cause fragmentation since pages are no longer continuously stored on disk. To alleviate this problem, the VT-tree introduces a stitching threshold \( K \) so that a stitching operation is triggered only when there are at least \( K \) continuous pages from an input SSTable. Moreover, since the keys in stitched pages are not scanned during a merge operation, a Bloom filter cannot be produced. To address this issue, the VT-tree uses quotient filters [27] since multiple quotient filters can be combined directly without accessing the original keys.

Zhang et al. [133] proposed a pipelined merge implementation to better utilize CPU and I/O parallelism to improve merge performance. The key observation is that a merge operation contains multiple phases, including the read phase, merge-sort phase, and write phase. The read phase reads pages from input SSTables, which will then be merge-sorted to produce new pages during the merge-sort phase. Finally, the new pages will be written to disk during the write phase. Thus, the read phase and write phase are I/O heavy while the merge-sort phase is CPU heavy. To better utilize CPU and I/O parallelism, the proposed approach pipelines the execution of these three phases, as illustrated by Figure 3.3. In this example, after the first input page has been read, this ap-
proach continues reading the second input page (using disk) and the first page can be merge-sorted (using CPU).

### 3.3.2 Reducing Buffer Cache Misses

Merge operations can interfere with the caching behavior of a system. After a new component is enabled, queries may experience a large number of buffer cache misses since the new component has not been cached yet. A simple write-through cache maintenance policy cannot solve this problem. If all of the pages of the new component were cached during a merge operation, a lot of other working pages would be evicted, which will again cause buffer cache misses.

Ahmad et al. [15] conducted an experimental study of the impact of merge operations on system performance. They found that merge operations consume a large number of CPU and I/O resources and impose a high overhead on query response times. To address this, this work proposed to offload large merges to remote servers to minimize their impact. After a merge operation is completed, a smart cache warmup algorithm is used to fetch the new component incrementally to minimize buffer cache misses. The idea is to switch to the new component incrementally, chunk by chunk, to smoothly redirect incoming queries from the old components to the new component. As a result, the burst of buffer cache misses is decomposed into a large number of smaller ones, minimizing the negative impact of component switching on query performance.

One limitation of the approach proposed by Ahmad et al. [15] is that merge operations must be
offloaded to separate servers. The incremental warmup algorithm alone was subsequently found to be insufficient due to contention between the newly produced pages and the existing hot pages [113, 114]. To address this limitation, the Log-Structured buffered Merge tree (LSbM-tree) [113, 114] proposes an alternative approach. As illustrated by Figure 3.4, after an SSTable at level \( L \) is merged into level \( L + 1 \), the old SSTables at level \( L \) is appended to a buffer associated with level \( L + 1 \) instead of being deleted immediately. Note that there is no need to add old SSTables at level \( L + 1 \) into the buffer, as the SSTables at \( L + 1 \) all come from level \( L \) and the entries of these old SSTables will have already been added to the buffer before. The buffered SSTables are searched by queries as well to minimize buffer cache misses, and they are deleted gradually based on their access frequency. This approach does not incur any extra disk I/O during a merge operation since it only delays the deletion of the old SSTables. However, this approach is mainly effective for skewed workloads where only a small range of keys are frequently accessed. It can introduce extra overhead for queries accessing cold data that are not cached, especially for range queries since they cannot benefit from Bloom filters.

### 3.3.3 Minimizing Write Stalls

Although the LSM-tree offers a much higher write throughput compared to traditional \( B^+ \)-trees, it often exhibits write stalls and unpredictable write latencies since heavy operations such as flushes and merges run in the background.

bLSM [103] proposes a spring-and-gear merge scheduler to minimize write stalls for the unparti-
tioned leveling merge policy. Its basic idea is to tolerate an extra component at each level so that merges at different levels can proceed in parallel. Furthermore, the merge scheduler controls the progress of merge operations to ensure that level $L$ produces a new component at level $L+1$ only after the previous merge operation at level $L+1$ has completed. This eventually cascades to limit the maximum write speed at the memory component and eliminates large write stalls. However, bLSM only bounds the maximum latency of writing to memory components while the queuing latency, which is often a major source of performance variability, is ignored.

### 3.3.4 Summary

The improvements in this category optimize the implementation of merge operations in terms of performance, buffer cache misses, and write stalls. To speedup merge operations, the VT-tree [106] introduces the stitching operation that avoids copying input pages if applicable. However, this may cause fragmentation, which is undesirable for hard disks. Moreover, this optimization is incompatible with Bloom filters, which are widely used in modern LSM-tree implementations. The pipelined merge implementation [133] improves merge performance by exploiting CPU and I/O parallelism. It should be noted that many LSM-based storage systems have already implemented some form of pipelining by exploiting disk read-ahead and write-behind.

Ahmed et al. [15] and the LSbM-tree [113, 114] present two alternative methods to alleviating buffer cache misses caused by merges. However, both approaches appear to have certain limitations. The approach proposed by Ahmed et al. [15] requires dedicated servers to perform merges, while the LSbM-tree [113, 114] delays the deletion of old components that could negatively impact queries accessing cold data. Write stalls are a unique problem of LSM-trees due to its out-of-place update nature. There has been several research effort [103] to address this problem, but it remains an open problem of bounding tail latencies for LSM-trees.
3.4 Hardware Opportunities

We now review the LSM-tree improvements proposed for different hardware platforms, including large memory, multi-core, SSD/NVM, and native storage. A general paradigm of these improvements is to modify the basic design of LSM-trees to fully exploit the unique features provided by the target hardware platform to achieve better performance.

3.4.1 Large Memory

It is beneficial for LSM-trees to have large memory components to reduce the total number of levels, as this will improve both write performance and query performance [80]. Thus, it is important to utilize large memory efficiently to achieve better performance.

FloDB [25] presents a two-layer design to manage large memory components. The top level is a small concurrent hash table to support fast writes, and the bottom level is a large skip-list to support range queries efficiently. When the hash table is full, its entries are efficiently migrated into the skip-list using a batched algorithm. By limiting random writes to a small memory area, this design significantly improves the in-memory write throughput. To support range queries, FloDB requires that a range query must wait for the hash table to be drained so that the skip-list alone can be searched to answer the query. However, FloDB suffers from two major problems. First, it is not efficient for workloads containing both writes and range queries due to their contention. Second, the skip-list may have a large memory footprint and lead to lower memory utilization.

To address the drawbacks of FloDB, Accordion [30] uses a multi-layer approach to manage its large memory components. In this design (Figure 3.5), there is a small mutable memory component in the top level to process writes. When the mutable memory component is full, instead of being flushed to disk, it is simply flushed into a (more compact) immutable memory component via an in-memory flush operation. Similarly, such immutable memory components can be merged
via in-memory merge operations to improve query performance and reclaim space occupied by obsolete entries. Note that in-memory flush and merge operations do not involve any disk I/O, which reduces the overall disk I/O cost by leveraging large memory.

### 3.4.2 Multi-Core

cLSM [53] optimizes for multi-core machines and presents new concurrency control algorithms for various LSM-tree operations. It organizes LSM components into a concurrent linked list to minimize blocking caused by synchronization. Flush and merge operations are carefully designed so that they only result in atomic modifications to the linked list that will never block queries. When a memory component becomes full, a new memory component is allocated while the old one will be flushed. To avoid writers inserting into the old memory component, a writer acquires a shared lock before modifications and the flush thread acquires an exclusive lock before flushes. cLSM also supports snapshot scans via multi-versioning and atomic read-modify-write operations using an optimistic concurrency control approach that exploits the fact that all writes, and thus all conflicts, involve the memory component.
3.4.3 SSD/NVM

Different from traditional hard disks, which only support efficient sequential I/Os, new storage devices such as solid-state drives (SSDs) and non-volatile memories (NVMs) support efficient random I/Os as well. NVMs further provide efficient byte-addressable random accesses with persistence guarantees.

The FD-tree [69] uses a similar design to LSM-trees to reduce random writes on SSDs. One major difference is that the FD-tree exploits fractional cascading [37] to improve query performance instead of Bloom filters. For the component at each level, the FD-tree additionally stores fence pointers that point to each page at the next level. For example in Figure 3.6, the pages at level 2 are pointed at by fence pointers with keys 1, 27, 51, 81 at level 1. After performing a binary search at level 0, a query can follow these fence pointers to traverse all of the levels. However, this design introduces additional complexity to merges. When the component at level \( L \) is merged into level \( L + 1 \), all of the previous levels 0 to \( L - 1 \) must be merged as well to rebuild the fence pointers. Moreover, a point lookup still needs to perform disk I/Os when searching for non-existent keys, which can be mostly avoided by using Bloom filters. For these reasons, modern LSM-tree implementations prefer Bloom filters rather than fractional cascading.\(^1\)

The FD+tree [115] improves the merge process of the FD-tree [69]. In the FD-tree, when a merge happens from level 0 to level \( L \), new components at levels 0 to \( L \) must be created, which will

\(^1\)RocksDB [10] supports a limited form of fractional cascading by maintaining the set of overlapping SSTables at the adjacent next level for each SSTable. These pointers are used to narrow down the search range when locating specific SSTables during point lookups.
temporarily double the disk space. To address this, during a merge operation, the FD+tree incrementally activates the new components and reclaims pages from the old components that are not used by any active queries.

MaSM (materialized sort-merge) [23] is designed for supporting efficient updates for data warehousing workloads by exploiting SSDs. MaSM first buffers all updates into an SSD. It uses the tiering merge policy to merge intermediate components with low write amplification. The updates are then merged back to the base data, which resides in the hard disk. MaSM can be viewed as a simplified form of the lazy leveling merge policy proposed by Dostoevsky [43], as we will see later in this survey. Moreover, since MaSM mainly targets long range queries to support data warehousing workloads, the overhead introduced by intermediate components stored in SSDs is negligible compared to the cost of accessing the base data. This enables MaSM to only incur a small overhead on queries with concurrent updates.

Since SSDs support efficient random reads, separating values from keys becomes a viable solution to improve the write performance of LSM-trees. By transforming an LSM-tree into a log-structured store, this design can significantly improve write performance since the write cost of a log-structured store is much smaller than that of an LSM-tree [73, 99]. However, this design will significantly impact range query performance because values are not sorted anymore. This approach was first implemented by WiscKey [75] and subsequently adopted by HashKV [71] and SifrDB [86]. As shown in Figure 3.7, WiscKey [75] stores key-value pairs into an append-only log and the LSM-tree simply serves as a primary index that maps each key to its location in the log. Only keys are merged while the value log is garbage-collected to reclaim the storage space. In WiscKey, garbage-collection is performed in three steps. First, WiscKey scans the log tail and validates each entry by performing point lookups against the LSM-tree to find out whether the location of each key has changed or not. Second, valid entries, whose locations have not changed, are then appended to the log and their locations are updated in the LSM-tree as well. Finally, the log tail is truncated to reclaim the storage space.
HashKV [71] introduces a more efficient approach to garbage-collect obsolete values. The basic idea is to hash-partition the value log into multiple partitions based on keys and to garbage-collect each partition independently. In order to garbage-collect a partition, HashKV performs a group-by operation on the keys to find the latest value for each key. Valid key-value pairs are added to a new log and their locations are then updated in the LSM-tree. HashKV further stores cold entries separately so that they can be garbage-collected less frequently.

Kreon [91] exploits memory-mapped I/O to reduce CPU overhead by avoiding unnecessary data copying. It implements a customized memory-mapped I/O manager in the Linux kernel to control cache replacement and to enable blind writes. To improve range query performance, Kreon reorganizes data during query processing by storing the accessed key-value pairs together in a new place.

NoveLSM [64] is an implementation of LSM-trees on NVMs. NoveLSM adds an NVM-based memory component to serve writes when the DRAM memory component is full so that writes can still proceed without being stalled. It further optimizes the write performance of the NVM memory component by skipping logging since NVM itself provides persistence. Finally, it exploits I/O parallelism to search multiple levels concurrently to reduce lookup latency.

Figure 3.7: Example WiscKey Structure
3.4.4 Native Storage

Performing native management of storage devices has attracted the attention from the research community [47, 48, 105] due to the recent advance in the storage technologies. Here we review some research work that performs native storage management to optimize the performance of LSM-tree implementations.

The LSM-tree-based Direct Storage system (LDS) [85] bypasses the file system to better exploit the sequential and aggregated I/O patterns exhibited by LSM-trees. The on-disk layout of LDS contains three parts: chunks, a version log, and a backup log. Chunks store the disk components of the LSM-tree. The version log stores the metadata changes of the LSM-tree after each flush and merge. For example, a version log record can record the obsolete chunks and the new chunks resulting from a merge. The version log is regularly checkpointed to aggregate all changes so that the log can be truncated. Finally, the backup log provides durability for in-memory writes by write-ahead logging.

LOCS [121] is an implementation of the LSM-tree on open-channel SSDs. Open-channel SSDs expose internal I/O parallelism via an interface called channels, where each channel functions independently as a logical disk device. This allows applications to flexibly schedule disk writes to leverage the available I/O parallelism, but disk reads must be served by the same channel where the data is stored. To exploit this feature, LOCS dispatches disk writes due to flushes and merges to all channels using a least-weighted-queue-length policy to balance the total amount of work allocated to each channel. To further improve the I/O parallelism for partitioned LSM-trees, LOCS places SSTables from different levels with similar key ranges into different channels so that these SSTables can be read in parallel.

NoFTL-KV [120] proposes to extract the flash translation layer (FTL) from the storage device into the key-value store to gain direct control over the storage device. Traditionally, the FTL translates the logical block address to the physical block address to implement wear leveling, which improves
the lifespan of SSDs by distributing writes evenly to all blocks. NoFTL-KV argues for a number of advantages of extracting FTL, such as pushing tasks down to the storage device, performing more efficient data placement to exploit I/O parallelism, and integrating the garbage-collection process of the storage device with the merge process of LSM-trees to reduce write amplification.

### 3.4.5 Summary

In this subsection, we have reviewed the LSM-tree improvements exploiting hardware platforms, including large memory [25, 30], multi-core [53], SSD/NVM [23, 64, 69, 71, 75, 91, 115], and native storage [85, 121, 120]. To manage large memory components, both FloDB [25] and Accordion [30] take a multi-layer approach to limit random writes to a small memory area. The difference is that FloDB [25] only uses two layers, while Accordion [30] uses multiple layers to provide better concurrency and memory utilization. For multi-core machines, cLSM [53] presents a set of new concurrency control algorithms to improve concurrency.

A general theme of the improvements for SSD/NVM is to exploit the high random read throughput while reducing the write amplification of LSM-trees to improve the lifespan of these storage devices. The FD-tree [69] and its successor FD+tree [115] propose to use fractional cascading [37] to improve point lookup performance so that only one random I/O is needed for searching each component. However, today’s implementations generally prefer Bloom filters since unnecessary I/Os can be mostly avoided by point lookups. Separating keys from values [71, 75, 91] can significantly improve the write performance of LSM-trees since only keys are merged. However, this leads to lower query performance and space utilization. Meanwhile, values must be garbage-collected separately to reclaim disk space, which is similar to the traditional log-structured file system design [99]. Finally, some recent work has proposed to perform native management of storage devices, including HDDs [85] and SSDs [120, 121], which can often bring large performance gains by exploiting the sequential and non-overwriting I/O patterns exhibited by LSM-trees.
3.5 Handling Special Workloads

We now review some existing LSM-tree improvements that target special workloads to achieve better performance. The considered special workloads include temporal data, small data, semi-sorted data, append-mostly workloads, and delete-heavy workloads.

The log-structured history access method (LHAM) [88] improves the original LSM-tree to more efficiently support temporal workloads. The key improvement made by LHAM is to attach a range of timestamps to each component to facilitate the processing of temporal queries by pruning irrelevant components. It further guarantees that the timestamp ranges of components are disjoint from one another. This is accomplished by modifying the rolling merge process to always merge the records with the oldest timestamps from a component \( C_i \) into \( C_{i+1} \).

The LSM-trie [124] is an LSM-based hash index for managing a large number of key-value pairs where each key-value pair is small. It proposes a number of optimizations to reduce the metadata overhead. The LSM-trie adopts a partitioned tiering design to reduce write amplification. Instead of storing the key ranges of each SSTable directly, the LSM-trie organizes its SSTables using the prefix of their hash values to reduce the metadata overhead, as shown in Figure 3.8. The LSM-trie further eliminates the index page, instead assigning key-value pairs into fixed-size buckets based on their hash values. Overflow key-value pairs are assigned to underflow buckets and this information is recorded in a migration metadata table. The LSM-trie also builds a Bloom filter for each bucket. Since there are multiple SSTables in each group at a level, the LSM-trie clusters all Bloom filters of the same logical bucket of these SSTables together so that they can be fetched using a single I/O by a point lookup query. In general, the LSM-trie is mainly effective when the number of key-value pairs is so large that even the metadata, e.g., index pages and Bloom filters, cannot be totally cached. However, the LSM-trie only supports point lookups since its optimizations heavily depend on hashing.

SlimDB [98] targets semi-sorted data in which each key contains a prefix \( x \) and a suffix \( y \). It
supports normal point lookups, given both the prefix and the suffix, as well as retrieving all the key-values pairs sharing the same prefix key \( x \). To reduce write amplification, SlimDB adopts a hybrid structure with tiering on the lower levels and leveling on the higher levels. SlimDB further uses multi-level cuckoo filters [51] to improve point lookup performance for levels that use the tiering merge policy. At each level, a multi-level cuckoo filter maps each key to the ID of the SSTable where the latest version of the key is stored so that only one filter check is needed by a point lookup. To reduce the metadata overhead of SSTables, SlimDB uses a multi-level index structure as follows: It first maps each prefix key into a list of pages that contain this prefix key so that the key-value pairs can be retrieved efficiently given a prefix key. It then stores the range of suffix keys for each page to efficiently support point lookup queries based on both prefix and suffix keys.

Mathieu et al. [84] proposed two new merge policies optimized for append-mostly workloads with a bounded number of components. One problem of both leveling and tiering is that the number of levels depends on the total number of entries. Thus, with an append-mostly workload, where the amount of data keeps increasing, the total number of levels will be unbounded in order to achieve the write cost described in Section 2.2.3. To address this, this work studied the theoretical lower bound of the write cost of an online merge policy for an append-mostly workload given at most \( K \) components. It further proposed two merge policies, MinLatency and Binomial, to achieve this lower bound. These two policies have been experimentally evaluated by [83], which shows that the write cost can be greatly reduced under append-mostly workloads.
Lethe [101] presents two optimizations for delete-heavy workloads. First, it proposes a delete-aware merge policy to proactively merge anti-matter entries into the last level. This design not only bounds the maximum delete persistence latency, but also helps to quickly reclaim the disk space occupied by deleted entries. Lethe further proposes a key weaving storage layout to support efficient range deletes on a pre-defined secondary key. The basic idea is to divide each SSTable into a set of tiles, each of which contains a set of disk pages. Within each tile, records are sorted based on the specified secondary key. While within each page, records are still sorted based on the primary key. When performing a range delete on the secondary key, it is likely that many disk pages can be dropped in full, which will greatly improve the delete performance and allow the deleted pages to be reclaimed by the operating system immediately.

The improvements presented here each target a specialized workload. It should be noted that their optimizations may be useless or even inapplicable for general purpose workloads. For example, the LSM-trie [124] only supports point lookups, while SlimDB [98] only supports a limited form of range queries by fetching all values for a prefix key. The adoption of these optimizations should be chosen carefully based on the given workload.

### 3.6 Auto-Tuning

We now review some research efforts to develop auto-tuning techniques for the LSM-tree to reduce the tuning burden for the end-user. Some techniques perform co-tuning of all parameters to find an optimal design, while others focus on some specific aspect such as merge policies, Bloom filters, or data placement.
3.6.1 Parameter Tuning

Lim et al. [72] presented an analytical model that incorporates the key distribution to improve the cost estimation of LSM-tree operations and further used this model to tune the parameters of LSM-trees. The key insight is that the conventional worse-case analysis (Section 2.2.3) fails to take the key distribution into consideration. If a key is found to be deleted or updated during an early merge, it will not participate in future merges and thus its overall write cost will be reduced. The proposed model assumes a priori knowledge of the key distribution using a probability mass function $f_X(k)$ that measures the probability that a specific key $k$ is written by a write request. Given $p$ total write requests, the number of unique keys is estimated using its expectation as $Unique(p) = N - \sum_{k \in K} (1 - f_X(k))^p$, where $N$ is the total number of unique keys and $K$ is the total key space. Based on this formula, the total write cost for $p$ writes can be computed by summing up the cost of all flushes and merges, except that duplicates keys, if any, are excluded from future merges. Finally, the cost model is used to find the optimal system parameters by minimizing the total write cost.

Monkey [41, 42] co-tunes the merge policy, size ratio, and memory allocation between memory components and Bloom filters to find an optimal LSM-tree design for a given workload. The first contribution of Monkey is to show that the usual Bloom filter memory allocation scheme, which allocates the same number of bits per key for all Bloom filters, results in sub-optimal performance. The intuition is that the $T$ components at the last level, which contain most of the data, consume most of the Bloom filter memory but their Bloom filters can only save at most $T$ disk I/Os for a point lookup. To minimize the overall false positive rates across all of the Bloom filters, Monkey analytically shows that more bits should be allocated to the components at the lower levels so that the Bloom filter false positive rates will be exponentially increasing. Under this scheme, the I/O cost of zero-result point lookup queries will be dominated by the last level, and the new I/O cost becomes $O(e^{-\frac{M}{N}})$ for leveling and $O(T \cdot e^{-\frac{M}{N}})$ for tiering. Monkey then finds an optimal LSM-tree design by maximizing the overall throughput using a cost model similar to the one in Section 2.2.3 considering the workload’s mix of the various operations.
3.6.2 Tuning Merge Policies

Dostoevsky [43] shows that the existing merge policies, that is, tiering and leveling, are sub-optimal for certain workloads. The intuition is that for leveling, the cost of zero-result point lookups, long range queries, and space amplification are dominated by the largest level, but the write cost derives equally from all of the levels. To address this, Dostoevsky introduces a lazy-leveling merge policy that performs tiering at the lower levels but leveling at the largest level. Lazy-leveling has much better write cost than leveling, but has similar point lookup cost, long range query cost, and space amplification to leveling. It only has a worse short range query cost than leveling since the number of components is increased. Dostoevsky also proposes a hybrid policy that has at most $Z$ components in the largest level and at most $K$ components at each of the smaller levels, where $Z$ and $K$ are tunable. It then finds an optimal LSM-tree design for a given workload using a similar method as Monkey [41]. It is worth noting that the performance evaluation of Dostoevsky [43] is very thorough; it was performed against well-tuned LSM-trees to show that Dostoevsky strictly dominates the existing LSM-tree designs under certain workloads.

LSM-Bush [44] extends the design space of LSM merge policies for write and point lookup heavy workloads by assigning larger size ratios for smaller levels. The key intuition is that larger levels contribute the most to the point lookup cost and the Bloom filter space requirement of an LSM-tree, but each level contributes equally to the write cost. By using exponentially larger size ratios for smaller levels, the overall write cost of an LSM-tree can be reduced from $O(\log N)$ to $O(\log\log N)$, where $N$ is the number of entries, without impacting the point lookup cost and Bloom filter space requirement.

Thonangi and Yang [116] formally studied the impact of partitioning on the write cost of LSM-trees. This work first proposed a ChooseBest policy that always selects an SSTable with the fewest overlapping SSTables at the next level to merge to bound the worst case merge cost. Although the ChooseBest policy outperforms the unpartitioned merge policy in terms of the overall write
cost, there are certain periods when the unpartitioned merge policy has a lower write cost since the current level becomes empty after a full merge, which reduces the future merge cost. To exploit this advantage of full merges, this work further proposed a mixed merge policy that selectively performs full merges or partitioned merges based on the relative size between adjacent levels and that dynamically learns these size thresholds to minimize the overall write cost for a given workload.

3.6.3 Dynamic Bloom Filter Memory Allocation

All of the existing LSM-tree implementations, even Monkey [41], adopt a static scheme to manage Bloom filter memory allocation. That is, once the Bloom filter is created for a component, its false positive rate remains unchanged. Instead, ElasticBF [70] dynamically adjusts the Bloom filter false positive rates based on the data hotness and access frequency to optimize read performance. Given a budget of $k$ Bloom filter bits per key, ElasticBF constructs multiple smaller Bloom filters with $k_1$, $\cdots$, $k_n$ bits so that $k_1 + \cdots + k_n = k$. When all of these Bloom filters are used together, they provide the same false positive rate as the original monolithic Bloom filter. ElasticBF then dynamically activates and deactivates these Bloom filters based on the access frequency to minimize the total amount of extra I/O. Their experiments reveal that ElasticBF is mainly effective when the overall Bloom filter memory is very limited, such as only 4 bits per key on average. In this case, the disk I/Os caused by the Bloom filter false positives will be dominant. When memory is relatively large and can accommodate more bits per key, such as 10, the benefit of ElasticBF becomes limited since the number of disk I/Os caused by false positives is much smaller than the number of actual disk I/Os to locate the keys.

3.6.4 Optimizing Data Placement

Mutant [129] optimizes the data placement of the LSM-tree on cloud storage. Cloud vendors often provide a variety of storage options with different performance characteristics and monetary
costs. Given a monetary budget, it can be important to place SSTables on different storage devices properly to maximize system performance. Mutant solves this problem by monitoring the access frequency of each SSTable and finding a subset of SSTables to be placed in fast storage so that the total number of accesses to fast storage is maximized while the number of selected SSTables is bounded. This optimization problem is equivalent to a 0/1 knapsack problem, which is N/P hard, and can be approximated using a greedy algorithm.

3.6.5 Summary

The techniques presented in this category aim at automatically tuning LSM-trees for given workloads. Both Lim et al. [72] and Monkey [41, 42] attempt to find optimal designs for LSM-trees to maximize system performance. However, these two techniques are complimentary to each other. Lim et al. [72] uses a novel analytical model to improve the cost estimation but only focuses on tuning the maximum level sizes of the leveling merge policy. In contrast, Monkey [41, 42], as well as its follow-up work Dostoevsky [43], co-tune all parameters of LSM-trees to find an optimal design but only optimize for the worst-case I/O cost. It would be useful to combine these two techniques together to enable more accurate performance tuning and prediction.

Dostoevsky [43] and LSM-Bush [44] extend the design space of LSM-trees with new merge policies for certain workloads to make better performance trade-offs. Thonangi and Yang [116] proposed to combine full merges with partitioned merges to achieve better write performance. Other tuning techniques focus on some aspects of the LSM-tree implementation, such as tuning Bloom filters by ElasticBF [70] and optimizing data placement by Mutant [129].
3.7 Query Processing

In the last category, we will discuss the research efforts that optimize the query performance of LSM-trees, including secondary indexing, range filtering, and exploiting opportunities provided by LSM lifecycles.

3.7.1 Secondary Indexing

Kim et al. [67] conducted an experimental study of LSM-based spatial index structures for geotagged data, including LSM-tree versions of the R-tree [55], Dynamic Hilbert $B^+$-tree (DHB-tree) [68], Dynamic Hilbert Value $B^+$-tree (DHVB-tree) [68], Static Hilbert $B^+$-tree (SHB-tree) [52], and Spatial Inverted File (SIF) [65]. An R-tree is a balanced search tree that stores multi-dimensional spatial data using their minimum bounding rectangles. DHB-trees and DHVB-trees store spatial points directly into $B^+$-trees using space-filling curves. SHB-trees and SIFs exploit a grid-based approach by statically decomposing a two-dimensional space into a multi-level grid hierarchy. For each spatial object, the IDs of its overlapping cells are stored. The difference between these two structures is that an SHB-tree stores the pairs of cell IDs and primary keys in a $B^+$-tree, while a SIF stores a list of primary keys for each cell ID in an inverted index. The key conclusion of this study is that there is no clear winner among these index structures, but the LSM-based R-tree performs reasonably well for both ingestion and query workloads without requiring too much tuning. It also handles both point and non-point data well. Moreover, for non-index-only queries, the final primary key lookup step is generally dominant since it often requires a separate disk I/O for each primary key. This further diminished the differences between these spatial indexing methods.

Qadar et al. [94] conducted an experimental study of LSM-based secondary indexing techniques including filters and secondary indexes. For filters, they evaluated component-level range filters and Bloom filters on secondary keys. For secondary indexes, they evaluated two secondary index-
ing schemes based on composite keys and key lists. Depending on how the secondary index is maintained, the key list scheme can be further classified as being either eager or lazy. The eager key list scheme always reads the previous list to create a full new list with the new entry added and inserts the new list into the memory component. The lazy key list scheme simply maintains multiple partial lists at each component. The experimental results suggest that the eager inverted list scheme incurs a large overhead on data ingestion because of the point lookups and high write amplification. When the query selectivity becomes larger, that is, when the result set contains more entries, the performance difference between the lazy key list scheme and the composite key scheme diminishes, as the final point lookup step becomes dominant. Finally, filters were found to be very effective with small storage overhead for time-correlated workloads. However, the study did not consider cleaning up secondary indexes in the case of updates, which means that secondary indexes could return obsolete primary keys.

A key challenge of maintaining LSM-based secondary indexes is handling updates. For a primary LSM-tree, an update can blindly add the new entry (with the identical key) into the memory component so that the old entry is automatically deleted. However, this mechanism does not work for a secondary index since a secondary key value can change during an update. Extra work must be performed to clean up obsolete entries from secondary indexes during updates.

Diff-Index [111] presents four index maintenance schemes for LSM-based secondary indexes, namely sync-full, sync-insert, async-simple, and async-session. During an update, two steps must be performed to update a secondary index, namely inserting the new entry and cleaning up the old entry. Inserting the new entry is very efficient for LSM-trees, but cleaning up the old entry is generally expensive since it requires a point lookup to fetch the old record. Sync-full performs these two steps synchronously during the ingestion time. It optimizes for query performance since secondary indexes are always up-to-date, but incurs a high overhead during data ingestion because of the point lookups. Sync-insert only inserts new data into secondary indexes, while cleaning up obsolete entries lazily by queries. Async-simple performs index maintenance asynchronously.
but guarantees its eventual execution by appending updates into an asynchronous update queue. Finally, async-session enhances async-simple with session consistency for applications by storing new updates temporarily into a local cache on the client-side.

Deferred Lightweight Indexing (DELI) [112] enhances the sync-insert update scheme of Diff-Index [111] with a new method to cleanup secondary indexes by scanning the primary index components. Specifically, when multiple records with identical keys are encountered when scanning primary index components, the obsolete records are used to produce anti-matter entries to clean up the secondary indexes. Note that this procedure can be naturally integrated with the merge process of the primary index to reduce the extra overhead. Meanwhile, since secondary indexes are not always up-to-date, queries must always validate search results by fetching records from the primary index. Because of this, DELI cannot support index-only queries efficiently since point lookups must be performed for validation.

### 3.7.2 Range Filters

Rosetta [82] extends Bloom filters to enable filtering for range queries. For each disk component, Rosetta builds multiple Bloom filters, each of which corresponds to a binary key prefix. A range query is then converted into multiple probes, one for each non-overlapping binary key prefix. If all probes report negative results, then the disk component can be safely ignored from the range query. It should be noted that Rosetta may incur a lot of CPU overhead due to multiple Bloom filter probes. Thus, Rosetta is more suitable for short range queries, where disk components are more likely to be filtered, in I/O-heavy workloads.

Alsubaiee et al. [19] proposed to augment each component of the primary and secondary indexes with a filter to enable data pruning based on a (non-primary) filter key. A filter stores the minimum and maximum values of the chosen filter key for the entries in a component. Thus, a component can be pruned by a query if the search condition is disjoint with the minimum and maximum values of
its filter. Though a filter can be built on arbitrary fields, it is really only effective for time-correlated fields since components are naturally partitioned based on time and are likely to have disjoint filter ranges.

### 3.7.3 Exploiting LSM Lifecycles

LSM-trees provide well-defined lifecycle events, i.e., flushes and merges, to manage their data. These lifecycle events provide opportunities for database systems to perform extra tasks to optimize query performance.

Absalyamov et al. [13] proposed a lightweight statistics collection framework for LSM-based systems. The basic idea is to integrate the task of statistics collection into the flush and merge operations to minimize the statistics maintenance overhead. During flush and merge operations, statistical synopses, such as histograms and wavelets, are created on-the-fly and are sent back to the system catalog. Due to the multi-component nature of LSM-trees, the system catalog stores multiple statistics for a dataset. To reduce the overhead during query optimization, mergeable statistics, such as equi-width histograms, are merged beforehand. For statistics that are not mergeable, multiple synopses are kept to improve the accuracy of cardinality estimation.

Alkowaileet et al. [16] presented an LSM-based tuple compaction framework for storing schema-less JSON documents exploiting the immutability of LSM disk components. Its basic idea to automatically perform schema inference during flushes and merges so that the JSON records can be stored into a more efficient format, which greatly reduces the space overhead and improves query performance. The schema information is further propagated to a metadata node so that it can be utilized by the query optimizer to generate efficient query plans.
3.7.4 Summary

The techniques in this category all focus on improving the query processing capability of LSM-trees. To speedup query processing, two commonly used approaches are secondary indexing [67, 94, 111, 112] and range filtering [19, 82]. Moreover, the well-defined LSM lifecycle events provide additional opportunities for effective query processing, such as collecting data statistics [13] and compacting JSON records for efficient access [16].

3.8 Discussion of Overall Trade-offs

Based on the RUM conjecture [24], no access method can be read-optimal, write-optimal, and space-optimal at the same time. As we have seen in this chapter, many LSM-tree improvements that optimize for certain workload or system aspects will generally make trade-offs. To conclude this chapter, we provide a qualitative analysis and summary of the trade-offs made by those research efforts that seek to optimize various aspects of LSM-trees. We will consider the leveling merge policy as the baseline for this discussion.

The performance trade-offs of the various LSM-tree improvements are summarized in Table 3.2. As one can see, most of these improvements try to improve the write performance of the leveling merge policy since it has relatively high write amplification. A common approach taken by existing improvements is to apply the tiering merge policy [20, 86, 95, 124, 127], but this will negatively impact query performance and space utilization. Moreover, tiering has a larger negative impact on range queries than point lookups since range queries cannot benefit from Bloom filters.

Other proposed improvements, such as the skip-tree [130], TRIAD [26], and the VT-tree [106], propose several new ideas to improve the write performance of LSM-trees. However, in addition to extra overhead on query performance and space utilization, these optimizations may bring non-
Table 3.2: Summary of Trade-offs Made by LSM-tree Improvements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publication</th>
<th>Write</th>
<th>Point</th>
<th>Short Range</th>
<th>Long Range</th>
<th>Space</th>
<th>Remark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WB-tree [20]</td>
<td>↑↑</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↓↓↓</td>
<td>↓↓↓</td>
<td>↓↓</td>
<td>Tiering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LWC-tree [127]</td>
<td>↑↑</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↓↓↓</td>
<td>↓↓↓</td>
<td>↓↓</td>
<td>Tiering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PebblesDB [95]</td>
<td>↑↑</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↓↓↓</td>
<td>↓↓↓</td>
<td>↓↓</td>
<td>Tiering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SifrDB [86]</td>
<td>↑↑</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↓↓↓</td>
<td>↓↓↓</td>
<td>↓↓</td>
<td>Tiering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skip-tree [130]</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↓↓↓</td>
<td>↓↓↓</td>
<td>↓↓</td>
<td>Tiering + hashing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRIAD [26]</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↓↓↓</td>
<td>↓↓↓</td>
<td>↓↓</td>
<td>Separate cold entries from hot entries; delay merges at level 0; use logs as flushed components</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VT-tree [106]</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>↓↓↓</td>
<td>↓↓↓</td>
<td>↓↓</td>
<td>Lazy leveling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MaSM [23]</td>
<td>↑↑↑</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↓↓↓</td>
<td>↓↓↓</td>
<td>↓↓</td>
<td>Lazy leveling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WiscKey [75]</td>
<td>↑↑↑</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↓↓↓</td>
<td>↓↓↓</td>
<td>↓↓</td>
<td>KV separation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HashKV [71]</td>
<td>↑↑↑</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↓↓↓</td>
<td>↓↓↓</td>
<td>↓↓</td>
<td>KV separation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kreon [91]</td>
<td>↑↑↑</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↓↓↓</td>
<td>↓↓↓</td>
<td>↓↓</td>
<td>KV separation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSM-trie [124]</td>
<td>↑↑</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>Only support range queries for each key prefix group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SlimDB [98]</td>
<td>↑↑</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↓↓/×</td>
<td>↓/×</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>Exploit data redundancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lim et al. [72]</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>Exploit data redundancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monkey [41, 42]</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>Better Bloom filter memory allocation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dostoevsky [43]</td>
<td>↑↑</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↓↓↓</td>
<td>↓↓↓</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>Lazy leveling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSM-Bush [44]</td>
<td>↑↑</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>↓↓↓</td>
<td>↓↓↓</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>Exponentially larger size ratios for smaller levels</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

trivial implementation complexity to real systems. For example, the skip-tree introduces mutable buffers to store skipped keys, which contradicts the immutability of disk components. TRIAD proposes to use transaction logs as disk components to eliminate flushes, which is again highly non-trivial since transaction logs usually have very different storage formats and operation interfaces from disk components. Moreover, a common practice is to store transaction logs on a dedicated disk to minimize the negative impacts caused by log forces. The stitching operation proposed by the VT-tree [106] can cause fragmentation and is incompatible with Bloom filters.

The LSM-trie [124] and SlimDB [98] give up some query capabilities to improve performance. The LSM-trie exploits hashing to improve both read and write performance, but range queries cannot be supported. SlimDB only supports a limited form of range queries based on a common prefix key. These improvements would be desirable for certain workloads where complete range queries are not needed.
Separating keys from values [71, 75, 91] can drastically improve the write performance of LSM-trees since only keys are merged. However, a major problem is that range queries will be significantly impacted because values are not sorted anymore. Even though this problem can be mitigated by exploiting the I/O parallelism of SSDs [71, 75], this still leads to lower disk efficiency especially when values are relatively small. Moreover, storing values separately leads to lower space utilization since values are not garbage-collected during merges. A separate garbage-collection process must be designed to reclaim disk space occupied by obsolete values.

Given that trade-offs are inevitable, it is valuable to explore the design space of LSM-trees so that one can make better or optimal trade-offs. For example, Lim et al. [72] exploits data redundancy to tune the maximum sizes for each level to optimize write performance. This has little or no impact on other performance metrics since the number of levels remains the same. Another example is Monkey [41, 42], which unifies the design space of LSM-trees in terms of merge policies, size ratios, and memory allocation between memory components and Bloom filters. It further identifies a better memory allocation scheme for Bloom filters that improves point lookup performance without any negative impact on other metrics. Finally, Dostoevsky [43] and LSM-Bush [44] extend the design space of LSM-trees with new merge policies that lead to better performance trade-offs for certain workloads.
Chapter 4

Efficient Maintenance and Exploitation of LSM-based Auxiliary Structures

4.1 Introduction

A wide range of applications, such as risk management, online recommendations, and location-based advertising, demand the capability of performing real-time analytics on high-speed, continuously generated data coming from sources such as social networks, mobile devices and IoT applications. As a result, modern Big Data systems need to efficiently support both fast data ingestion and real-time queries.

Auxiliary structures, such as secondary indexes, are critical to enable the efficient processing of ad-hoc queries. Two types of LSM-based auxiliary structures have been used in practice to facilitate query processing, namely secondary indexes and filters. A secondary index is an LSM-tree that maps secondary key values to their corresponding primary keys. A filter, such as a Bloom filter [29] or a range filter [19] on secondary keys, is directly built into LSM-trees to enable data skipping for faster scans. While needed for queries, maintaining these structures during data inges-
tion comes with extra cost. Especially in the case of updates, both types of structures require accessing old records so that they can be properly maintained. Existing LSM-based systems, such as AsterixDB [1, 17], MyRocks [7], and Phoenix [8], employ an eager strategy to maintain auxiliary structures by prefacing each incoming write with a point lookup. This strategy is straightforward to implement and optimizes for query performance since auxiliary structures are always up-to-date. However, it leads to significant overhead during ingestion because of the point lookups.

An outage with respect to the general-purpose use of LSM indexing is that no particularly efficient point lookup algorithms have been proposed for the efficient fetching of the records identified by a secondary index search. While sorting fetch lists based on primary keys is a well-known optimization [54], performing the subsequent point lookups independently still incurs high overhead. This limits the range of applicability of LSM-based secondary indexes, requiring the query optimizer to maintain accurate statistics to make correct decisions for processing ad-hoc queries efficiently.

This chapter focuses on efficient data ingestion and query processing techniques for general-purpose LSM-based storage systems. The first contribution of this chapter is to propose and evaluate a series of optimizations for efficient index-to-index navigation for LSM-based indexes. We show how to leverage the internal structure of LSM to efficiently process a large number of point lookups. We further conduct a detailed empirical analysis to evaluate the effectiveness of these optimizations. The experimental results show that the proposed optimizations greatly improve the range of applicability of LSM-based secondary indexes. Even with relatively large selectivities, such as 10 - 20%, LSM-based secondary indexes can still provide performance better than or (worst case) comparable to that of a full scan.

The second contribution of this chapter is to study alternative maintenance strategies for LSM-based auxiliary structures. The key insight here is the applicability of a primary key index, which only stores primary keys, for use in index maintenance. For secondary indexes, we present a validation strategy that cleans up obsolete entries lazily using a primary key index. For filters, we introduce a mutable-bitmap strategy that allows deleted keys to be directly reflected for immutable
data through mutable bitmaps by accessing primary keys instead of full records. Since primary keys are much smaller than full records, we show that the exploitation of a primary key index can greatly reduce required I/Os and significantly increase the overall ingestion throughput.

Finally, we have implemented all of the proposed techniques inside Apache AsterixDB [1, 17], an open-source LSM-based Big Data Management System. We have conducted extensive experiments to evaluate their impacts on ingestion performance and query performance.

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.2 discusses the work related to this chapter. Section 4.3 presents a general architecture for LSM-based storage systems and introduces various optimizations for efficient point lookups. Sections 4.4 and 4.5 describe in detail the proposed Validation strategy and the Mutable-bitmap strategy. Section 4.6 experimentally evaluates the proposed techniques. Finally, Section 4.7 concludes the chapter.

4.2 Related Work

In Chapter 3, we have comprehensively discussed the recent research of optimizing LSM-trees. Here we mainly focus on some recent work related to LSM-based auxiliary structures.

DELI [112] is a lazy secondary index maintenance strategy that repairs secondary indexes during the merge of primary index components. In addition to its eager strategy, AsterixDB [18] supports a deleted-key B+-tree strategy that attaches a B+-tree to each secondary index component that records the deleted keys in this component. Since DELI and the deleted-key B+-tree strategy are closely related to our work, we will further discuss them in detail in Section 4.4.1. Qadar et al. [94] conducted an experimental study of LSM-based secondary indexes. However, their study did not consider cleaning up secondary indexes in the case of updates.

Alsubaiee et al. [19] added the option of a range filter on LSM-based primary and secondary in-
dexes for the efficient processing of time-correlated queries. Jia [62] exploited LSM range filters to accelerate primary key lookups for append-only and time-correlated workloads. However, the eager strategy for maintaining filters incurs high lookup cost during ingestion and reduces their pruning capabilities in the presence of updates. Several commercial database systems have similarly supported range filter-like structures, such as zone maps in Oracle [134] and synopses in DB2 BLU [97], to enable data skipping during scans. However, these systems are not based on LSM-trees.

Several related write-optimized indexes [104, 122, 123] have been proposed to efficiently index append-only observational streams and time-series data. Though they provide high ingestion performance, updates and deletes are not supported. Our work targets general workloads that include updates and deletes as well as appends.

### 4.3 LSM Storage Architecture

In this section, we present a general LSM-based storage architecture that will be the foundation for the rest of this chapter. We also present the Eager strategy used in existing systems as well as a series of optimizations for index-to-index navigation given LSM-based indexes.
The storage architecture is depicted in Figure 4.1. Each dataset has a primary index, a primary key index, and a set of secondary indexes, which are all based on LSM-trees. All indexes in a dataset share a common memory budget for memory components, so they are always flushed together (as in AsterixDB). Each component in the figure is labeled with its component ID, which is represented as a pair of timestamps (minTS - maxTS). The component ID is simply maintained as the minimum and maximum timestamps of the index entries stored in the component, where the timestamp is generated using the local wall clock time when a record is ingested. Through component IDs, one can infer the recency ordering among components of different indexes, which can be useful for secondary index maintenance operations (as discussed later). For example, component IDs indicate that component 1-15 of Secondary Index 1 is older than component 16-18 of the primary index and that it overlaps component 1-10 of the primary index.

The primary index stores the records indexed by their primary keys. To reduce point lookups during data ingestion, as we will see later, we further build a primary key index that stores primary keys only. Both of these indexes internally use a B⁺-tree to organize the data within each component. Each primary or primary key disk component also has a Bloom filter [29] on the stored primary keys to speed up point lookups. A point lookup query can first check the Bloom filter of a disk component and search the actual B⁺-tree only when the Bloom filter reports that the key may exist. Secondary indexes use a composition of the secondary key and the primary key as their index key in order to efficiently handle duplicate secondary keys. A secondary index query can first search the secondary index to return a list of matching primary keys and then perform point lookups to fetch records from the primary index.

In general, the primary index may have a set of filters for efficient pruning during scans\(^1\). Without loss of generality, we assume that each primary index component may have a range filter that stores the minimum and maximum values of the component’s secondary filter key (denoted as \([T_i, T_j]\) in Figure 4.1). During a scan, a component can be pruned if its filter is disjoint with the search range.

\(^1\)As suggested by [19], secondary indexes could have filters as well. However, in this chapter we only focus on the use of filters on the primary index to support efficient scans.
condition of a query.

### 4.3.1 Data Ingestion with the Eager Strategy

During data ingestion, all storage structures must be properly maintained. Here we briefly review the Eager strategy commonly used by existing LSM-based systems such as AsterixDB [1, 17], MyRocks [7], and Phoenix [8].

To *insert* a record, its key uniqueness is first checked by performing a point lookup. As an optimization, the primary key index can be searched instead for efficiency. If the given primary key already exists, the record is ignored; otherwise, the record is recorded in the memory components of all of the dataset’s indexes. Any filters of the memory components must be maintained based on the new record as well.

To *delete* a record given its key, a point lookup is first performed to fetch the record. If the record does not exist, the key is simply ignored. Otherwise, anti-matter entries must be inserted into all of the dataset’s LSM indexes to delete the record. Any filters of the memory components must also be maintained based on the deleted record; otherwise, a query could erroneously prune a memory component and thus access deleted records.

To *upsert* a record, a point lookup is first performed to locate the old record with the same key. If the old record exists, anti-matter entries are generated to delete the old record from all of the dataset’s secondary indexes. The new record is then inserted into the memory components of all of the dataset’s LSM indexes. As an optimization, if the value of some secondary key did not change, the corresponding secondary index can be simply skipped for maintenance. Any filters of the memory components must be maintained based on both the old record (if it exists) and the new record.

As a running example, consider the initial LSM indexes depicted in Figure 4.2 for a UserLocation
dataset with three attributes: UserID (the primary key), Location, and Time. The Location attribute stores the last known location of the user (in terms of states) and the Time attribute stores the time of the last known location (in terms of years). We have a secondary index on Location and a range filter on Time. Figure 4.3 shows the resulting LSM indexes after upserting a new record (101, NY, 2018) with an existing key 101. A point lookup is first performed to locate the old record (101, CA, 2015). In addition to adding the new record to all memory components, an anti-matter entry (-CA, 101) is added to the secondary index to eliminate the obsolete entry (which is dashed in the figure). Also, notice that the memory component’s range filter is maintained based on both 2015 and 2018 so that future queries will properly see that the old record with UserID 101 has been deleted.

We further use Figure 4.3’s example to illustrate how secondary indexes and filters are used in
query processing. First consider a query Q1 that finds all user records with Location CA. Q1 first searches the secondary index to return a list of UserIDs. In this example only UserID 102 is returned since (CA, 101) is deleted by the anti-matter entry (-CA, 101). The primary index is then searched to fetch the record using UserID 102, which returns (102, CA, 2016). Note that without the anti-matter entry, the obsolete UserID 101 would be erroneously searched by Q1 as well. Consider another query Q2 that finds all records with Time < 2017. Q2 scans the primary index by first collecting a set of candidate components whose range filters overlap with the search condition Time < 2017. In this example, both components will be scanned by Q2 and only one record (102, CA, 2016) is returned. However, suppose that when upserting record (101, NY, 2018), the range filter of the memory component had only been maintained based on the new value 2018. In this case, the memory component would have been pruned and (101, CA, 2015) would be erroneously returned as well.

4.3.2 Efficient Index-to-index Navigation

Navigating from secondary indexes to the primary index is a fundamental operation for query processing. Traditionally, primary keys are sorted to ensure that the pages of the primary index will be accessed sequentially [54]. Here we discuss further optimizations to improve point lookup performance for LSM-trees. Note that some of the optimizations below are not new. Our contribution is to evaluate their effectiveness and integrate them to improve the range of applicability of LSM-based secondary indexes.

**Batched Point Lookup.** Even though primary keys are sorted, when searching multiple LSM components, it is still possible that index pages will be fetched via random I/Os since the sorted keys can be scattered across different components. To avoid this, we propose here a *batched point lookup* algorithm that works as follows: Sorted primary keys are first divided into batches. For each batch, all of the LSM components are accessed one by one, from newest to oldest. Specifically, for
each key in the current batch that has not been found yet, it is searched against a primary component by first checking the Bloom filter and then the B+-tree. A given batch terminates either when all components have been searched or all keys have been found. The batch search algorithm ensures that components’ pages are accessed sequentially, avoiding random I/Os when fetching their leaf pages. However, a downside is that the returned data records will no longer still be ordered on primary keys. We will experimentally evaluate this trade-off in Section 4.6.

**Stateful B+-tree Lookup.** To reduce the in-memory B+-tree search overhead, one can use a stateful B+-tree search cursor that remembers the search history from root to leaf. Instead of always traversing from the root for each key, the cursor starts from the last leaf page to reduce the tree traversal cost. One can further use exponential search [28] instead of binary search to reduce the search cost within each page. To search a key, this algorithm starts from the last search position and searches for the key using exponentially increasing steps to locate the range which this key resides in. The key can then be located by performing a binary search within this range.

**Blocked Bloom Filter.** Finally, to reduce the overhead of checking the components’ Bloom filters, a cache-friendly approach called blocked Bloom filter [93] can be used. The basic idea is to divide the bit space into fixed-length blocks whose size is the same as the CPU cache line size. The first hash function maps a key to a block, while the rest of the hash functions perform the usual bit tests but within this block. This ensures that each Bloom filter test will only lead to one cache miss, at the cost of requiring an extra bit per key to achieve the same false positive rate [93].

### 4.4 Validation Strategy

In this section, we propose the Validation strategy for maintaining secondary indexes efficiently. We first present an overview followed by detailed discussions of this strategy.
4.4.1 Overview

In a primary LSM-tree, an update can blindly place a new entry (with the identical key) into memory to mark the old entry as obsolete. However, this mechanism does not work with secondary indexes, as the index key could change after an update. Similarly, one cannot efficiently determine whether a given primary key is still valid based on a secondary index alone, as entries in a secondary index are ordered based on secondary keys. Extra work must be performed to maintain secondary indexes during data ingestion.

The Eager strategy maintains secondary indexes by producing anti-matter entries for each old record, which incurs a large point lookup overhead during data ingestion. An alternative strategy is to only insert new entries into secondary indexes during data ingestion while cleanup obsolete entries lazily so that the expensive point lookups can be avoided. This design further ensures that secondary indexes can only return false positives (obsolete primary keys) but not false negatives, which simplifies query processing. Although the idea of lazy maintenance is straightforward, two challenges must be addressed: (1) how to support queries efficiently, including both non-index-only and index-only queries; (2) how to repair secondary indexes efficiently to cleanup obsolete entries while avoiding making cleanup a new bottleneck.

There have been several proposals for lazy secondary index maintenance on LSM-based storage systems. DELI [112] maintains secondary indexes lazily, while merging the primary index components, without introducing any additional structures. If multiple records with the same primary key are encountered during a merge, DELI produces anti-matter entries for obsolete records to clean up secondary indexes. However, this design does not completely address the above two challenges. First, non-index-only queries cannot be supported efficiently, as queries must fetch records to validate the search results. Second, DELI lacks the flexibility to repair secondary indexes efficiently. For update-heavy workload, it is desirable to repair secondary indexes more frequently to improve query performance. However, in DELI this requires constantly merging or scanning all
components of the primary index, incurring a high I/O cost.

To support index-only queries, extra structures on top of secondary indexes should be maintained. AsterixDB supports a deleted-key B\(^+\)-tree strategy that attaches a B\(^+\)-tree to each secondary index component that records the deleted keys in this component. For index-only queries, validation can be performed by searching these deleted-key B\(^+\)-trees without accessing full records. However, since these B\(^+\)-trees are duplicated for each secondary index, and no efficient repairing algorithms have been described, cleaning up secondary indexes incurs a high overhead during merges.

To address the aforementioned challenges, we choose to use the primary key index to maintain all secondary indexes efficiently. The primary key index can be used for validating index-only queries by storing an extra timestamp for each index entry in all secondary indexes as well as in the primary key index. This timestamp is generated using the node-local clock time when a record is ingested and is stored as an integer with 8 bytes. We further propose an efficient index repair algorithm based on the primary key index, greatly reducing the I/O cost by avoiding accessing full records.

### 4.4.2 Data Ingestion

Under the Validation strategy, an *insert* is handled exactly as in the Eager strategy except that timestamps are added to the primary key index entries and secondary index entries. To *delete* a record given its key, an anti-matter entry is simply inserted into both the primary index and the primary key index. To *upsert* a record, the new record is simply inserted into all of the dataset’s LSM indexes. (Notice that when deleting or upserting a record, the memory component of the primary index has to be searched to find the location for the entry being added. As an optimization, then, if the old record happens to reside in the memory component, it can be used to produce local anti-matter entries to clean up the secondary indexes without additional cost.)
Consider the running example that began in Figure 4.2. Figure 4.4 shows the resulting LSM indexes after upserting the record (101, NY, 2018) under the Validation strategy. The primary key index and the secondary index each now contain an extra timestamp field (denoted as “ts”). To upsert the new record, we add the new record to all memory components without any point lookups. As a result, the obsolete secondary index entry (CA, 101, ts1) still appears to be valid even though it points to a deleted record. The Validation strategy can be naturally extended to support filters: Since no pre-operation point lookup is performed, the filters of the memory components are only maintained based on new records. As in the example, then, the range filter is only maintained based on 2018. As a result, a query that accesses an older component has to access all newer components in order not to miss any newer overriding updates.

4.4.3 Query Processing

In the Validation strategy, secondary indexes are not always guaranteed to be up-to-date and can thus return obsolete entries to queries. For correctness, queries have to perform an extra validation step to ensure that only valid keys are eventually accessed. Here we present two validation method variations suitable for different queries (Figure 4.5).

The Direct Validation method (Figure 4.5a) directly performs point lookups to fetch all of the
candidate records and re-checks the search condition. A sort-distinct step is performed first to remove any duplicate primary keys. After checking the search condition, only the valid records are returned to the query. However, this method rules out the possibility of supporting index-only queries efficiently.

To address these drawbacks, the Timestamp Validation method (Figure 4.5b) uses the primary key index to perform validation. A secondary index search returns the primary keys plus their timestamps. Point lookups against the primary key index are then performed to validate the fetched primary keys. Specifically, a key is invalid if the same key exists in the primary key index but with a larger timestamp. The valid keys are then used to fetch records if necessary.

Consider the example in Figure 4.4, and a query that wants to find all records with Location CA. The secondary index search returns primary keys with their timestamps (101, ts1) and (102, ts2). Direct Validation performs point lookups to locate records (101, NY, 2018) and (102, CA, 2016). The first record will be filtered out because its Location is not CA anymore. Timestamp Validation would perform a point lookup against the primary key index to filter out UserID 101 since its timestamp ts1 is older than ts4.

![Diagram: Query Validation Methods]

**Figure 4.5: Query Validation Methods**
4.4.4 Secondary Index Repair

Since secondary indexes are not cleaned up during ingestion under the Validation strategy, obsolete entries could accumulate and degrade query performance. To address this, we propose performing index repair operations in the background to clean up obsolete index entries. Index repair can either be performed during merge time, which we will call *merge repair*, or scheduled independently from merges, which we will call *standalone repair*.

The basic idea of index repair is to validate each primary key in a component by searching the primary key index. For efficiency, the primary keys in a given component of a secondary index should only be validated against newly ingested keys. To keep track of the repair progress, we associate a *repaired timestamp* (repairedTS) with each disk component of a secondary index. During a repair operation, all primary key index components with maxTS no larger than the repairedTS can be pruned\(^2\). A repaired component receives a new repairedTS computed as the maximum timestamp of the unpruned primary key index components. To clarify this, consider the example in Figure 4.6. Component 1-15 of the secondary index has an initial repairedTS of 15. To repair this component, we only need to search components 11-18 and 19 of the primary key index, while component 1-10 can be pruned. After the repair operation, the new repairedTS of this component would be 19.

A naive implementation of merge repair would simply validate each primary key by performing a point lookup against the primary key index. For standalone repair, one could simply produce a new component with only valid entries without merging. However, this implementation would be

\(^2\)This optimization applies to Timestamp Validation as well.
highly inefficient because of the expensive random point lookups.

To handle this, we propose a more efficient merge repair algorithm (Algorithm 1). The basic idea is to first sort the primary keys to improve point lookup performance, and further use an immutable bitmap to avoid having to sort entries back into secondary key order. The immutable bitmap of a disk component indicates whether each of the component’s index entries is (still) valid or not, and thus it stores one bit per entry. Without loss of generality, we assume that a bit being 1 indicates that the corresponding index entry is invalid.

**Algorithm 1 Pseudo Code for Merge Repair**

1: Create search cursor on merging components
2: position ← 0
3: while cursor.hasNext() do
4:   entry ← cursor.getNextEntry()
5:   add entry to new component
6:   add (pkey, ts, position) to sorter
7:   position ← position + 1
8: initialize bitmap with all 0s
9: sorter.sort()
10: for sorted entries (pkey, ts, position) do
11:   validate pkey against primary key index
12:   if pkey is invalid then
13:     mark position of bitmap to 1

Initially, we create a scan cursor over all merging components to obtain all valid index entries, i.e., entries where their immutable bitmap bits are 0. These entries are directly added to the new component (line 5). Meanwhile, the primary keys, with their timestamps and positions in the new component, are streamed to a sorter (line 6). These sorted primary keys are then validated by searching the primary key index. As an optimization, if the number of primary keys to be validated is larger than the number of recently ingested keys in the primary key index, we can simply merge scan the sorted primary keys and the primary key index. If a key is found to be invalid, that is, if the same key exists in the primary key index with a larger timestamp, we simply set the corresponding position of the new component’s bitmap to 1 (lines 12-13). Standalone repair can be implemented similarly, except that only a new bitmap is created.
To illustrate the immutable bitmap and the repair process, consider the example secondary index in Figure 4.4. Suppose we want to merge and repair all components of the secondary index. The process is shown in Figure 4.7. The index entries scanned from its old components are directly added to the new component, and in the meanwhile they are sorted into primary key order. The sorted primary keys are validated using the primary key index. During validation, the key 101 with timestamp ts1 is found to be invalid since the same key exists with a larger timestamp ts4. This index entry has ordinal position 1 (denoted “(1)” in the figure), so first bit in the component’s bitmap is set to 1. Note that this invalid entry will be physically removed during the next merge.

**Bloom Filter Optimization.** It is tempting to use Bloom filters to further optimize the index repair operation. The idea is that if the Bloom filters of the primary key index components do not contain a key, which implies that the key has not been updated, then the key can be excluded from sorting and further validation. However, if implemented directly, this would provide little help since a dataset’s various LSM-trees are merged independently. To see this problem, consider the example LSM indexes back in Figure 4.1. Suppose we want to merge and repair the two disk components of Secondary Index 1. Since the disk components of the primary key index have already been merged into a single component beforehand, its Bloom filter would always report positives, which would provide no help and actually cause some extra overhead.

To maximize the effectiveness of the Bloom filter optimization, one must ensure that during each repair operation the unpruned primary key index components are always strictly newer than the
keys in the repairing component(s). For this purpose, we can use a correlated merge policy [19] to synchronize the merge of all secondary indexes with the primary key index in order to ensure that their components are always merged together. Furthermore, all secondary indexes must be repaired during every merge. As a side-effect of this optimization, the timestamps of index entries can be discarded since validations can be performed by using the relative ordering among components. For example, in Figure 4.4 the secondary index entry (CA, 101) is invalid since the same key 101 exists in a newer (memory) component of the primary key index.

The Bloom filter optimization improves repair efficiency and is thus suitable for update-heavy workloads that require secondary indexes to be frequently repaired. However, for workloads that contain few updates, it might be better to just schedule repair operations during off-peak hours, and thus the Bloom filter optimization may not be suitable. To alleviate the tuning effort required from the end-user, we plan to develop auto-tuning techniques in the future.

4.5 Mutable-Bitmap Strategy

In this section, we present the Mutable-bitmap strategy designed for maintaining a primary index with filters.

4.5.1 Overview

The key difficulty of applying filters to the LSM-tree is its out-of-place update nature, that is, updates are added to the new component. In the case of updates, the filter of the new component must be maintained using old records so that queries would not miss any new updates. The Eager strategy performs point lookups to maintain filters using old records, incurring a high point lookup cost during data ingestion. The Validation strategy skips point lookups but requires queries to access all newer components for validation, halving the pruning capabilities of filters.
The Mutable-bitmap strategy presented below aims at both maximizing the pruning capabilities of filters and reducing the point lookup cost during data ingestion. The first goal can be achieved if old records from disk components can be deleted directly. However, if we were to place new updates directly into the disk components where old records are stored, a lot of complexity would be introduced on concurrency control and recovery. Instead, our solution is to add a mutable bitmap to each disk component to indicate the validity of each entry using a very limited degree of mutability. We present efficient solutions to address concurrency control and recovery issues, exploiting the simple semantics of mutable bitmaps, that is, writers only change bits from 0 to 1 to mark records as deleted\(^3\). To minimize the point lookup cost, the maintenance of mutable bitmaps is performed by searching the primary key index instead of accessing full records. To achieve this, we synchronize the merges of the primary index and the primary key index using the correlated merge policy (as in Section 4.4.4). An alternative implementation is to add a key-only B\(^+\)-tree to each primary index component, combining two indexes together.

### 4.5.2 Data Ingestion

For ease of discussion, let us first assume that there are no concurrent flush and merge operations, the handling of which are postponed to Section 4.5.3. An insert is handled exactly as in the Eager/Validation strategy, and no bitmaps are updated because no record is deleted. To delete a record given its key, we first search the primary key index to locate the position of the deleted key. If the key is found and is in a disk component, then its corresponding bit in that component’s bitmap is set (mutated) to 1. An anti-matter key is also added to the memory component, for two reasons. First, we view the mutable bitmap as an auxiliary structure built on top of LSM that should not change the semantics of LSM itself. Second, if the Validation strategy is used for secondary indexes, inserting anti-matter entries ensures that validation can be performed with only recently ingested keys. To upsert a record, the primary key index is first searched to mark the old record as

\(^3\)Aborts internally change bits from 1 to 0.
Consider the running example from Figure 4.2. Figure 4.8 shows the resulting LSM-trees after upserting a new record (101, NY, 2018). The secondary index is not shown since it can be maintained using either the Eager or Validation strategy. In this case, the primary index and the primary key index are synchronized and their components share a mutable bitmap to indicate the validity of their records. To upsert the new record, the primary key index is searched to locate the position of the old record and the bitmap is mutated to mark the old record as deleted. The range filter of the memory component is maintained based only on the new record, avoiding unnecessary widening based on 2015.

We now discuss concurrency control and recovery issues for the mutable bitmaps. We assume that each writer acquires an exclusive (X) lock on a primary key throughout the (record-level) transaction. To prevent two writers from modifying the same bitmap byte, one can use latching or compare-and-swap instructions. For recovery, we use an additional update bit in the log record for each delete or upsert operation to indicate whether the key existed in a disk component. To abort a transaction, if the update bit is 1, we simply perform a primary key index lookup (without bitmaps) to unset the bit from 1 to 0. To unify the recovery of bitmaps with LSM-trees, we use a no-steal and no-force policy for bitmaps as well. A modified bitmap page is pinned until the transaction terminates to prevent dirty pages from being flushed. Regular checkpointing can be performed to
flush dirty pages of bitmaps. Upon recovery, committed transactions are simply replayed to bring bitmaps up-to-date based on the last checkpointed LSN. Again, a log record is replayed on the bitmaps only when its update bit is 1.

**4.5.3 Concurrency Control for Flush/Merge**

Mutable bitmaps also introduce concurrency control issues for LSM flush and merge operations. This is because concurrent writers may need to modify the bitmaps of the components that are being formed by flush or merge operations. This problem bears some similarities with previous work on online index construction [87, 107], which builds new indexes concurrently with updates. Here we propose two possible concurrency control methods with different flavors in terms of how new updates are applied to the new component. The *Lock* method directly applies new updates to the new component at the cost of extra locking overhead. The *Side-file* method buffers new updates in a side-file and then applies them after the new component has been fully built.

**Algorithm 2** Pseudo Code for Lock Method

```plaintext
1: function BUILD(new component)
2:    set old component(s) point to new component C'
3:    create cursor on old component(s)
4:    while cursor.hasNext() do
5:        (key, record) ← cursor.getNext()
6:        S lock key
7:        if key is still valid by checking bitmap then
8:            add (key, record) to new component
9:            C'.ScannedKey ← key
10:    unlock key

11: function DELETE(key)
12:    X lock on key
13:    search key from the primary key index
14:    if key exists in immutable component C then
15:        mark key deleted in C
16:        if C points to C' AND key ≤ C'.ScannedKey then
17:            mark key deleted in C'
18:    unlock key
```
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**Lock Method.** The pseudo code for the Lock method is shown in Algorithm 2. The component builder uses the BUILD function to build the new component during a flush or merge operation. It first sets the old component(s) to point to the new component (line 2) so that the new component is visible to writers. A full scan over the old component(s) is then performed to build the new component. For each scanned key, the component builder acquires a shared lock (line 6) to prevent the key from being deleted by writers. Otherwise, if a transaction were to, the deleted key may have already been skipped by the component builder, making it impossible to rollback in the middle of the bulkloading process. After the lock has been acquired, the bitmap is re-checked (line 7) to ensure that the key is still valid. The writer uses the DELETE function to delete key. To do so, the primary key index is first searched. If the key is found in a disk component $C$, it is marked as deleted (lines 14-15). If $C$ further points to a new component $C'$ and the deleted key has already been added to $C'$, the key is further marked as deleted in $C'$ by performing another point lookup (lines 16-17).

**Side-file Method.** The pseudo code for the Side-file method is shown in Algorithm 3. For ease of exposition, we divide the component building process into three phases, i.e., INITIALIZE, BUILD, and CATCHUP. During INITIALIZE (lines 1-5), the component builder acquires a shared lock on the dataset to drain ongoing transactions (explained later) and then creates immutable bitmap snapshots of old components. During BUILD (lines 6-10), the old components are scanned with the bitmap snapshots to avoid interference from concurrent updates. Finally, during CATCHUP (lines 11-16), a shared lock on the dataset is acquired again to close the side-file. The component builder sorts the side-file as suggested in [107] and then applies the deleted keys to the new component.

Shared locks on the dataset are acquired to ensure correctness in the case of transaction rollbacks. Otherwise, if a transaction were to abort afterwards, it may not be able to undo its changes to the new components. If a transaction deletes a key before the initialization phase, but aborts after the bitmap snapshot has been created, the deleted key may have already been skipped by the component builder and cannot be re-added to the new component. Similarly, if a transaction
Algorithm 3 Pseudo for Side-file Method

1: **function** INITIALIZE(new component)
2:     S lock dataset
3:     create bitmap snapshots of old component(s)
4:     set old component(s) point to new component \( C' \)
5:     unlock dataset
6: **function** BUILD(new component)
7:     create cursor on old component(s) with bitmap snapshots
8:     **while** cursor.hasNext() **do**
9:         (key, record) ← cursor.getNext()
10:        add (key, record) to new component \( C' \)
11: **function** CATCHUP(new component)
12:     S lock dataset
13:     mark side-file closed
14:     unlock dataset
15:     sort side-file
16:     apply updates in side-file to new component \( C' \)
17: **function** DELETE(key)
18:     X lock key
19:     search key from the primary key index
20:     **if** key exists in immutable component \( C \) **then**
21:         mark key deleted in \( C \)
22:     **if** \( C \) points to \( C' \) **then**
23:         try to append key to side-file
24:     **if** append fails **then**
25:         mark key deleted in \( C' \)
26:     unlock key

deletes a key during the build phase, but aborts after the side-file has been closed, the component builder may re-delete this key based on the side-file.

The writer, which deletes a key using the DELETE function, is similar to that of the lock method, except that the deleted key is first appended to the side-file (line 23). If this fails, which implies that the side-file has been closed, then the deleted key is applied to the new component directly. In the case of rollback, the transaction simply appends an anti-matter key to the side-file if the side-file is still open. Otherwise, the transaction simply unsets the bitmap of the new component to 0.
4.6 Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the proposed techniques in the context of Apache AsterixDB [1]. We are primarily interested in evaluating the effectiveness of the various point lookup optimizations (Section 4.6.2) and the ingestion and query performance of the Eager, Validation, and Mutable-bitmap strategies discussed in this chapter (Sections 4.6.3 - 4.6.4). We also evaluate the proposed secondary index repair method in detail (Section 4.6.5). Finally, we examine the performance of the two proposed concurrency control methods for the Mutable-bitmap strategy (Section 4.6.6).

4.6.1 Experimental Setup

All experiments were performed on a single node with a single partition. We used two types of AWS nodes to evaluate the proposed techniques on both hard disks and SSDs. The hard disk node, h1.2xlarge, has a 8-core CPU, 32GB of memory, and a 2TB hard disk. The SSD node, m5d.xlarge, has a 8-core CPU, 32GB of memory, and a 300GB SSD. For both nodes, we used the elastic block store (EBS) to store transaction logs and their native disks for the LSM storage. We allocated 20GB of memory for the AsterixDB instance. Within that allocation, the disk buffer cache size was set at 6GB and the memory component budget was set at 1GB. The OS file system caching was disabled. Each LSM-tree had two memory components to minimize stalls during flushes. We used a tiering merge policy with a size ratio of 1.2 throughout the experiments, similar to the one used in other systems [2, 5]. This policy merges a sequence of components when the total size of the younger components is 1.2 times larger than that of the oldest component in the sequence. The Bloom filter false positive rate setting was 1%. The disk page size was set at 32KB for the hard disk and 16KB for the SSD. For hard disks, whenever a scan was performed, a 4MB read-ahead size was used to minimize random I/Os.

For the experimental workload, although YCSB [40] is a popular benchmark for key-value store
systems, it is not suitable for our evaluation since it does not have secondary keys nor secondary index queries. As a result, we implemented a synthetic tweet generator for our evaluation, as in other LSM secondary indexing work [18, 94]. Each tweet has several attributes such as ID, message_text, user_id, location, and creation_time etc., and its size is about 500 bytes with variations due to the variable length (450 to 550 bytes) of the randomly generated tweet messages. Among these attributes, the following three are related to our evaluation. First, each tweet has an ID as its primary key, which is a randomly generated 64-bit integer. Second, the user_id attribute, which is a randomly generated integer in the range 0 to 100K, is used for formulating secondary index queries with various controlled selectivities. Finally, each tweet has a creation_time attribute, which is a monotonically increasing timestamp used to test the range filter.

4.6.2 Point Lookup Optimizations

We first studied the effectiveness of the various point lookup optimizations discussed in Section 4.3.2. To this end, we performed a detailed experimental analysis as follows: On top of a naive lookup implementation (denoted as “naive”) which only sorts the primary keys, we enabled the batched point lookup with a batch size of 16MB (denoted as “batch”), stateful B⁺-tree lookup (denoted as “sLookup”), and blocked Bloom filter (denoted as “bBF”) optimizations one by one. We also studied another optimization proposed by Jia [62] (denoted as “pID”). Its basic idea is to propagate and use the component IDs of the secondary index components in which keys are found to prune primary index components during point lookups⁴.

To prepare the experiment dataset, we inserted 80 million tweet records with no updates. The resulting primary index has about 30GB of data, while the secondary index on the user_id attribute only has 3GB of data. We then evaluated the query performance for different controlled selectivities based on the user_id attribute. For each query selectivity, queries with different range predicates

⁴Jia’s original technique actually propagated the ranges of the range filter built on a time-correlated attribute; this is equivalent to propagating component IDs in our setting.
were executed until the cache was warmed and the average stable running time is reported.

The running time for different selectivities on the hard disk and the SSD is reported in Figure 4.9. Note that for high query selectivities, we also included the full scan time as a baseline. The upper line represents the full scan time on the experimental dataset. Since disk read-ahead caused long I/O wait times on the hard disk, we further evaluated an optimized case on a dataset prepared with sequential primary keys (lower line). In that case, sequential I/Os and the OS’s asynchronous read-ahead were fully exploited to minimize the I/O wait time.

![Figure 4.9: Effectiveness of Point Lookup Optimizations](image)

In general, the results show similar performance trends on the hard disk (Figure 4.9a) and the SSD (Figure 4.9b). When the query selectivity is low, where only a small number of records
are returned, batching slightly improves query performance by reducing random I/Os, while other optimizations are less effective since the query time is dominated by disk I/Os. As the query selectivity increases, the running time of the naive point lookup implementation grows quickly since accessing multiple LSM components leads to random I/Os. The batched point lookup is the most effective at avoiding random I/Os. Even though random I/Os are no longer a problem on SSDs, avoiding random I/Os via batching still improves query performance by better exploiting the OS read-ahead mechanism. The stateful $B^+$-tree lookup and blocked Bloom filter optimizations further reduce the in-memory search cost since the disk I/O cost is bounded as most pages must be accessed. Note that for large selectivities, a full scan starts to outperform a secondary index search since most pages of the primary index must be accessed while a secondary index search incurs the extra cost of accessing the secondary index and sorting primary keys. However, these optimizations together have greatly improved the range of applicability of LSM-based secondary indexes, allowing query optimizers, especially rule-based ones, to have more confidence when choosing secondary indexes. Contrary to Jia [62], we found here that propagating component IDs provides little benefit. The reason is that Jia [62] considered an append-only temporal workload with hundreds of (filtered) LSM components in a dataset, so the propagation of component IDs led to the skipping of a large number of Bloom filter tests. However, in a more general setting, skipping a smaller number of Bloom filter tests per key would not make so big a difference.

![Figure 4.10: Impact of Batch Size](image-url)

Figure 4.10: Impact of Batch Size
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Figure 4.11: Impact of Sorting

We further evaluated batched point lookup in terms of the available batching memory and the sorting overhead. In each experiment that follows, stateful B⁺-tree lookup and blocked Bloom filter were enabled by default. The running time of different query selectivities under different batch sizes is shown in Figure 4.10. On both the hard disk and the SSD, a small batch size such as 128KB already provides optimal performance when the query selectivity is small, as a batch of keys are often distributed over a large number of pages. Even when the query selectivity becomes larger, a few MBs of the batching memory is sufficient to provide optimal performance. Finally, since batching destroys the primary key ordering of the final results, we evaluated the sorting overhead by either not using batching or using batching plus sorting. The running time of different query selectivities with these two query plans is shown in Figure 4.11. Even though sorting must be performed, batching still improves the overall query performance. This is because the point lookup step needs to fetch records distributed across a large number of pages, while the resulting records can often fit into a small number of pages and can be sorted efficiently.

To summarize, batched point lookup is the most effective optimization for reducing random I/Os when accessing LSM components. Stateful B⁺-tree lookup and blocked Bloom filter are mainly effective for non-selective queries at further reducing the in-memory search cost.
4.6.3 Ingestion Performance

We next evaluated the ingestion performance of the different maintenance strategies, focusing on the following key questions: (1) What is the effectiveness of building a primary key index, which reduces the point lookup cost, for improving the overall ingestion throughput, since maintaining the primary key index itself incurs extra cost? (2) Does repairing secondary indexes become a new bottleneck, especially for a dataset with multiple secondary indexes? (3) What is the effectiveness of building a single primary key index and the proposed repair algorithm (Section 4.4.4) for improving the ingestion throughput as compared to the deleted-key B⁺-tree strategy supported by AsterixDB?

To answer these questions, we used insert and upsert workloads in the following evaluation. Delete workloads were omitted since the cost of deletes would be similar to upserts; that is, an upsert is logically equivalent to a delete plus an insert. In each experiment below, we ingested as much data as possible without concurrent queries. Each dataset had a primary index with a component-level range filter on the creation_time attribute, a primary key index, and a secondary index on the user_id attribute.

**Insert Workload**

For inserts, we evaluated two methods for enforcing key uniqueness, using either the primary index or the primary key index. In the former case, the primary key index was omitted to eliminate its overhead. This workload was controlled by a duplicate ratio, which is the ratio of duplicates among all records. Duplicates were randomly generated following a uniform distribution over all the past keys.

Figure 4.12 shows the insert throughput under different duplicate ratios on the hard disk and the SSD. On the hard disk (Figure 4.12a), the ingestion throughput degrades quickly without the pri-
primary key index once the dataset could not be totally cached. Building a primary key index greatly improves the ingestion throughput since the keys are much smaller and can be better cached to reduce disk I/Os caused by point lookups. Even though the ingestion throughput drops when the primary key index cannot be totally cached, building a primary key index is still helpful by increasing the cache hit ratio. The duplicate-heavy workload results in higher ingestion throughput when using the primary key index since duplicate keys are simply excluded from insertion into the storage. However, when the primary key index is not built, the duplicate-heavy workload reduces the throughput because of a large number of random I/Os for the uniqueness check.

In contrast, on the SSD (Figure 4.12b), the benefit of maintaining a primary key index becomes smaller since SSDs can support efficient random I/Os. Moreover, under the append only workload, building a primary key index slightly reduces the ingestion throughput because of the overhead required to maintain the primary key index. However, this overhead is quite negligible and using a primary key index still improves the ingestion throughput for the duplicate-heavy workload by reducing disk I/Os.
**Upsert Workload**

The upsert workload is the main focus of our evaluation since the three maintenance strategies discussed in this chapter mainly differ in how upserts are handled. This workload was controlled by an update ratio, which is the ratio of updates (records with past ingested keys) among total records. Updates were randomly generated by following either a uniform distribution, that is, all past keys were updated equally, or a Zipf distribution with a theta value 0.99 as in the YCSB benchmark [40], that is, recently ingested keys were updated more frequently. Unless otherwise specified, the update ratio was chosen as 10% and the updates followed a uniform distribution.

For the Validation strategy, we evaluated two variations to measure the overhead of repairing secondary indexes. In the first variation, repair was totally disabled to maximize ingestion performance. In the second variation, merge repair was enabled together with the Bloom filter optimization (Section 4.4.4). For the Mutable-bitmap strategy, the secondary index was maintained using the Validation strategy without repair to minimize the ingestion overhead due to secondary indexes. The Side-file method was used for concurrency control to minimize the locking overhead.

**Basic Upsert Ingestion Performance.** In this experiment, we compared the proposed Validation and Mutable-bitmap strategies with the Eager strategy in terms of the upsert ingestion performance under different update ratios, ranging from no updates to 50% updates following either the uniform or Zipf distribution. The experimental results are shown in Figure 4.13. The Eager strategy, which ensures that secondary indexes are always up-to-date, has the worst ingestion performance on both the hard disk and the SSD because of the point lookups to maintain secondary indexes using the old records. On the other hand, the Validation strategy without repairing has the best ingestion performance since secondary indexes are not cleaned up at all. Note that the benefit of the Validation strategy becomes smaller on the SSD because the point lookup overhead becomes much smaller. The result also shows that repairing secondary indexes incurs only a small amount of extra overhead. Of course, since secondary indexes are not always up-to-date, the Validation strategy
sacrifices query performance, which we will evaluate later in Section 4.6.4. The Mutable-bitmap strategy also has much better ingestion performance than the Eager strategy since it only searches the primary key index instead of accessing full records. Updates generally have a small impact on the overall ingestion throughput since updated records must be inserted into memory and subsequently flushed and merged (as for inserted records). The Eager and Mutable-bitmap strategies both benefit from skewed update workloads since most of the updates only touch recent keys, reducing disk I/Os incurred by the point lookups. These results again confirm that it is helpful to build a primary key index to reduce the point lookup cost.

**Ingestion Impact of Secondary Indexes.** We further evaluated the scalability of the strategies
Figure 4.14: Impact of Secondary Indexes on Upsert Ingestion Performance

by adding more secondary indexes. We excluded the Mutable-bitmap strategy since it is unaffected by secondary indexes, but instead included the deleted-key B⁺-tree strategy for comparison. Figure 4.14 shows the ingestion throughput for different number of secondary indexes. On both the hard disk and the SSD, having more secondary indexes negatively impacts the ingestion performance of all the strategies since more LSM-trees must be maintained. On the hard disk (Figure 4.14a), the Eager strategy preforms poorly due to the expensive point lookups. By deferring point lookups to the background into large batches, the deleted-key B⁺-tree strategy improves the ingestion throughput. However, the relative performance trend flips on the SSD (Figure 4.14b), where the Eager strategy performs better than the deleted-key B⁺-tree strategy. This is because point lookups become much cheaper on SSDs, but the merge operation of the deleted-key B⁺-tree strategy, which cleans up secondary indexes, becomes a new bottleneck. The proposed Validation strategy improves the ingestion throughput on both the hard disk and the SSD. Moreover, the experiment also shows the scalability of the proposed index repair operations since they introduce just a small overhead on data ingestion. Comparing to the current AsterixDB deleted-key B⁺-tree strategy, the negative impact of index repair operations has been greatly reduced by using a single primary key index and the efficient repair algorithm presented in Section 4.4.4.
4.6.4 Query Performance

We next evaluated the query performance of the different maintenance strategies, focusing on the following two aspects. First, we evaluated the overhead of the Validation strategy with both non-index-only and index-only queries compared to the read-optimized Eager strategy and the benefit of repairing secondary indexes. Second, we evaluated the pruning capabilities of filters resulting from different maintenance strategies. As in Section 4.6.2, each dataset that follows was prepared by upserting 80 million records with different actual update ratios (0% or 50%).

Secondary Index Query Performance

We first evaluated the overhead of the Validation strategy on secondary index queries. We again considered two variations of the Validation strategy, depending on whether merge repair was enabled, to evaluate the benefit of repairing secondary indexes. Each query for a given selectivity was repeated with different range predicates until the cache was warmed and the average stable time is reported.

Non-Index-Only Query Performance. For non-index-only queries, we enabled batching (with 16MB memory), stateful B+-tree search, and blocked Bloom filter to optimize the subsequent point lookups. For the Validation strategy, we evaluated both Direct Validation (denoted as “direct”) and Timestamp Validation (denoted as “ts”). The running time of non-index-only queries is shown in Figure 4.15. In general, all evaluated strategies have similar performance trends on the hard disk (Figure 4.15a) and the SSD (Figure 4.15b). For the append-only workload (left side), the Direct Validation method has similar performance to the Eager strategy since secondary indexes do not contain any obsolete entries. However, the Timestamp Validation method leads to some extra overhead because of the validation step. The results are different for the update-heavy workload (right side). When the secondary index is not repaired, the Direct Validation method leads to some overhead for selective queries, as some disk I/Os are wasted searching for obsolete keys. The
Figure 4.15: Non-Index-Only Query Performance

Timestamp Validation method is helpful for reducing wasted I/Os by filtering out the obsolete keys using the primary key index when the query selectivity is small. When the selectivity becomes larger, such as 1%, the extra overhead of both validation methods diminishes since even searches for valid keys must access almost all pages of the primary index. With merge repair, most of the obsolete keys would be removed, which improves the query performance of both validation methods.

We further evaluated the performance of the Timestamp Validation method under a smaller cache memory setting (only 512MB) so that the primary key index cannot totally fit into memory. The dataset used in this experiment contains no updates. Figure 4.16 depicts the query time of this experiment on both the hard disk and the SSD. In general, we found that a small cache setting has
limited impact on the Timestamp Validation method since the primary key index is much smaller than the primary index, resulting in only a small amount of extra I/Os during validation.

![Figure 4.16: Impact of Small Cache on Timestamp Validation](image)

**Index-Only Query Performance.** Figure 4.17 shows the query time (log scale) for index-only queries. We omit the Direct Validation method since it must fetch records for validation and thus has same performance as for non-index-only queries. In general, the Validation strategy performs worse than the Eager strategy on both the hard disk (Figure 4.17a) and the SSD (Figure 4.17b) because of its extra sorting and validation steps. Even without obsolete entries (left side), the validation step still leads to extra overhead. Still, Timestamp Validation provides much better performance than Direct Validation would by accessing the primary key index. Moreover, under small query selectivities, Timestamp Validation incurs a larger query overhead on the hard disk than on the SSD. This is because Timestamp Validation incurs additional disk I/Os when accessing obsolete secondary index entries and the primary key index, and the disk I/O cost becomes much smaller on the SSD. Finally, merge repair is helpful for index-only queries by increasing repaired timestamps to prune more primary key index components during validation, as shown in the append-only case (left side), and by cleaning up obsolete entries for the update-heavy case (right side).
Range Filter Query Performance

We next evaluated the effectiveness of the maintenance strategies for filters. In particular, we used the range filter in our evaluation. Recall that the range filter was built on the creation_time attribute, which is a monotonically increasing timestamp. The range of the creation_time attribute of all tweet records in the experiment dataset spanned about 2 years. Each query in this experiment has a range predicate on the creation_time attribute, and it is processed by scanning the primary index with the component-level pruning provided by the range filters. We evaluated two types of queries, queries that access recent data (with creation_time > T) and that access old data (with creation_time < T).
Each query was repeated 5 times with a clean cache for each run, and the average query time is reported. In addition to the Eager and Mutable-bitmap strategies, we included a variation of the Validation strategy that simply maintains the filters using new records in which case queries must check in all newer components for correctness.

![Graphs showing query performance for range filters on hard disk and SSD](image)

Figure 4.18: Query Performance of Range Filters

The query times (log scale) of range filters are summarized in Figure 4.18. In general, all the strategies exhibit similar performance trends on both the hard disk (Figure 4.18a) and the SSD (Figure 4.18b). For the queries that access recent data\(^5\), all the strategies provide effective pruning.

\(^5\)Here we omitted the results for the append-only case since all the strategies have the identical performance trends as in the update-heavy case.
capabilities. The Mutable-bitmap strategy further improves scan performance since LSM components are accessed one by one and the reconciliation step is no longer needed. In contrast, when accessing old data, the Validation strategy provides no pruning capability since all newer components must be accessed to ensure correctness. The Eager strategy is only effective for the append-only case, but recall that its point lookups lead to high cost during data ingestion. The Mutable-bitmap strategy provides effective pruning capabilities via the use of Mutable bitmaps under all settings, and does so with only a small amount of overhead on data ingestion.

4.6.5 Index Repair Performance

We then evaluated the index repair performance of the proposed Validation strategy (referred as secondary repair) in detail, as well as the proposed Bloom filter optimization (denoted as “bf”). For comparison, we also evaluated the index repair method proposed by DELI [112] (referred as primary repair). Recall that DELI repairs secondary indexes by merging or scanning primary index components to identify obsolete records, while our approach uses a primary key index to avoid accessing full records.

In each of the following experiments, we upserted 100 million tweet records with merge repair enabled. Since the two methods trigger repair operations differently, the resulting secondary indexes may have different amounts of obsolete entries during data ingestion. To enable a fair comparison, instead of measuring the overall ingestion throughput, we measured the index repair performance directly as follows. For every 10 million records ingested, we stopped the ingestion and triggered a full repair operation to bring all secondary indexes up-to-date. This shows the performance trend of index repair operations as data accumulates. For our secondary repair method, standalone repair was performed to exclude the extra overhead due to merges.

**Basic Repair Performance.** We first evaluated the index repair performance under different update ratios (0% and 50%). For primary repair [112], we evaluated two variations depending
whether a full merge is performed as a by-product of the repair operation. The index repair performance over time is depicted in Figure 4.19, where each data point represents the time to complete a repair operation. For primary repair, a full merge always leads to extra overhead due to the extra merges on both the hard disk and the SSD. The secondary repair method proposed here always outperforms the primary repair methods on the hard disk (Figure 4.19a) because only it only accesses the primary key index, significantly reducing disk I/Os. However, on the SSD (Figure 4.19a), both the primary and secondary repair methods have similar repair performance because the disk I/O cost has been greatly reduced. Finally, the Bloom filter optimization further improves repair performance on both the hard disk and the SSD by reducing the volume of primary keys to be sorted and validated.
Impact of Large Records. In this set of experiments, we used large record size 1KB to evaluate the impact of large records. The result is depicted in Figure 4.20, where the update ratio is set to 10%. On both the hard disk (Figure 4.20a) and the SSD (Figure 4.20b), large records negatively impact the primary repair method since more disk I/Os must be performed. However, large records have little impact over the secondary repair method, as it only accesses the primary key index.

Impact of Secondary Indexes. We next used 5 secondary indexes to evaluate the scalability of the index repair methods. The update ratio was set to 10%. For the secondary repair method, each secondary index was repaired in parallel. The index repair time is depicted in Figure 4.21. Having more secondary indexes negatively impacts the performance of both methods on both the hard disk and the SSD. For the primary repair method, more anti-matter entries must be inserted into more secondary indexes. For the secondary repair method, more secondary index entries must be scanned and sorted for validation. The result does show that the proposed secondary index repair method is easily parallelizable, as it only performs a small amount of I/Os and most operations are CPU-heavy. Furthermore, the Bloom filter optimization reduces the negative impact of having more secondary indexes, as it sorts fewer keys, significantly reducing the I/O overhead during the sort step.
4.6.6 Concurrency Control for Mutable-Bitmap

In the final set of experiments, we evaluated the overhead of the alternative concurrency control methods proposed for the Mutable-bitmap strategy, i.e., the Lock method and the Side-file method. We chose the merge time without any concurrency control as the baseline. In each experiment, we merged 4 components with concurrent data ingestion at the maximum speed. Unless otherwise noted, each component had 3 million records, each record had 100 bytes, and the update ratio of the newly ingested records was set to 50%.

We evaluated the impact of update ratio, the size of merged components, and the record size on the performance of the proposed concurrency control methods. The experiment results are summarized in Figure 4.22. In general, the Side-file method incurs negligible overhead on both the hard disk (Figure 4.22a) and the SSD (Figure 4.22b) against the baseline since no locks are acquired on a record-basis. In contrast, the Lock method performs worse in all the settings because of the locking overhead, even though the locking overhead is marginalized as the record size grows larger. The Lock method also benefits from updates since the updated entries are simply skipped during the merge, while the Side-file method has to apply updates later.
4.7 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have presented techniques for efficient maintenance and exploitation of LSM-based auxiliary structures. We described and evaluated a series of optimizations for efficient point lookups, greatly improving the range of applicability for LSM-based secondary indexes. We further presented new and efficient strategies for maintaining LSM-based auxiliary structures, including secondary indexes and filters. The Validation strategy defers secondary index maintenance to the background using a primary key index, improving ingestion performance by eliminating ingestion-time point lookups. This leads to a small overhead for non-index-only queries, but a relatively high overhead for index-only queries because of the extra validation step. The Mutable-bitmap strategy maximizes the pruning capabilities of filters and improves ingestion performance by only accessing the primary key index, instead of full records, during data ingestion. Our experimental results show that both strategies can significantly improve ingestion performance on hard
disks by eliminating expensive random I/Os. Even on SSDs, where random I/Os are no longer a problem, the proposed strategies can still improve ingestion performance by reducing ingestion-time point lookups.
5.1 Introduction

Despite their popularity, LSM-trees have been criticized for suffering from write stalls and large performance variances [3, 103, 131]. To illustrate this problem, we conducted a micro-experiment on RocksDB [10], a state-of-the-art LSM-based key-value store, to evaluate its write throughput on SSDs using the YCSB benchmark [40]. The instantaneous write throughput over time is depicted in Figure 5.1. As one can see, the write throughput of RocksDB periodically slows down after the first 300 seconds, which is when the system has to wait for background merges to catch up. Write stalls can significantly impact percentile write latencies and must be minimized to improve the end-user experience or to meet strict service-level agreements [61].

In this chapter, we study the impact of write stalls and how to minimize write stalls for various LSM-tree designs. It should first be noted that some write stalls are inevitable. Due to the inherent mismatch between fast in-memory writes and slower background I/O operations, in-memory writes
must be slowed down or stopped if background flushes or merges cannot catch up. Without such a flow control mechanism, the system will eventually run out of memory (due to slow flushes) or disk space (due to slow merges). Thus, it is not a surprise that an LSM-tree can exhibit large write stalls if one measures its maximum write throughput by writing as quickly data as possible, such as we did in Figure 5.1.

This inevitability of write stalls does not necessarily limit the applicability of LSM-trees since in practice writes do not arrive as quickly as possible, but rather are controlled by the expected data arrival rate. The data arrival rate directly impacts the write stall behavior and resulting write latencies of an LSM-tree. If the data arrival rate is relatively low, then write stalls are unlikely to happen. However, it is also desirable to maximize the supported data arrival rate so that the system’s resources can be fully utilized. Moreover, the expected data arrival rate is subject to an important constraint - it must be smaller than the processing capacity of the target LSM-tree. Otherwise, the LSM-tree will never be able to process writes as they arrive, causing infinite write latencies. Thus, to evaluate the write stalls of an LSM-tree, the first step is to choose a proper data arrival rate.

As the first contribution, we propose a simple yet effective approach to evaluate the write stalls of various LSM-tree designs by answering the following question: If we set the data arrival rate close
to (e.g., 95% of) the maximum write throughput of an LSM-tree, will that cause write stalls? In other words, can a given LSM-tree design provide both a high write throughput and a low write latency? Briefly, the proposed approach consists of two phases: a testing phase and a running phase. During the testing phase, we experimentally measure the maximum write throughput of an LSM-tree by simply writing as much data as possible. During the running phase, we then set the data arrival rate close to the measured maximum write throughput as the limiting data arrival rate to evaluate its write stall behavior based on write latencies. If write stalls happen, the measured write throughput is not sustainable since it cannot be used in the long-term due to the large latencies. However, if write stalls do not happen, then write stalls are no longer a problem since the given LSM-tree can provide a high write throughput with small performance variance.

Although this approach seems to be straightforward at first glance, there exist two challenges that must be addressed. First, how can we accurately measure the maximum sustainable write rate of an LSM-tree experimentally? Second, how can we best schedule LSM I/O operations so as to minimize write stalls at runtime? In the remainder of this chapter, we will see that the merge scheduler of an LSM-tree can have a large impact on write stalls. As the second contribution, we identify and explore the design choices for LSM merge schedulers and present a new merge scheduler to address these two challenges.

As the chapter’s final contribution, we have implemented the proposed techniques and various LSM-tree designs inside Apache AsterixDB [17]. This enabled us to carry out extensive experiments to evaluate the write stalls of LSM-trees and the effectiveness of the proposed techniques using our two-phase evaluation approach. We argue that with proper tuning and configuration, LSM-trees can achieve both a high write throughput and small performance variance.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 5.2 discusses some work related to this chapter. Section 5.3 describes the general experimental setup used throughout this chapter. Section 5.4 identifies the design choices for LSM merge schedulers and evaluates bLSM’s spring-and-gear scheduler [103]. Sections 5.5 and 5.6 present our techniques for minimizing write
stalls for full merges and partitioned merges respectively. Section 5.8 summarizes the lessons and insights from our evaluation. Finally, Section 5.9 concludes the chapter.

5.2 Related Work

In Chapter 3, we have extensively surveyed the existing research on optimizing LSM-trees. In this section, we will focus on the recent research related to the performance stability aspect of LSM-trees and database systems.

Write Stalls in LSM-trees. Several LSM-tree implementations seek to bound the write processing latency to alleviate the negative impact of write stalls [69, 131]. Similarly, modern key-value stores, such as LevelDB [6] and RocksDB [10], add small artificial delays to write requests before writes are forced to completely stop. bLSM [103], the most closely related idea to this work, proposes a spring-and-gear merge scheduler to bound the write latency. As shown in Figure 5.2, bLSM has one memory component, \( C_0 \), and two disk components, \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \). The memory component \( C_0 \) is continuously flushed and merged with \( C_1 \). When \( C_1 \) becomes full, a new \( C'_1 \) component is created while the old \( C_1 \), which now becomes \( C'_1 \), will be merged with \( C_2 \). bLSM ensures that for each Level \( i \), the progress of merging \( C'_i \) into \( C_{i+1} \) (denoted as “\( \text{out}_i \)” ) will be roughly identical to the progress of the formation of a new \( C_i \) (denoted as “\( \text{in}_i \)” ). This eventually limits the write rate for the memory component (\( \text{in}_0 \)) and avoids blocking writes. However, as we will see later in this chapter, simply bounding the maximum write processing latency alone is insufficient, because a large variance in the write throughput can still cause large queuing delays for subsequent writes.

Performance Stability. Performance stability has long been recognized as a critical performance metric. The TPC-C benchmark [11] not only measures absolute throughput, but also specifies the acceptable upper bounds for the percentile latencies of the transactions. Huang et al. [61] applied VProfiler [60] to identify and eliminate major sources of variance in database transactions.
and proposed a variance-aware transaction scheduling algorithm. Chaudhuri et al. [36] proposed techniques to optimize parameterized queries while balancing the average and variance of query cost. To reduce the variance of query processing, most existing proposals have either emphasized the use of table scans [32, 96, 118] or stuck to worst-case query plans [21, 22]. Cao et al. [34] conducted an experimental study of the performance variance of modern storage stacks; they found that variance is common in storage stacks and heavily depends on configurations and workloads. Dean and Barroso [45] discussed several engineering techniques to reduce performance variance in large-scale distributed systems at Google. Different from these efforts, in this work we focus on evaluating and minimizing the performance variances of LSM-trees due to their inherent out-of-place update design.

5.3 Experimental Methodology

For ease of presentation, we will mix our techniques with a detailed performance analysis for each LSM-tree design. We now describe the general experimental setup and methodology for all experiments to follow.

5.3.1 Experimental Setup

All experiments in this chapter were run on a single node with an 8-core Intel i7-7567U 3.5GHZ CPU, 16 GB of memory, a 500GB SSD, and a 1TB 7200 rpm hard disk. We used the SSD for LSM
storage and configured the hard disk for transaction logging due to its sufficiently high sequential throughput. We allocated 10GB of memory for the AsterixDB instance. Within that allocation, the buffer cache size was set at 2GB. Each LSM memory component had a 128MB budget, and each LSM-tree had two memory components to minimize stalls during flushes. Each disk component had a Bloom filter with a false positive rate setting of 1%. The data page size was set at 4KB to align with the SSD page size.

It is important to note that not all sources of performance variance can be eliminated [61]. For example, writing a key-value pair with a 1MB value inherently requires more work than writing one that only has 1KB. Moreover, short time periods with quickly occurring writes (workload bursts) will be much more likely to cause write stalls than a long period of slow writes, even though their long-term write rate may be the same. In this chapter, we will focus on the avoidable variance [61] caused by the internal implementation of LSM-trees instead of variances in the workloads.

To evaluate the internal variances of LSM-trees, we adopt YCSB [40] as the basis for our experimental workload. Instead of using the pre-defined YCSB workloads, we designed our own workloads to better study the performance stability of LSM-trees. Each experiment first loads an LSM-tree with 100 million records, in random key order, where each record has size 1KB. It then runs for 2 hours to update the previously loaded LSM-tree. This ensures that the measured write throughput of an LSM-tree is stable over time. Unless otherwise noted, we used one writer thread for writing data to the LSM memory components. The specific workload setups will be discussed in the subsequent sections.

We used two commonly used I/O optimizations when implementing LSM-trees, namely I/O throttling and periodic disk forces. In all experiments, we throttled the SSD write speed of all LSM flush and merge operations to 100MB/s. This was implemented by using a rate limiter to inject artificial sleeps into SSD writes. This mechanism bounds the negative impact of the SSD writes on query performance and allows us to more fairly compare the performance differences of various LSM merge schedulers. We further had each flush or merge operation force its SSD writes after
each 16MB of data. This is a common technique use in existing systems to limit the OS I/O queue depth, reducing the negative impact of SSD writes on queries. We have verified that disabling this optimization would not impact the performance trends of writes; however, large forces at the end of each flush and merge operation, which are required for durability, can significantly interfere with queries.

### 5.3.2 Performance Metrics

To quantify the impact of write stalls, we will not only present the write throughput of LSM-trees but also their write latencies. However, there are different models for measuring write latencies. Throughout the chapter, we will use **arrival rate** to denote the rate at which writes are submitted by clients, **processing rate** to denote the rate at which writes can be processed by an LSM-tree, and **write throughput** to denote the number of writes processed by an LSM-tree per unit of time. The difference between the write throughput and arrival/processing rates is discussed further below.

The bLSM paper [103], as well as most of the existing LSM research, used the experimental setup depicted in Figure 5.3a to write as much data as possible and measure the latency of each write. In this *closed system* setup [57], the processing rate essentially controls the arrival rate, which further equals the write throughput. Although this model is sufficient for measuring the maximum write throughput of LSM-trees, it is not suitable for characterizing their write latencies for several reasons. First, writing to memory is inherently faster than background I/Os, so an LSM-tree will always have to stall writes in order to wait for lagged flushes and merges. Moreover, under this model, a client cannot submit its next write until its current write is completed. Thus, when the LSM-tree is stalled, only a small number of ongoing writes will actually experience a large latency since the remaining writes have not been submitted yet.

---

1. The original release of the YCSB benchmark [40] mistakenly used this model; this was corrected later in 2015 [12].
In practice, a DBMS generally cannot control how quickly writes are submitted by external clients, nor will their writes always arrive as fast as possible. Instead, the arrival rate is usually independent from the processing rate, and when the system is not able to process writes as fast as they arrive, the newly arriving writes must be temporarily queued. In such an open system (Figure 5.3b), the measured write latency includes both the queuing latency and processing latency. Moreover, an important constraint is that the arrival rate must be smaller than the processing rate since otherwise the queue length will be unbounded. Thus, the (overall) write throughput is actually determined by the arrival rate.

A simple example will illustrate the important difference between these two models. Suppose that 5 clients are used to generate an intended arrival rate of 1000 writes/s and that the LSM-tree stalls for 1 second. Under the closed system model (Figure 5.3a), only 5 delayed writes will experience a write latency of 1s since the remaining (intended) 995 writes simply will not occur. However, under the open system model (Figure 5.3b), all 1000 writes will be queued and their average latency will be at least 0.5s.

To evaluate write latencies in an open system, one must first set the arrival rate properly since the write latency heavily depends on the arrival rate. It is also important to maximize the arrival rate to maximize the system’s utilization. For these reasons, we propose a two-phase evaluation approach with a testing phase and a running phase. During the testing phase, we use the closed system model (Figure 5.3a) to measure the maximum write throughput of an LSM-tree, which
is also its processing rate. When measuring the maximum write throughput, we excluded the initial 20-minute period (out of 2 hours) of the testing phase since the initially loaded LSM-tree has a relatively small number of disk components at first. During the running phase, we use the open system model (Figure 5.3b) to evaluate the write latencies under a constant arrival rate set at 95% of the measured maximum write throughput. Based on queuing theory [57], the queuing time approaches infinity when the utilization, which is the ratio between the arrival rate and the processing rate, approaches 100%. We thus empirically determine a high utilization load (95%) while leaving some room for the system to absorb variance. If the running phase then reports large write latencies, the maximum write throughput as determined in the testing phase is not sustainable; we must improve the implementation of the LSM-tree or reduce the expected arrival rate to reduce the latencies. In contrast, if the measured write latency is small, then the given LSM-tree can provide a high write throughput with a small performance variance.

5.4 LSM Merge Scheduler

Different from a merge policy, which decides which components to merge, a merge scheduler is responsible for executing the merge operations created by the merge policy. In this section, we discuss the design choices for a merge scheduler and evaluate bLSM’s spring-and-gear merge scheduler.

5.4.1 Scheduling Choices

The write cost of an LSM-tree, which is the number of I/Os per write, is determined by the LSM-tree design itself and the workload characteristics but not by how merges are executed [79]. Thus, a merge scheduler will have little impact on the overall write throughput of an LSM-tree as long as the allocated I/O bandwidth budget can be fully utilized. However, different scheduling choices
can significantly impact the write stalls of an LSM-tree, and merge schedulers must be carefully
designed to minimize write stalls. We have identified the following design choices for a merge scheduler.

**Component Constraint:** A merge scheduler usually specifies an upper-bound constraint on the
total number of components allowed to accumulate before incoming writes to the LSM memory
components should be stalled. We call this the *component constraint*. For example, bLSM [103]
allows at most two disk components per level, while other systems like HBase [5] or Cassandra [2]
specify the total number of disk components across all levels.

**Interaction with Writes:** There exist different strategies to enforce a given component constraint.
One strategy is to simply stop processing writes once the component constraint is violated. Alter-
natively, the processing of writes can be degraded gracefully based on the merge pressure [103].

**Degree of Concurrency:** In general, an LSM-tree can often create multiple merge operations in
the same time period. A merge scheduler should decide how these merge operations should be
scheduled. Allowing concurrent merges will enable merges at multiple levels to proceed concur-
rently, but they will also compete for CPU and I/O resources, which can negatively impact query
performance [15]. As two examples, bLSM [103] allows one merge operation per level, while
LevelDB [6] uses just one single background thread to execute all merges one by one.

**I/O Bandwidth Allocation:** Given multiple concurrent merge operations, the merge scheduler
should further decide how to allocate the available I/O bandwidth among these merge operations.
A commonly used heuristic is to allocate I/O bandwidth “fairly” (evenly) to all active merge op-
erations. Alternatively, bLSM [103] allocates I/O bandwidth based on the relative progress of the
merge operations to ensure that merges at each level all make steady progress.
5.4.2 Evaluation of bLSM

Due to the implementation complexity of bLSM and its dependency on a particular storage system, Stasis [102], we chose to directly evaluate the released version of bLSM [9]. bLSM uses the leveling merge policy with two on-disk levels. We set its memory component size to 1GB and size ratio to 10 so that the experimental dataset with 100 million records can fit into the last level. We used 8 write threads to maximize the write throughput of bLSM.
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(a) Testing Phase: Instantaneous Write Throughput (Maximum)

(b) Running Phase: Instantaneous Write Throughput (95% Load)

(c) Running Phase: Percentile Write Latencies (95% Load)

Figure 5.4: Two-Phase Evaluation of bLSM

**Testing Phase.** During the testing phase, we measured the maximum write throughput of bLSM by writing as much data as possible using both the uniform and Zipf update workloads. The instantaneous write throughput of bLSM under these two workloads is shown in Figure 5.4a. For readability, the write throughput is averaged over 30-second windows. (Unless otherwise noted, the same aggregation applies to all later experiments as well.)
Even though bLSM’s merge scheduler prevents writes from being stalled, the instantaneous write throughput still exhibits a large variance. Recall that bLSM uses the merge progress at each level to control its in-memory write speed. After the component $C_1$ is full and becomes $C'_1$, the original $C_1$ will be empty and will have much shorter merge times. This will temporarily increase the in-memory write speed of bLSM, which then quickly drops as $C_1$ grows larger and larger. Moreover, the Zipf update workload increases the write throughput only because updated entries can be reclaimed earlier, but the overall variance performance trends are still the same.

**Running Phase.** Based on the maximum write throughput measured in the testing phase, we then used a constant data arrival process (95% of the maximum) in the running phase to evaluate bLSM’s behavior. Figure 5.4b shows the instantaneous write throughput of bLSM under the uniform and Zipf update workloads. bLSM maintains a sustained write throughput during the initial period of the experiment, but later has to slow down its in-memory write rate periodically due to background merge pressure. Figure 5.4c further shows the resulting percentile write and processing latencies. The processing latency measures only the time for the LSM-tree to process a write, while the write latency includes both the write’s queuing time and processing time. By slowing down the in-memory write rate, bLSM indeed bounds the processing latency. However, the write latency is much larger because writes must be queued when they cannot be processed immediately. This suggests that simply bounding the maximum processing latency is far from sufficient; it is important to minimize the variance in an LSM-tree’s processing rate to minimize write latencies.

### 5.5 Full Merges

In this section, we explore the scheduling choices of LSM-trees with full merges and then evaluate the impact of merge scheduling on write stalls using our two-phase approach. Finally, we examine other variations of the tiering merge policy that are used in practical systems.
Table 5.1: List of Notation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$T$</td>
<td>size ratio of the merge policy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L$</td>
<td>the number of levels in an LSM-tree</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M$</td>
<td>memory component size</td>
<td>entries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B$</td>
<td>I/O bandwidth</td>
<td>entries/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu$</td>
<td>write arrival rate</td>
<td>entries/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W$</td>
<td>write throughput of an LSM-tree</td>
<td>entries/s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.5.1 Merge Scheduling for Full Merges

We first introduce some useful notation for use throughout our analysis in Table 5.1. To simplify the analysis, we will ignore the I/O cost of flushes since merges consume most of the I/O bandwidth.

Component Constraint

To provide acceptable query performance and space utilization, the total number of disk components of an LSM-tree must be bounded. We call this upper bound the *component constraint*, and it can be enforced either *locally* or *globally*. A local constraint specifies the maximum number of disk components per level. For example, bLSM [103] uses a local constraint to allow at most two components per level. A global constraint instead specifies the maximum number of disk components across all levels. Here we argue that global component constraints will better minimize write stalls. In addition to external factors, such as deletes or shifts in write patterns, the merge time at each level inherently varies for leveling since the size of the component at Level $i$ varies from 0 to $(T - 1) \cdot M \cdot T^{i-1}$. Because of this, bLSM cannot provide a high yet stable write throughput over time. Global component constraints will better absorb this variance and minimize the write stalls.

It remains a question how to determine the maximum number of disk components for the component constraint. In general, tolerating more disk components will increase the LSM-tree’s ability to reduce write stalls and absorb write bursts, but it will decrease query performance and space...
utilization. Given the negative impact of stalls on write latencies, one solution is to tolerate a sufficient number of disk components to avoid write stalls while the worst-case query performance and space utilization are still bounded. For example, one conservative constraint would be to tolerate twice the expected number of disk components, e.g., $2 \cdot L$ components for leveling and $2 \cdot T \cdot L$ components for tiering.

**Interaction with Writes**

When the component constraint is violated, the processing of writes by an LSM-tree has to be slowed down or stopped. Existing LSM-tree implementations [6, 10, 103] prefer to gracefully slow down the in-memory write rate by adding delays to some writes. This approach reduces the maximum processing latency, as large pauses are broken down into many smaller ones, but the overall processing rate of an LSM-tree, which depends on the I/O cost of each write, is not affected. Moreover, this approach will result in an even larger queuing latency. There may be additional considerations for gracefully slowing down writes, but we argue that processing writes as quickly as possible minimizes the overall write latency, as stated by the following theorem.

**Theorem 5.1.** Given any data arrival process and any LSM-tree, processing writes as quickly as possible minimizes the latency of each write.

*Proof.* Given an LSM-tree, consider two merge schedulers $S$ and $S'$ which only differ in that $S$ may add arbitrary delays to writes to avoid write stalls while $S'$ processes writes as quickly as possible. Denote the total number of writes processed by $S$ and $S'$ at time instant $T$ as $W_T$ and $W'_T$ respectively. Since $S'$ processes writes as quickly as possible, we have $W_T \leq W'_T$. In other words, given the same numbers of writes, $S'$ processes these writes no later than $S$.

Consider the $i$-th write request that arrives at time instant $T_{a_i}$. Suppose this write is processed by $S$ and $S'$ at time instants $T_{p_i}$ and $T'_{p_i}$ respectively. Based on the analysis above, it is straightforward
that \( T_{p_i} \geq T'_{p_{i'}} \). Thus, we have \( T_{p_i} - T_{a_i} \geq T'_{p_{i'}} - T_{a_i} \), which implies that \( S' \) minimizes the latency of each write. 

It should be noted that Theorem 1 only considers write latencies. By processing writes as quickly as possible, disk components can stack up more quickly (up to the component constraint), which may negatively impact query performance. Thus, a better approach may be to increase the write processing rate, e.g., by changing the structure of the LSM-tree. We leave the exploration of this direction as future work.

\textbf{Degree of Concurrency}

A merge policy can often create multiple merge operations simultaneously. For full merges, we can show that a single-threaded scheduler that executes one merge at a time is not sufficient for minimizing write stalls. Consider a merge operation at Level \( i \). For leveling, the merge time varies from 0 to \( \frac{M \cdot T^i}{B} \) because the size of the component at Level \( i \) varies from 0 to \( (T - 1) \cdot M \cdot T^{i-1} \). For tiering, each component has size \( M \cdot T^{i-1} \) and merging \( T \) components thus takes time \( \frac{M \cdot T^i}{B} \).

Suppose the arrival rate is \( \mu \). Without concurrent merges, there would be \( \frac{\mu}{B} \cdot \frac{M \cdot T^i}{B} = \frac{\mu \cdot T^i}{B} \) newly flushed components added while this merge operation is being executed, assuming that flushes can still proceed.

Our two-phase evaluation approach chooses the maximum write throughput of an LSM-tree as the arrival rate \( \mu \). For leveling, the maximum write throughput is approximately \( W_{level} = \frac{2 \cdot B}{T \cdot L} \), as each entry is merged \( \frac{T}{T} \) times per level. For tiering, the maximum write throughput is approximately \( W_{tier} = \frac{B}{L} \), as each entry is merged only once per level. By substituting \( W_{level} \) and \( W_{tier} \) for \( \mu \), one needs to tolerate at least \( \frac{2 \cdot T^{i-1}}{L} \) flushed components for leveling and \( \frac{T^i}{L} \) flushed components for tiering to avoid write stalls. Since the term \( T^i \) grows exponentially, a large number of flushed components will have to be tolerated when a large disk component is being merged. Consider the leveling merge policy with a size ratio of 10. To merge a disk component at Level 5, approximately
\[ \frac{2 \cdot 10^4}{3} = 4000 \text{ flushed components would need to be tolerated, which is highly unacceptable.} \]

Clearly, concurrent merges must be performed to minimize write stalls. When a large merge is being processed, smaller merges can still be completed to reduce the number of components. By the definition of the tiering and leveling merge policies, there can be at most one active merge operation per level. Thus, given an LSM-tree with \( L \) levels, at most \( L \) merge operations can be scheduled concurrently.

**I/O Bandwidth Allocation**

Given multiple active merge operations, the merge scheduler must further decide how to allocate I/O bandwidth to these operations. A heuristic used by existing systems [2, 5, 10] is to allocate I/O bandwidth fairly (evenly) to all ongoing merges. We call this the *fair* scheduler. The fair scheduler ensures that all merges at different levels can proceed, thus eliminating potential starvation. Recall that write stalls occur when an LSM-tree has too many disk components, thus violating the component constraint. It is unclear whether or not the fair scheduler can minimize write stalls by minimizing the number of disk components over time.

Recall that both the leveling and tiering merge policies always merge the same number of disk components at once. We propose a novel *greedy* scheduler that always allocates the full I/O bandwidth to the merge operation with the smallest remaining number of bytes. The greedy scheduler has a useful property that it minimizes the number of disk components over time for a given set of merge operations.

**Theorem 5.2.** Given any set of merge operations that process the same number of disk components and any I/O bandwidth budget, the greedy scheduler minimizes the number of disk components at any time instant.

*Proof.* Let \( S \) be an arbitrary merge scheduler and \( S' \) be the greedy scheduler. Suppose there are
\( N \) merge operations in total and the initial time instant is \( t_0 \). Denote by \( t_i \) and \( t'_i \) the time instants when \( S \) and \( S' \) complete their \( i \)-th merge operation, respectively. Since all merge operations always process the same number of disk components, we only need to show that for any \( i \in [1, N] \), \( t_i \geq t'_i \) always holds. In other words, \( S' \) completes each merge operation no later than \( S \).

Suppose there exists \( i \in [1, N] \) s.t. \( t_i < t'_i \). Denote by \(|S_{\leq i}|\) and \(|S'_{\leq i}|\) the total number of bytes read and written by \( S \) and \( S' \) up to the completion of the \( i \)-th merge operation. By the definition of the greedy scheduler \( S' \), we have \(|S_{\leq i}| \geq |S'_{\leq i}| \). Since \( t_i < t'_i \), we further have \( \frac{|S_{\leq i}|}{t_i - t_0} > \frac{|S'_{\leq i}|}{t'_i - t_0} \). This implies that the merge scheduler \( S \) requires a larger I/O bandwidth budget than \( S' \), which leads to a contradiction. Thus, for any \( i \in [1, N] \), \( t_i \leq t'_i \) always holds, which proves that \( S' \) minimizes the number of disk components over time.

Theorem 2 only considers a set of statically created merge operations. This conclusion may not hold in general because sometimes completing a large merge may enable the merge policy to create smaller merges, which can then reduce the number of disk components more quickly. Because of this, there actually exists no merge scheduler that can always minimize the number of disk components over time, as stated by the following theorem. However, as we will see in our later evaluation, the greedy scheduler is still a very effective heuristic for minimizing write stalls.

**Theorem 5.3.** Given any I/O bandwidth budget, no merge scheduler can minimize the number of disk components at any time instant for any data arrival process and any LSM-tree for a deterministic merge policy where all merge operations process the same number of disk components.

**Proof.** In this proof, we will construct an example showing that no such merge scheduler can be designed. Consider a two-level LSM-tree with a tiering merge policy. The size ratio of this merge policy is set at 2. Suppose Level 1, which is the last level, contains three disk components \( D_1, D_2, D_3 \) and Level 0 contains two disk components, \( D_4 \) and \( D_5 \). For simplicity, assume that no more writes will arrive. Initially, the merge policy creates two merge operations, namely the merge operation \( M_{1-2} \) that processes \( D_1 \) and \( D_2 \) and the merge operation \( M_{4-5} \) that processes \( D_4 \) and \( D_5 \).
Upon the completion of $M_{1-2}$, which produces a new disk component $D_{1-2}$, the merge policy will create a new merge operation $M_{1-3}$ that processes $D_{1-2}$ and $D_3$. We further denote the amount of I/O bandwidth required by each merge operation $M_{1-2}$, $M_{4-5}$, and $M_{1-3}$ as $|M_{1-2}|$, $|M_{4-5}|$, and $|M_{1-3}|$. Finally, we assume that $|M_{1-3}| < |M_{4-5}| < |M_{1-2}|$. This can happen if $D_2$ contains a large number of deleted keys against $D_1$ so that the merged disk component $D_{1-2}$ is very small.

Suppose that the initial time instant is $t_0$ and let the given I/O bandwidth budget be $B$. Consider a merge scheduler $S$ that first executes $M_{4-5}$ and then $M_{1-2}$. At time instant $t_1 = t_0 + \frac{|M_{4-5}|}{B}$, $S$ completes $M_{4-5}$ and reduces the number of disk components by 1. At time instant $t_2 = t_0 + \frac{|M_{4-5}|}{B} + \frac{|M_{1-2}|}{B}$, $S$ completes $M_{1-2}$. Consider another merge scheduler $S'$ that first executes $M_{1-2}$. At time instant $t'_1 = t_0 + \frac{|M_{1-2}|}{B}$, $S'$ completes $M_{1-2}$. Now the merge policy creates a new merge operation $M_{1-3}$, which is then executed by $S'$. At time instant $t'_2 = t_0 + \frac{|M_{1-2}|}{B} + \frac{|M_{1-3}|}{B}$, $S'$ completes $M_{1-3}$. Based on the assumption $|M_{1-3}| < |M_{4-5}| < |M_{1-2}|$, it follows that $t_1 < t'_1$ and $t'_2 < t_2$.

Suppose there exists a merge scheduler $S^*$ that minimizes the number of disk components over time. Then, $S^*$ must satisfy the following two constraints: (1) complete one merge operation no later than $t_1$; (2) complete two merge operations no later than $t'_2$.

To satisfy constraint (1), $S^*$ must execute $M_{4-5}$ first. Then, $S^*$ must complete the second merge operation within time interval $t'_2 - t_1 = \frac{|M_{1-2}|}{B} + \frac{|M_{1-3}|}{B} - \frac{|M_{4-5}|}{B}$. Since $|M_{1-3}| < |M_{4-5}|$, we have $t'_2 - t_1 < \frac{|M_{1-2}|}{B}$. Thus, $S^*$ cannot satisfy constraint (2) by completing the second merge operation no later than $t'_2$ because the only remaining merge operation $M_{1-2}$ takes time $\frac{|M_{1-2}|}{B}$ to finish. This leads to a contradiction that $S^*$ minimizes the number of disk components over time. Thus, we have constructed an example for which no such merge scheduler can be designed, which proves the theorem.

$\square$
Putting Everything Together

Based on the discussion of each scheduling choice, we now summarize the proposed greedy scheduler. The greedy scheduler enforces a global component constraint with a sufficient number of disk components, e.g., twice the expected number of components of an LSM-tree, to minimize write stalls while ensuring the stability of the LSM-tree. It processes writes as quickly as possible and only stops the processing of writes when the component constraint is violated. The greedy scheduler performs concurrent merges but allocates the full I/O bandwidth to the merge operation with the smallest remaining bytes.

Algorithm 4 Pseudocode for Greedy Scheduling Algorithm

1: mergeOps ← the list of scheduled merge operations
2: activeOp ← the active merge operation
3: function SCHEDULEMERGE(newOp)
4: mergeOps.ADD(newOp)
5: notify GreedyScheduler
6: function COMPLETEMERGE
7: mergeOps.REMOVE(activeOp)
8: activeOp ← NULL
9: notify GreedyScheduler
10: function GREEDYSCHEDULER
11: while mergeOps changes do
12: newOp ← find the merge operation with the fewest remaining input pages in mergeOps
13: if newOp ≠ NULL AND newOp ≠ activeOp then
14: pause activeOp
15: resume newOp
16: activeOp ← newOp

The pseudocode for the greedy scheduling algorithm is shown in Algorithm 4. It stores the list of scheduled merge operations in mergeOps. At any time, there is at most one merge operation being executed by the merge thread, which is denoted by activeOp. The merge policy calls SCHEDULEMERGE when a new merge operation is scheduled, and the merge thread calls COMPLETEMERGE when a merge operation is completed. In both functions, mergeOps is updated accordingly and the merge scheduler is notified to check whether a new merge operation needs to be executed. It should be noted that in general one cannot exactly know which merge operation requires the least
amount of I/O bandwidth until the new component has been fully produced. Thus, line 12 uses the
number of remaining input pages as an approximation to determine the smallest merge operation.
Finally, if the newly selected merge operation is inactive, i.e., not being executed, the scheduler
pauses the previous active merge operation and activates the new one.

Under the greedy scheduler, larger merges may be starved at times since they receive lower priority.
This has a few implications. First, during normal user workloads, such starvation can only occur
if the arrival rate is temporarily faster than the processing rate of an LSM-tree. Given the negative
impact of write stalls on write latencies, it can actually be beneficial to temporarily delay large
merges so that the system can better absorb write bursts. Second, the greedy scheduler should not
be used in the testing phase because it would report a higher but unsustainable write throughput
due to such starved large merges.

Finally, our discussions of the greedy scheduler as well as the single-threaded scheduler are based
on an important assumption that a single merge operation is able to fully utilize the available
I/O bandwidth budget. Otherwise, multiple merges must be executed at the same time. It is
straightforward to extend the greedy scheduler to execute the smallest $k$ merge operations, where
$k$ is the degree of concurrency needed to fully utilize the I/O bandwidth budget.

5.5.2 Experimental Evaluation

We now experimentally evaluate the write stalls of LSM-trees using our two-phase approach. We
discuss the specific experimental setup followed by the detailed evaluation, including the impact
of merge schedulers on write stalls, the benefit of enforcing the component constraint globally
and of processing writes as quickly as possible, and the impact of merge scheduling on query
performance.
Experimental Setup

All experiments in this section were performed using AsterixDB with the general setup described in Section 5.3. Unless otherwise noted, the size ratio of leveling was set at 10, which is a commonly used configuration in practice [6, 10]. For the experimental dataset with 100 million unique records, this results in a three-level LSM-tree, where the last level is nearly full. For tiering, the size ratio was set at 3, which leads to better write performance than leveling without sacrificing too much on query performance. This ratio results in an eight-level LSM-tree.

We evaluated the single-threaded scheduler, the fair scheduler, and the proposed greedy scheduler. The single-threaded scheduler only executes one merge at a time using a single thread. Both the fair and greedy schedulers are concurrent schedulers that execute each merge using a separate thread. The difference is that the fair scheduler allocates the I/O bandwidth to all ongoing merges evenly, while the greedy scheduler always allocates the full I/O bandwidth to the smallest merge. To minimize flush stalls, a flush operation is always executed in a separate thread and receives higher I/O priority. Unless otherwise noted, all three schedulers enforce global component constraints and process writes as quickly as possible. The maximum number of disk components is set at twice the expected number of disk components for each merge policy. Each experiment was performed under the uniform update workload. The choice of update distribution, e.g., Zipf, may impact the overall write throughput, but does not impact the performance stability of LSM-trees.

Testing Phase

During the testing phase, we measured the maximum write throughput of an LSM-tree by writing as much data as possible. In general, alternative merge schedulers have little impact on the maximum write throughput since the I/O bandwidth budget is fixed, but their measured write throughput may be different due to the finite experimental period.
Figures 5.5a and 5.5b shows the instantaneous write throughout of LSM-trees using different merge schedulers for tiering and leveling. Under both merge policies, the single-threaded scheduler regularly exhibits long pauses, making its write throughput vary over time. The fair scheduler exhibits a relatively stable write throughput over time since all merge levels can proceed at the same rate. With leveling, its write throughput still varies slightly over time since the component size at each level varies. The greedy scheduler appears to achieve a higher write throughput than the fair scheduler by starving large merges. However, this higher write throughput eventually drops when no small merges can be scheduled. For example, the write throughput with tiering drops slightly at 1100s and 4000s, and there is a long pause from 6000s to 7000s with leveling. This result confirms that the fair scheduler is more suitable for testing the maximum write throughput of an LSM-tree, as merges at all levels can proceed at the same rate. In contrast, the single-threaded scheduler incurs many long pauses, causing a large variance in the measured write throughput. The greedy scheduler provides a higher write throughput by starving large merges, which would be undesirable at runtime.
Running Phase

Turning to the running phase, we used a constant data arrival process, configured based on 95% of the maximum write throughput measured by the fair scheduler, to evaluate the write stalls of LSM-trees.

**LSM-trees can provide a stable write throughput.** We first evaluated whether LSM-trees with different merge schedulers can support a high write throughput with low write latencies. For each experiment, we measured the instantaneous write throughput and the number of disk components over time as well as percentile write latencies.

The results for tiering are shown in Figure 5.6. Both the fair and greedy schedulers are able to
provide stable write throughputs and the total number of disk components never reaches the configured threshold. The greedy scheduler also minimizes the number of disk components over time. The single-threaded scheduler, however, causes a large number of write stalls due to the blocking of large merges, which confirms our previous analysis. Because of this, the single-threaded scheduler incurs large percentile write latencies. In contrast, both the fair and greedy schedulers provide small write latencies because of their stable write throughput. Figure 5.7 shows the corresponding results for leveling. The single-threaded scheduler again performs poorly, causing a lot of stalls and thus large write latencies. Due to the inherent variance of merge times, the fair scheduler alone cannot provide a stable write throughput; this results in relatively large write latencies. In contrast, the greedy scheduler avoids write stalls by always minimizing the number of components, which results in small write latencies.

This experiment confirms that LSM-trees can achieve a stable write throughput with a relatively small performance variance. Moreover, the write stalls of an LSM-tree heavily depend on the design of the merge scheduler.

**Impact of Size Ratio.** To verify our findings on LSM-trees with different shapes, we further carried out a set of experiments by varying the size ratio from 2 to 10 for both tiering and leveling. For leveling, we applied the dynamic level size optimization [49] so that the largest level remains almost full by slightly modifying the size ratio between Levels 0 and 1. This optimization maximizes space utilization without impacting write or query performance.

During the testing phase, we measured the maximum write throughput for each LSM-tree configuration using the fair scheduler, which is shown in Figure 5.8a. In general, a larger size ratio increases write throughput for tiering but decreases write throughput for leveling because it decreases the merge frequency of tiering but increases that of leveling. During the running phase, we evaluated the 99% percentile write latency for each LSM-tree configuration using constant data arrivals, which is shown in Figure 5.8b. With tiering, both the fair and greedy schedulers are able to provide a stable write throughput with small write latencies. With leveling, the fair scheduler
causes large write latencies when the size ratio becomes larger, as we have seen before. In contrast, the greedy scheduler is always able to provide a stable write throughput along with small write latencies. This again confirms that LSM-trees, despite their size ratios, can provide a high write throughput with a small variance with an appropriately chosen merge scheduler.

**Benefit of Global Component Constraints.** We next evaluated the benefit of global component constraints in terms of minimizing write stalls. We additionally included a variation of the fair and greedy schedulers that enforces local component constraints, that is, 2 components per level for leveling and $2 \cdot T$ components per level for tiering.
little impact on tiering since its merge time per level is relatively stable. However, the resulting write latencies for leveling become much large due to the inherent variance of its merge times. Moreover, local component constraints have a larger negative impact on the greedy scheduler. The greedy scheduler prefers small merges, which may not be able to complete due to possible violations of the constraint at the next level. This in turn causes longer stalls and thus larger percentile write latencies. In contrast, global component constraints better absorb these variances, reducing the write latencies.

**Benefits of Processing Writes As Quickly As Possible.** We further evaluated the benefit of processing writes as quickly as possible. We used the leveling merge policy with a burst data arrival process that alternates between a normal arrival rate of 2000 records/s for 25 minutes and a high arrival rate of 8000 records/s for 5 minutes. We evaluated two variations of the greedy scheduler. The first variation processes writes as quickly as possible (denoted as “No Limit”), as we did before. The second variation enforces a maximum in-memory write rate of 4000 records/s (denoted as “Limit”) to avoid write stalls.
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**Figure 5.10: Running Phase with Burst Data Arrivals**

The instantaneous write throughput and the percentile write latencies of the two variations are shown in Figures 5.10a and 5.10b respectively. As Figure 5.10a shows, delaying writes avoids write stalls and the resulting write throughput is more stable over time. However, this causes larger write latencies (Figure 5.10b) since delayed writes must be queued. In contrary, writing as quickly
as possible causes occasional write stalls but still minimizes overall write latencies. This confirms our previous analysis that processing writes as quickly as possible minimizes write latencies.

**Impact on Query Performance.** Finally, since the point of having data is to query it, we evaluated the impact of the fair and greedy schedulers on concurrent query performance. We evaluated three types of queries, namely point lookups, short scans, and long scans. A point lookup accesses 1 record given a primary key. A short scan query accesses 100 records and a long scan query accesses 1 million records. In each experiment, we executed one type of query concurrently with concurrent updates with constant arrival rates as before. To maximize query performance while ensuring that LSM flush and merge operations receive enough I/O bandwidth, we used 8 query threads for point lookups and short scans and used 4 query threads for long scans.

The instantaneous query throughput under the tiering and leveling merge policies is depicted in

![Figure 5.11: Instantaneous Query Throughput of Tiering Merge Policy](image1)

![Figure 5.12: Instantaneous Query Throughput of Leveling Merge Policy](image2)

The instantaneous query throughput under the tiering and leveling merge policies is depicted in
Figure 5.11 and Figure 5.12 respectively. For point lookups and short scans, the query throughput is averaged over 30-second windows. For long scans, the query throughput is averaged over 1-minute windows. As the results show, leveling has similar point lookup throughput to tiering because Bloom filters can filter out most unnecessary I/Os, but it has much better range query throughput than tiering. Moreover, the greedy scheduler always improves query performance by minimizing the number of components. Among the three types of queries, point lookups and short scans benefit more from the greedy scheduler since these two types of queries are more sensitive to the number of disk components. In contrast, long scans incur most of their I/O cost at the largest level. Moreover, the tiering merge policy benefits more from the greedy scheduler than the leveling merge policy since the performance difference between the greedy and fair schedulers is larger under the tiering merge policy. This is because the tiering merge policy has more disk components than the leveling merge policy. Note that under the leveling merge policy, there is a drop in query throughput under the fair scheduler at around 5400s, even though there is little difference in the number of disk components between the fair and greedy scheduler. This drop is caused by write stalls during that period, as indicated by the instantaneous write throughput of Figure 5.7. After the LSM-tree recovers from write stalls, it attempts to write as much data as possible in order to catch up, which results in a lower query throughput.

5.5.3 Tiering in Practice

Existing LSM-based systems, such as BigTable [35] and HBase [5], use a slight variation of the tiering merge policy discussed in the literature. This variation, often referred as the size-tiered merge policy, does not organize components into levels explicitly but simply schedules merges based on the sizes of disk components. This policy has three important parameters, namely the size ratio $T$, the minimum number of components to merge $\min$, and the maximum number of components to merge $\max$. It merges a sequence of components, whose length is at least $\min$, when the total size of the sequence’s the younger components is $T$ times larger than that of the
oldest component in the sequence. It also seeks to merge as many components as possible at once until \( \text{max} \) is reached. Concurrent merges can also be performed. For example, in HBase [5], each execution of the size-tiered merge policy will always examine the longest prefix of the component sequence in which no component is being merged.

An example of the size-tiered merge policy is shown in Figure 5.13, where each disk component is labeled with its size. Let the size ratio be 1.2 and the minimum and maximum number of components per merge be 2 and 4 respectively. Suppose initially that no component is being merged. The first execution the size-tiered merge policy starts from the oldest component, labeled 100GB. However, no merge is scheduled since this component is too large. It then examines the next component, labeled 10GB, and schedules a merge operation for the 4 components labeled from 10GB to 5GB. The next execution of the size-tiered merge policy starts from the component labeled 1GB, and it schedules a merge for the 3 components labeled from 128MB to 64MB.

To evaluate the write stalls of the size-tiered merge policy, we repeated the experiments using our two-phase approach. In our evaluation, the size ratio was set at 1.2, which is the default value in HBase [5], and the minimum and maximum mergeable components were set at 2 and 10 respectively. The maximum tolerated disk components parameter was set at 50.

During the testing phase, the maximum write throughput measured by using the fair scheduler was 17,008 records/s. Then during the running phase, we used a constant data arrival process based on 95% of this maximum throughput to evaluate write stalls. The instantaneous write throughput of the LSM-tree and the number of disk components over time are shown in Figures 5.14a and 5.14b respectively. As one can see, write stalls have occurred under the fair scheduler. Moreover, even though the greedy scheduler avoids write stalls, its number of disk components keeps increasing.
over time. This result indicates that the maximum write throughput measured during the testing phase is not sustainable.

This problem is caused by the non-determinism of the size-tiered merge policy since it tries to merge as many disk components as possible. This behavior impacts the maximum write throughput of the LSM-tree. During the testing phase, when writes are often blocked because of too many disk components, this merge policy tends to merge more disk components at once, which then leads to a higher write throughput. However, during the running phase, when writes arrive steadily, this merge policy tends to schedule smaller merges as flushed components accumulate. For example, during the running phase of this experiment, 55 large merges that involved 10 components were scheduled, but only 24 large merges were scheduled under the fair scheduler during the running phase. Even worse, 99.76% of the scheduled merges under the greedy scheduler involved no more than 4 components since large merges were starved.

To address problem and to minimize write stalls, the arrival rate must be reduced. However, finding the maximum “stall free” arrival rate is non-trivial due to the non-determinism of the size-tiered merge policy. Instead, we propose a simple and conservative solution to avoid write stalls. During the testing phase, we propose to measure the lower bound write throughput by always merging the minimum number of disk components. This write throughput will serve as a baseline of the
arrival rate. During runtime, the size-tiered merge policy can merge more disk components to dynamically increase its write throughput to minimize stalls.

We repeated the previously experiments based on this solution. During the testing phase, the merge policy always merged 2 disk components, which resulted in a lower maximum write throughput of 8,863 records/s. We then repeated the running phase based on this throughput. Figures 5.15a and 5.15b show the instantaneous write throughput and the number of disk components over time respectively during the running phase. In this case, both schedulers exhibit no write stalls and the number of disk components is more stable over time. Moreover, the greedy scheduler still slightly reduces the number of disk components.

### 5.6 Partitioned Merges

We now examine the write stall behavior of partitioned LSM-trees using our two-phase approach. In a partitioned LSM-tree, a large disk component is range-partitioned into multiple small SSTables and each merge operation only processes a small number of SSTables with overlapping ranges. Since merges always happen immediately once a level is full, a single-threaded scheduler could be sufficient to minimize write stalls. In the remainder of this section, we will evaluate LevelDB’s
single-threaded merge scheduler.

5.6.1 LevelDB’s Merge Scheduler

LevelDB’s merge scheduler is single-threaded. It computes a score for each level and selects the level with the largest score to merge. Specifically, the score for Level 0 is computed as the total number of flushed components divided by the minimum number of flushed components to merge. For a partitioned level (1 and above), its score is defined as the total size of all SSTables at this level divided by the configured maximum size. A merge operation is scheduled if the largest score is at least 1, which means that the selected level is full. If a partitioned level is chosen to merge, LevelDB selects the next SSTable to merge in a round-robin way.

LevelDB only restricts the number of flushed components at Level 0. By default, the minimum number of flushed components to merge is 4. The processing of writes will be slowed down or stopped if the number of flushed component reaches 8 and 12 respectively. Since we have already shown in Section 5.5.1 that processing writes as quickly as possible reduces write latencies, we will only use the stop threshold (12) in our evaluation.

Experimental Evaluation. We have implemented LevelDB’s partitioned leveling merge policy and its merge scheduler inside AsterixDB for evaluation. Similar to LevelDB, the minimum number of flushed components to merge was set at 4 and the stop threshold was set at 12 components. Unless otherwise noted, the maximum size of each SSTable was set at 64MB. The memory component size was set at 128MB and the base size of Level 1 was set at 1280MB. The size ratio was set at 10. For the experimental dataset with 100 million records, this results in a 4-level LSM-tree where the largest level is nearly full. To minimize write stalls caused by flushes, we used two memory components and a separate flush thread. We further evaluated the impact of two widely used merge selection strategies on write stalls. The round-robin strategy chooses the next SSTable to merge in a round-robin way. The choose-best strategy [116] chooses the SSTable with the fewest
overlapping SSTables at the next level.

We used our two-phase approach to evaluate this partitioned LSM-tree design. The instantaneous write throughput during the testing phase is shown in Figure 5.16a, where the write throughput of both strategies decreases over time due to more frequent stalls. Moreover, under the uniform update workload, the alternative selection strategies have little impact on the overall write throughput, as reported in [72]. During the testing phase, we used a constant arrival process to evaluate write stalls. The instantaneous write throughput of both strategies is shown in Figure 5.16b. As the result shows, in both cases write stalls start to occur after time 6000s. This suggests that the measured write throughput during the testing phase is not sustainable.

![Figure 5.16: Instantaneous Write Throughput of Partitioned LSM-tree](Image)

### 5.6.2 Measuring Sustainable Write Throughput

One problem with LevelDB’s score-based merge scheduler is that it merges as many components at Level 0 as possible at once. To see this, suppose that the minimum number of mergeable components at Level $L_0$ is $T_0$ and that the maximum number of components at Level 0 is $T_0'$. During the testing phase, where writes pile up as quickly as possible, the merge scheduler tends to merge the maximum possible number of components $T_0'$ instead of just $T_0$ at once. Because of this, the LSM-tree will eventually transit from the expected shape (Figure 5.17a) to the actual shape (Fig-
Figure 5.17b), where $T$ is the size ratio of the partitioned levels. Note that the largest level is not affected since its size is determined by the number of unique entries, which is relatively stable. Even though this elastic design dynamically increases the processing rate as needed, it has the following problems.

![Figure 5.17: Problem of Score-Based Merge Scheduler](image)

**Unsustainable Write Throughput.** The measured maximum write throughput is based on merging $T'_0$ flushed components at Level 0 at once. However, this is likely to cause write stalls during the running phase since flushes cannot further proceed.

**Suboptimal Trade-Offs.** The LSM-tree structure in Figure 5.17b is no longer making optimal performance trade-offs since the size ratios between its adjacent levels are not the same anymore [90]. By adjusting the sizes of intermediate levels so that adjacent levels have the same size ratio, one can improve both write throughput and space utilization without affecting query performance.

**Lower Space Utilization.** One motivation for industrial systems to adopt partitioned LSM-trees is their higher space utilization [49]. However, the LSM-tree depicted in Figure 5.17b violates this performance guarantee because the ratio of wasted space increases from $1/T$ to $T'_0/T_0 \cdot 1/T$.

Because of these problems, the measured maximum write throughput cannot be used in the long-term. We propose a simple solution to address these problems. During the testing phase, we always merge exactly $T_0$ components at Level 0. This ensures that merge preferences will be given equally to all levels so that the LSM-tree will stay in the expected shape (Figure 5.17a). Then, during the running phase, the LSM-tree can elastically merge more components at Level 0 as needed to absorb...
write bursts.

To verify the effectiveness of the proposed solution, we repeated the previous experiments on the partitioned LSM-tree. During the testing phase, the LSM-tree always merged 4 components at Level 0 at once. The measured instantaneous write throughput is shown in Figure 5.18a, which is 30% lower than that of the previous experiment. During the running phase, we used a constant arrival process based on this lower write throughput. The resulting instantaneous write throughput is shown in Figure 5.18b, where the LSM-tree successfully maintains a sustainable write throughput without any write stalls, which in turn results in low write latencies (not shown in the figure). This confirms that LevelDB’s single-threaded scheduler is sufficient to minimize write stalls, given that a single merge thread can fully utilize the I/O bandwidth budget.

![Figure 5.18: Instantaneous Write Throughput of Partitioned LSM-tree with the Proposed Solution](image)

After fixing the unsustainable write throughput problem of LevelDB, we further evaluated the impact of the SSTable size on the write stalls of partitioned LSM-trees. In this experiment, we varied the maximum size of each SSTable from 8MB to 32GB so that partitioned merges effectively transit into full merges. The maximum write throughput during the running phase and the 99th percentile write latencies during the testing phase are shown in Figures 5.19a and 5.19b respectively. Even though the SSTable size has little impact on the overall write throughput, a large SSTable size can cause large write latencies since we have shown in Section 5.5 that a single-threaded scheduler is insufficient to minimize write stalls for full merges. Most implementations
of partitioned LSM-trees today already choose a small SSTable size to bound the temporary space occupied by merges. We see here that one more reason to do so is to minimize write stalls under a single-threaded scheduler.

5.7 Extension: Secondary Indexes

We now extend our two-phase approach to evaluate LSM-based datasets in the presence of secondary indexes. We first discuss two secondary index maintenance strategies used in practical systems, followed by the experimental evaluation and analysis.

5.7.1 Secondary Index Maintenance

An LSM-based storage system often contains a primary index plus multiple secondary indexes for a given dataset [77]. The primary index stores the records indexed by their keys, while each secondary index stores the mapping from secondary keys to primary keys. During data ingestion, secondary indexes must be properly maintained to ensure correctness. In the primary LSM-tree, writes (inserts, deletes, and updates) can be added blindly to memory since entries with identical
keys will be reconciled by queries automatically. However, this mechanism does not work for secondary indexes since the value of a secondary index key might change. Thus, in addition to adding the new entry to the secondary index, the old entry (if any) must be cleaned as well. We now discuss two secondary index maintenance strategies used in practice [77].

The \textit{eager} index maintenance strategy performs a point lookup to fetch the old record during the ingestion time. If the old record exists, anti-matter entries are produced to cleanup its secondary indexes. The new record is then added to the primary index and all secondary indexes. In an update-heavy workload, these point lookups can become the ingestion bottleneck instead of the LSM-tree write operations.

The \textit{lazy} index maintenance strategy does not cleanup secondary indexes during the ingestion time. Instead, it only adds the new entry into secondary indexes without any point lookups. Secondary indexes are then cleaned up in the background either when merging the primary index components [112] or when merging the secondary index components [77]. Evaluating different secondary index cleanup methods is beyond the scope of this chapter. Instead, we choose to evaluate the lazy strategy without cleaning up secondary indexes.

\subsection{Experimental Evaluation}

\textbf{Experiment Setup.} In this set of experiments, we modified the YCSB benchmark to allow us incorporate secondary indexes and formulate secondary index queries. Specifically, we generated records with multiple fields with each secondary field value randomly following a uniform distribution based on the total number of base records. We built two secondary indexes in our experiment. All indexes used the tiering merge policy with size ratio 3.

In this set of experiments, we evaluated two merge schedulers, namely fair and greedy. Each LSM-tree was merged independently with a separate merge scheduler instance. However, these
LSM-trees shared the same memory budget 128MB for each memory component and the I/O bandwidth budget of 100MB/s. We also evaluated two index maintenance strategies, namely eager and lazy. For the eager strategy, we used 8 writer threads to maximize the point lookup throughput. For the lazy strategy, 1 writer thread was sufficient to reach the maximum write throughput since there were no point lookups during data ingestion.

**Testing Phase.** We first measured the maximum write throughput of the lazy and eager strategies using the fair scheduler during the testing phase. The maximum write throughput was 9,731 records/s for the lazy strategy and 7,601 records/s for the eager strategy. (The eager strategy results in a slightly lower write throughput because it has to cleanup secondary indexes using point lookups.)
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*Figure 5.20: Running Phase of Lazy Strategy*

**Running Phase.** During the running phase, we used constant data arrivals to evaluate write stalls. The instantaneous write throughput and percentile write latencies for the lazy and eager strategies are shown in Figures 5.20 and 5.21 respectively. The lazy strategy exhibits a relatively stable write throughput (Figure 5.20a) and lower write latencies (Figure 5.20b), which is similar to the single LSM-tree case. However, under the eager strategy, there are regular fluctuations in the write throughput (Figure 5.21a), results in larger write latencies (Figure 5.21b). This is because the write throughput of the eager strategy is bounded by point lookups in this experiment, and the point lookup throughput inherently varies due to ongoing disk activities and the number of disk
components. Based on queuing theory [57], the system utilization must be reduced to minimize the write latency. Moreover, the greedy scheduler still has lower write latencies due to its minimizing the number of disk components to improve point lookup performance.

Since the eager strategy results in large percentile write latencies under a high data arrival rate, we further carried out another experiment to evaluate the percentile write latencies under different system utilizations, that is, different data arrival rates. The resulting 99% percentile write latencies under various utilizations are shown in Figure 5.22. As the result shows, the write latency becomes relatively small once the utilization is below 80%. This is much smaller than the utilization used in our previous experiments, which was 95%. This result also confirms that because of the inherent variance of the point lookup throughput, one must reduce the data arrival rate, that is, the system
utilization, to achieve smaller write latencies.

**Secondary Index Queries.** Finally, we evaluated the impact of different merge schedulers and maintenance strategies on the performance of secondary index queries. We used 8 query threads to maximize query throughput. Each secondary index query first scans the secondary index to fetch primary keys, which are then sorted and used to fetch records from the primary index. We varied the query selectivity from 1 record to 100 records so that the performance bottleneck eventually shifts from secondary index scans to primary index lookups.
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The instantaneous query throughput for various query selectivities under the lazy and eager strategy is shown in Figures 5.23 and 5.24 respectively. The query throughput is averaged over each 30-second windows. When the query selectivity becomes larger, the query throughput decreases
because each query has to perform more point lookups to fetch records. The greedy scheduler im-
proves secondary index query performance under the lazy strategy since it reduces the number of
disk components. However, the improvement becomes smaller when the query selectivity becomes
larger since the query throughput becomes dominated by point lookups. Recall that a secondary
index search scans all disk components, while a primary index lookup usually needs to check only
one disk component because of Bloom filters. Moreover, the benefit of the greedy scheduler is also
less significant under the eager strategy since the write arrival rate is lower.

To summarize, under the lazy strategy, an LSM-based dataset with multiple secondary indexes has
similar performance characteristics to the single LSM-tree case, because this can be viewed as a
simple extension to multiple LSM-trees. The greedy scheduler also improves query performance
by minimizing the number of disk components as before. However, under the eager strategy, the
point lookups actually become the ingestion bottleneck instead of LSM-tree write operations. This
not only reduces the overall write throughput, but further causes larger write latencies due to the
inherent variance of the point lookup throughput.

5.8 Lessons and Insights

Having studied and evaluated the write stall problem for various LSM-tree designs, here we sum-
marize the lessons and insights observed from our evaluation.

The LSM-tree’s write latency must be measured properly. The out-of-place update nature
of LSM-trees has introduced the write stall problem. Throughout our evaluation, we have seen
cases where one can obtain a higher but unsustainable write throughput. For example, the greedy
scheduler would report a higher write throughput by starving large merges, and LevelDB’s merge
scheduler would report a higher but unsustainable write throughput by dynamically adjusting the
shape of the LSM-tree. Based on our findings, we argue that in addition to the testing phase, used
by existing LSM research, an extra running phase must be performed to evaluate the usability of the measured maximum write throughput. Moreover, the write latency must be measured properly due to queuing. One solution is to use the proposed two-phase evaluation approach to evaluate the resulting write latencies under high utilization, where the arrival rate is close to the processing rate.

**Merge scheduling is critical to minimizing write stalls.** Throughout our evaluation of various LSM-tree designs, including bLSM [103], full merges, and partitioned merges, we have seen that merge scheduling has a critical impact on write stalls. Comparing these LSM-tree designs in general depends on many factors and is beyond the scope of this chapter; here we have focused on how to minimize write stalls for each LSM-tree design.

bLSM [103], an instance of full merges, introduces a sophisticated spring-and-gear merge scheduler to bound the processing latency of LSM-trees. However, we found that bLSM still has large variances in its processing rate, leading to large write latencies under high arrival rates. Among the three evaluated schedulers, namely single-threaded, fair, and greedy, the single-threaded scheduler should not be used in practical systems due to the long stalls caused by large merges. The fair scheduler should be used when measuring the maximum throughput because it provides fairness to all merges. The greedy scheduler should be used at runtime since it better minimizes the number of disk components, both reducing write stalls and improving query performance. Moreover, as an important design choice, global component constraints better minimizes write stalls.

Partitioned merges simplify merge scheduling by breaking large merges into many smaller ones. However, we found a new problem that the measured maximum write throughput of LevelDB is unsustainable because it dynamically adjusts the size ratios under write-intensive workloads. After fixing this problem, a single-threaded scheduler with a small SSTable size, as used by LevelDB, is sufficient for delivering low write latencies under high utilization. However, fixing this problem reduced the maximum write throughput of LevelDB by roughly one-third in our evaluation.

For both full and partitioned merges, processing writes as quickly as possible better minimizes
write latencies. Finally, with proper merge scheduling, all LSM-tree designs can indeed minimize write stalls by delivering low write latencies under high utilizations.

5.9 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have studied and evaluated the write stall problem for various LSM-tree designs. We first proposed a two-phase approach to use in evaluating the impact of write stalls on percentile write latencies using a combination of closed and open system testing models. We then identified and explored the design choices for LSM merge schedulers. For full merges, we proposed a greedy scheduler that minimizes write stalls. For partitioned merges, we found that a single-threaded scheduler is sufficient to provide a stable write throughput but that the maximum write throughput must be measured properly. Based on these findings, we have shown that performance variance must be considered together with write throughput to ensure the actual usability of the measured throughput.
Chapter 6

Adaptive Memory Management for LSM-based Storage Systems

6.1 Introduction

Efficient memory management is critical for storage systems to achieve optimal performance. Compared to update-in-place systems where all pages are managed within shared buffer pools, LSM-trees have introduced additional memory walls\(^1\). Due to the LSM-tree’s out-of-place update nature, the write memory is isolated from the buffer cache. Moreover, data management systems adopting LSM storage engines, such as MyRocks [7] on RocksDB [10], PolarDB [33] on X-Engine [59], and AsterixDB [17], must deal with multiple heterogeneous LSM-trees from multiple datasets and indexes. This requires the write memory to be efficiently shared among multiple LSM-trees. Since the optimal memory allocation heavily depends on the workload, memory management should be workload-adaptive to maximize the system performance.

\(^1\) In this chapter, the term *memory wall* refers to the barriers among various memory regions that prevent efficient memory sharing.
Unfortunately, adaptivity is non-trivial, as it is highly workload-dependent. Existing LSM-tree implementations, such as RocksDB [10] and AsterixDB [66], have opted for simplicity and robustness over optimal performance by adopting static memory allocation schemes. For example, RocksDB sets a static size limit (default 64MB) for each memory component. AsterixDB specifies the maximum number N of writable datasets (default 8) so that each active dataset, including its primary and secondary indexes, receives 1/N of the total write memory. Both systems allocate separate static budgets for the write memory and the buffer cache. Despite their simplicity and robustness, static memory allocation schemes may negatively impact the system performance and efficiency due to sub-optimal memory allocation.

**Our Contributions.** In this chapter, we seek to break down these memory walls in LSM-based storage systems to enable adaptive memory memory management and maximize performance and efficiency. We will focus on the partitioned leveling design (Figure 2.2) due to its wide adoption in today’s LSM-based storage systems.

As the first contribution, we present an adaptive memory management architecture for LSM-based storage systems. In this architecture, the overall memory budget is divided into the write memory region and the buffer cache region. Within the write memory region, the memory allocation of each memory component is purely driven by its demands, i.e., write rates, to minimize the overall write amplification. The two regions are connected via a memory tuner that adaptively tunes the memory allocation between the write memory and the buffer cache.

As the second contribution, we present a series of techniques for efficiently managing the write memory for LSM-trees in order to minimize their write I/O cost. We first present a new LSM memory component structure for managing the write memory for a single LSM-tree, and then propose novel flush policies for managing the write memory for multiple LSM-trees.

Our third contribution is the detailed design and implementation of a memory tuner that adaptively tunes the memory allocation between the write memory and the buffer cache to reduce the system’s
overall I/O cost. The memory tuner performs on-line tuning by modeling the I/O cost of LSM-trees without any a priori knowledge of the workload. This further allows the memory tuner to quickly adjust the memory allocation when the workload changes.

As the last contribution, we have implemented all of the proposed techniques inside Apache AsterixDB [1]. We have carried out extensive experiments on both the YCSB benchmark [40] and the TPC-C benchmark [11] to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed techniques. The experimental results show that the proposed techniques successfully reduce the disk I/O cost, which in turn maximizes system efficiency and overall performance.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 discusses some background information and related work of this chapter. Section 6.3 presents our adaptive memory management architecture for LSM-trees. Section 6.4 describes the new memory component structure for managing the write memory. Section 6.5 presents the design and implementation of the memory tuner. Section 6.6 experimentally evaluates the proposed techniques. Finally, Section 6.7 concludes the chapter.

6.2 Background

6.2.1 Write Memory of LSM-trees

We have discussed the background information of LSM-trees in Section 2.2. In order to show the importance of the write memory, here we provide a cost analysis that shows the relationship between the write memory size and the per-entry write I/O cost. Our notation is shown in Table 6.1. Note that since we consider multiple LSM-trees, Table 6.1 contains global notation that is valid for all LSM-trees and local notation that is specific to one LSM-tree. In the remainder of this chapter, for the $i$-th LSM-tree, we add the subscript $i$ to denote the local notation for this LSM-tree. Note
that we have further introduced the notation $a$ to denote the write memory ratio of an LSM-tree. Thus, for the $i$-th LSM-tree, its write memory size is $a_i \cdot M_w$. Moreover, given a collection of $K$ LSM-trees, we have $\sum_{i=1}^{K} a_i = 1$.

Table 6.1: LSM-tree Notation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Global Notation</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T$</td>
<td>size ratio of the merge policy</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P$</td>
<td>disk page size</td>
<td>4 KB/page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_w$</td>
<td>total write memory size</td>
<td>1GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Local Notation</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e_i$</td>
<td>entry size</td>
<td>100 B/entry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_i$</td>
<td>ratio of an LSM-tree’s write memory to total write memory</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_i$</td>
<td>number of levels (excluding $L_0$)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$</td>
<td>L_i</td>
<td>_i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_i$</td>
<td>write I/O cost per entry</td>
<td>4 pages/entry</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each entry written to an LSM-tree is flushed to disk once and merged multiple times down to the last level. The per-entry flush cost is $\frac{e}{P}$ pages/entry. Merging an SSTable at Level $L_i$ usually has $T$ overlapping SSTables at Level $L_{i+1}$. Thus, to merge an entry from $L_0$ to the last level, the overall merge cost is $\frac{e}{P} \cdot (T + 1) \cdot N$ pages/entry. Here the number of levels $N$ can be expressed using other terms as follows. Given an LSM-tree whose write memory size is $a \cdot M_w$, the maximum size of $i$-th level is $a \cdot M_w \cdot T^i$. Based on the size of the last Level $|L_N|$, we have $|L_N| \leq a \cdot M_w \cdot T^N$. Thus, $N$ can be approximated as $\log_T \frac{|L_N|}{a \cdot M_w}$. Putting everything together, the per-entry write cost $C$ is approximately

$$C = \frac{e}{P} + \frac{e}{P} \cdot (T + 1) \cdot \log_T \frac{|L_N|}{a \cdot M_w} \quad (6.1)$$

As Equation 6.1 shows, a larger write memory reduces the write cost by reducing the number of disk levels. Thus, it is important to utilize a large write memory efficiently to reduce the write cost.
6.2.2 Related Work

In Chapter 3, we have surveyed the existing research efforts for optimizing LSM-trees. Here we focus on the memory management aspect of LSM-trees and database systems.

**Memory Management of LSM-trees.** Efficient memory management is important for LSM-trees to achieve good performance. FloDB [25] presents a two-level memory component structure to mask write latencies. However, it mainly optimizes for peak in-memory throughput instead of reducing the overall write cost. Accordion [30] introduces a multi-level memory component structure with memory flushes and merges. One drawback is that Accordion does not range-partition memory components, resulting in high memory utilization during large memory merges. We will further experimentally evaluate Accordion in Section 6.6. Monkey [41] uses analytical models to tune the memory allocation between memory components and Bloom filters. ElasticBF [70] proposes a dynamic Bloom filter management scheme to adjust false positives rates based on the data hotness. Different from Monkey and ElasticBF, in our work Bloom filters are managed the same paged way as SSTables through the buffer cache. It should also be noted that virtually all previous research only considers the memory management of a single LSM-tree. Except [66], which describes memory management in AsterixDB, we are not aware of any previous work that considers memory management of multiple heterogeneous LSM-trees.

**Database Memory Management.** The importance of memory management, or buffer management, has long been recognized for database systems. Various buffer replacement policies, such as DBMIN [39], 2Q [63], LRU-K [89], and Hot-Set [100], have been proposed to reduce buffer cache misses. These replacement policies are orthogonal to this work because we mainly focus on the memory walls introduced by the LSM-tree’s out-of-place update design.

Automatic memory tuning is also an important problem for database systems. Some commercial DBMSs have supported auto-tuning the memory allocation among different memory regions [14, 108]. Depending on the tuning goals, the memory tuning techniques can be classified as maximiz-
DB2’s self-tuning memory manager (STMM) [108] is an example of the former, using control theory to tune the memory allocation. However, STMM targets a traditional in-place update system, which does not include the write memory used by LSM-trees. For the latter, the relationship between the buffer cache size and the cache miss rate must be predicted, using either analytical models [117] or machine learning approaches [110].

There has been recent interest in exploiting machine learning to tune database configurations [50, 74, 119, 132], where memory allocation is treated as one tuning knob. These approaches usually require additional training steps and user inputs. Different from these approaches, our memory tuner uses a white-box approach; it carefully models the I/O cost of LSM-based storage systems.

### 6.3 Memory Management Architecture

In this section, we present our memory management architecture to enable adaptive memory management. In this architecture, depicted in Figure 6.1, the total memory budget is divided into the write memory $M_{write}$ and the buffer cache $M_{cache}$. These two regions are further connected via a memory tuner, which periodically performs memory tuning to reduce the total I/O cost.
Write Memory. The write memory stores incoming writes for all LSM-trees. To maximize memory utilization, we do not set static size limits for the individual memory components. Instead, all memory components are managed through a shared memory pool. When an LSM-tree has insufficient memory to store its incoming writes, more pages will be requested from the pool. When the overall write memory usage is too high, an LSM-tree is selected to have its memory component flushed to disk.

While the basic idea of this design is straightforward, there are several technical challenges here. First, how can we best utilize the write memory to minimize the write cost? Second, since the memory component of an LSM-tree now becomes dynamic, how can we adjust the disk levels as the write memory changes to always make optimal performance trade-offs? Finally, given a collection of heterogeneous LSM-trees of different sizes, how can we allocate the write memory to these LSM-trees to minimize the overall write cost? We will present our solutions to these challenges in Section 6.4.

Buffer Cache. The buffer cache stores (immutable) disk pages of the SSTables as well as their Bloom filters for all LSM-trees. Even though all LSM-trees share the same buffer cache, their merges are performed separately. As in traditional database systems, all disk pages are managed together using a predefined buffer replacement policy. For example, AsterixDB uses the clock replacement policy to manage its shared buffer cache. In this work, we mainly focus on the memory allocation given to the buffer cache instead of cache replacement within the buffer cache.

Memory Tuner. Given a memory budget, the memory tuner attempts to tune the memory allocation between the write memory and the buffer cache to reduce the total I/O cost. The key property of the memory tuner is that it takes a white-box approach by carefully modeling the I/O cost of LSM-based storage systems and thus does not require any offline training. We will describe the design and implementation of the memory tuner in Section 6.5.
6.4 Managing Write Memory

Now we present our solution for managing the write memory. We first describe the memory component structure of a single LSM-tree and then present techniques for managing the write memory of multiple LSM-trees.

6.4.1 Partitioned Memory Component

Basic Design

With the new memory management architecture, a memory component can become very large since its size is not limited. Existing LSM-tree implementations use skiplists or B+-trees to manage memory components and always flush a memory component entirely to disk. However, this reduces memory utilization for two reasons. First, an updatable B+-tree has internal fragmentation, as its pages are about 2/3 full [126]. Second, after a flush a large chunk of write memory will be freed (vacated) all at once, which reduces the average memory utilization over time.\(^2\)

To maximize the memory utilization, we propose to use a partitioned in-memory LSM-tree to manage the write memory, which is called a partitioned memory component. An example LSM-tree with this structure is shown in Figure 6.2, which has an active SSTable at \(M_0\) for storing incoming writes and a set of memory levels for storing immutable SSTables. When a memory level \(M_i\) is full, one of its SSTables is merged into the next level \(M_{i+1}\) using a memory merge. We use a greedy selection policy to select SSTables to merge by minimizing the ratio between the size of the overlapping SSTables at \(M_{i+1}\) and the size of the selected SSTable at \(M_i\), i.e., the overlapping ratio. Memory SSTables must be eventually flushed to disk. For a memory-triggered flush, SSTables at the last memory level (\(M_2\) in Figure 6.2) are flushed to disk in a round-robin

\(^2\)To see this, consider a single LSM-tree with a large memory component. If its memory component is flushed entirely, the average memory utilization over time will be less than 50%.
way. For a log-triggered flush, the SSTable with the minimum log sequence number (LSN) will be flushed (as well as all overlapping SSTables at higher levels) to facilitate log truncation.

Compared to the monolithic memory component structure used in existing systems, the proposed structure increases the memory utilization and reduces the write amplification in several ways. First, an LSM-tree achieves much higher space utilization than B$^+$-trees. For example, with a size ratio of 10, an LSM-tree achieves 90% space utilization, which is much higher than that of a B$^+$-tree. Moreover, since the proposed structure is range-partitioned, it can naturally flush one memory SSTable at a time using partial flushes so that the write memory stays full. Finally, partial flushes further reduce the write amplification by creating skews at the last level [72]. Since SSTables are flushed in a round-robin way, the flushed SSTable will have received the most updates. Thus, the key ranges of these SSTables will be denser than the average, which reduces the subsequent merge cost. In the remainder of this section, we further discuss the detailed design of the proposed structure.

**Grouped $L_0$**

In the original LSM-tree design (Figure 2.2), the disk level $L_0$ stores a list of (unpartitioned) SSTables ordered by their recency. When the number of SSTables at $L_0$ exceeds a pre-defined threshold, flushes will be paused to bound the worse-case query performance. Multiple $L_0$ SSTables are also
merged together into $L_1$ to reduce the merge cost. In the partitioned memory component structure, where the flushed SSTables are range partitioned, the original $L_0$ structure is unsuitable since non-overlapping SSTables have no negative impact on queries. Thus, flushes should only be paused when there are too many overlapping SSTables.

To better accommodate the new memory component structure, we propose a new $L_0$ structure by organizing its SSTables into groups, where each group contains a set of disjoint SSTables. Groups are ordered based on their recency, where the keys in a newer group override the keys in an older group. When the total number of groups at $L_0$ exceeds a predefined threshold, incoming flushes will be stopped. We further use the following heuristics to reduce the number of groups at $L_0$ and also the write amplification. First, when an SSTable is flushed to disk, it is always inserted into the oldest possible group where all newer groups do not have any overlapping SSTables. Otherwise, if no such group can be found, a new group is created. Consider the two groups in Figure 6.2, where group 0 is older than group 1. When flushing the SSTable labeled 81-99, the resulting SSTable will be inserted into the older group 0. If the SSTable labeled 25-53 is flushed, a new group will be created because group 1 contains an overlapping SSTable 25-50. Second, SSTables from the smallest group that contains the fewest SSTables will be merged into $L_1$ first. Specifically, an SSTable from this group as well as any overlapping SSTables from other $L_0$ groups are merged with the overlapping SSTables at $L_1$. To reduce write amplification, the merging SSTable is selected to minimize the ratio between the total size of the overlapping SSTables at $L_1$ and the total size of the merging SSTables at $L_0$. Consider the example LSM-tree in Figure 6.2. Group 1 will be selected for the merge because it has fewer SSTables than group 0. The SSTable labeled 0-23 could be merged with the SSTable labeled 10-30 at group 0 and the SSTables labeled 0-15 and 20-35 at $L_1$, whose overlapping ratio would be 1. The SSTable labeled 25-50 could be merged with the SSTables labeled 10-30 and 32-55 in group 0 and the SSTables labeled from 0-15 to 50-60 at $L_1$, whose overlapping ratio would be $4/3$. Thus, to reduce write amplification, the SSTable labeled 0-23 will be selected for the merge.
Adjusting Disk Levels

In the new memory component architecture, the write memory of each LSM-tree is allocated on-demand and is thus dynamic. Since the write cost of an LSM-tree depends on the number of disk levels, the number of disk levels needs to be adjusted as its write memory size changes\(^3\).

Recall that to maximize the space utilization, levels are only added or deleted at \(L_1\). For each disk level \(L_i\), its maximum size is \(a \cdot M_w \cdot T^i\). Here we assume that the size of each disk level \(|L_i|\) is relatively stable, but the write memory allocated to an LSM-tree \(a \cdot M_w\) is dynamic. When an LSM-tree’s write memory size becomes too small, i.e., \(a \cdot M_w \cdot T < |L_1|\), a new \(L_1\) should be added to reduce the write cost. In this case, an empty \(L_1\) can be added and all remaining levels \(L_i\) simply become \(L_{i+1}\). In contrast, when the write memory size becomes too big, i.e., \(a \cdot M_w \cdot T > |L_2|\), \(L_1\) becomes redundant and can be deleted. However, implementing this strategy directly can cause oscillation when the write memory is close to this threshold. To avoid this, the deletion of \(L_1\) can be delayed until the write memory further grows by a factor of \(f\), i.e., \(a \cdot M_w \cdot T > f \cdot |L_2|\). As we will see in Section 6.6, delaying the deletion of \(L_1\) has a much smaller impact than delaying the addition of a level. In general, a larger \(f\) better avoids oscillation but may have a larger negative impact on write amplification. By default, we set \(f\) to 1.5 to balance these two factors.

To delete \(L_1\), all existing SSTables from \(L_1\) must be merged into \(L_2\). Here we describe an efficient solution to delete \(L_1\) smoothly with minimal overhead. To delete \(L_1\), SSTables from \(L_0\) can be directly merged into \(L_2\) along with all overlapping SSTables at \(L_1\). Consider the example in Figure 6.3. To delete \(L_1\), the SSTable labeled 0-23 at \(L_0\) and the SSTable labeled 0-46 at \(L_1\) can be directly merged into \(L_2\). This mechanism ensures that \(L_1\) will not receive new SSTables but does not itself guarantee that \(L_1\) will eventually become empty. To address this problem, low-priority merges are also scheduled to merge SSTables from \(L_1\) into \(L_2\) when there are no merges at other levels. These two operations ensure that \(L_1\) will eventually become empty, and it can then be delayed until the write memory further grows by a factor of \(f\), i.e., \(a \cdot M_w \cdot T > f \cdot |L_2|\). As we will see in Section 6.6, delaying the deletion of \(L_1\) has a much smaller impact than delaying the addition of a level. In general, a larger \(f\) better avoids oscillation but may have a larger negative impact on write amplification. By default, we set \(f\) to 1.5 to balance these two factors.

\(^3\)Our preliminary solution [76] was to only increase the number of disk on-levels without ever decreasing it. However, our subsequent evaluation showed that this led to 5%-10% performance loss compared to an optimal LSM-tree.
removing the L₁ removed from the LSM-tree.

**Partial Flush vs. Full Flush**

As mentioned before, the new memory component structure enables partial flushes, i.e., flushing one SSTable at a time. While possible, partial flushes may not always be an optimal choice. Consider the case when the total write memory is large and flushes are only triggered by log truncation. Since the oldest entries can be distributed across all memory SSTables, most memory SSTables may have to be flushed in order to truncate the log. If a full flush is performed, which will merge-sort all memory SSTables across all levels, the flushed SSTables will have non-overlapping key ranges. In contrast, if partial flushes are used, the flushed SSTables may have overlapping key ranges, which will require subsequent merges to make these SSTables fully sorted and thus incur extra merge I/O cost. Thus, for a log-triggered flush, the optimal flush choice depends on the write memory size and the maximum transaction log length.

Developing an optimal flush solution is non-trivial since it also heavily depends on the key distribution of the write workload. Here we propose a simple heuristic to dynamically switch between partial and full flushes for log-triggered flushes. The basic idea is to use a window to keep track of how much write memory has been partially flushed before the log-triggered flush, where the window size is set as the maximum transaction log length. When log truncation is needed, if a large amount of write memory has already been flushed before, then only a small number of remaining SSTables will need to be flushed and thus partial flushes will be a better choice. Otherwise, full flushes should be performed. Implementation-wise, we introduce a threshold parameter $\beta$ ranging
from 0 to 1. When the total amount of previously flushed write memory is larger than $\beta$ times the total write memory, partial flushes will be performed. Otherwise, the entire memory component will be flushed together using a full flush. Based on some preliminary simulation results, we set our default value for $\beta$ to be 0.5 to minimize the overall write cost. (We leave the further exploration of the optimal choice of partial and full flushes as future work.)

### 6.4.2 Managing Multiple LSM-trees

When managing multiple LSM-trees, a fundamental question is how to allocate portions of the write memory to these LSM-trees. Since write memory is allocated on-demand, this question becomes how to select LSM-trees to flush. For log-triggered flushes, the LSM-tree with the minimum LSN should be flushed to perform log truncation. For memory-triggered flushes, existing LSM-tree implementations, such as RocksDB [10] and HBase [5], choose to flush the LSM-tree with the largest memory component. We call this policy the max-memory flush policy. The intuition is that flushing this LSM-tree can reclaim the most write memory, which can be used for subsequent writes. However, this policy may not be suitable for our partitioned memory components because flushing any LSM-tree will reclaim the same amount of write memory due to partial SSTable flushes.

**Min-LSN Policy.** One alternative flush policy is to always flush the LSM-tree with the minimum LSN for both log-triggered and memory-triggered flushes. We call this policy the min-LSN flush policy. The intuition is that the flush rate of an LSM-tree should be approximately proportional to its write rate. A hotter LSM-tree should be flushed more often than a colder one, but it still receives more write memory. This policy also facilitates log truncation, which can be beneficial if flushes are dominated by log truncation.

**Optimal Policy.** Given a collection of $K$ LSM-trees, our ultimate goal is to find an optimal memory allocation that minimizes the overall write cost. For the $i$-th LSM-tree, we denote $r_i$ as its the
write rate (bytes/s). The optimal memory allocation can be obtained by solving the following optimization problem:

$$\min_{a_i} \sum_{i=1}^{K} \frac{r_i}{e_i} \cdot C_i, \text{ s.t. } \sum_{i=1}^{K} a_i = 1$$

(6.2)

By substituting Equation 6.1 from Section 6.2.1 into Equation 6.2 and using the Lagrange multiplier method, the optimal write memory ratio $a_{i}^{\text{opt}}$ for the $i$-th LSM-tree is $a_{i}^{\text{opt}} = r_i / \sum_{j=1}^{K} r_j$. This shows that the write memory allocated to each LSM-tree should be proportional to its write rate. We call this policy the optimal flush policy. In terms of its implementation, we can use a window to keep track of the total number of writes to each LSM-tree, where the window size is set as the maximum transaction log length. When a memory-triggered flush is requested, each active LSM-tree is checked in turn and a flush is scheduled if its write memory ratio $a_i$ is larger than its optimal write memory ratio $a_{i}^{\text{opt}}$.

### 6.5 Memory Tuner

After discussing how to efficiently manage the write memory, we now proceed to describe the memory tuner to tune the memory allocation between the write memory and the buffer cache. We first provide an overview of the tuning approach, followed by its design and implementation.

#### 6.5.1 Tuning Approach

The goal of the memory tuner is to find an optimal memory allocation between the write memory and the buffer cache to minimize the I/O cost per operation. This should in turn maximize the system efficiency as well as the overall throughput. Suppose the total available memory is $M$. For ease of discussion, let us assume the write memory size is $x$, which implies that the buffer cache
size is $M - x$. Let $\text{write}(x)$ and $\text{read}(x)$ be the write cost and read cost per operation when the write memory is $x$. Our tuning goal is to minimize the weighted I/O cost per operation (pages/op) $\text{cost}(x) = \omega \cdot \text{write}(x) + \gamma \cdot \text{read}(x)$. The non-negative weights $\omega$ and $\gamma$ allow users to adjust the tuning goal for different use cases. For example, on hard disks, $\omega$ can be set smaller since LSM-trees mainly use sequential I/Os for writes, while on SSDs $\omega$ can be set larger since SSD writes are often more expensive than SSD reads.

In order to minimize the tuning goal $\text{cost}(x)$, we use an online gradient descent approach to adaptively tune the memory allocation based on $\text{cost}'(x)$, which is $\omega \cdot \text{write}'(x) + \gamma \cdot \text{read}'(x)$. Intuitively, $\text{cost}'(x)$ measures how the I/O cost changes if more write memory is allocated. Based on $\text{cost}'(x)$, the memory tuner can tune the memory allocation accordingly to reduce $\text{cost}(x)$. It should be noted that the optimality of the memory tuner depends on the shape of $\text{cost}(x)$. We will discuss this issue further in Section 6.5.5.

Based on this idea, the memory tuner uses a feedback-control loop to tune memory allocation, as depicted in Figure 6.4. The memory tuner continuously uses the collected statistics to tune the memory allocation between the write memory and the buffer cache without any user input nor training samples. Before describing the details of the memory tuner, we first introduce some notation used by the memory tuner (Table 6.2) in addition to the LSM-tree notation listed in Table 6.1. Note that with secondary indexes each operation may write multiple entries to multiple LSM-trees.
Table 6.2: Memory Tuner Notation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Global Notation</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K$</td>
<td>number of LSM-trees</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$op$</td>
<td>number of operations observed</td>
<td>10K ops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$saved_q$</td>
<td>saved query disk I/O by the simulated cache</td>
<td>0.01 page/op</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$saved_m$</td>
<td>saved merge disk I/O by the simulated cache</td>
<td>0.002 page/op</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$sim$</td>
<td>simulated cache size</td>
<td>32 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Local Notation</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$w_i$</td>
<td>number of entries written to an LSM-tree</td>
<td>50K entries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$flush_{log_i}$</td>
<td>write memory flushed by log truncation</td>
<td>1 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$flush_{mem_i}$</td>
<td>write memory flushed by high memory usage</td>
<td>8 GB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.5.2 Estimating the Write Cost Derivative

For the $i$-th LSM-tree, recall that Equation 6.1 computes the per-entry write cost $C_i$. Since each operation writes $\frac{w_i}{op}$ entries to this LSM-tree, its write cost per operation $write_i(x)$ can computed as $\frac{w_i}{op} \cdot C_i$. By taking the derivative of $write_i(x)$, we have

$$write'_i(x) = \frac{w_i}{op} \cdot \frac{e_i}{P} \cdot (T + 1) \cdot \frac{1}{x \cdot \ln T}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.3)

To reduce the estimation error, instead of collecting statistics for $op$, $w_i$, $e_i$ and $P$, we simply collect the total number of merge writes per operation, $merge_i(x)$, in the last tuning cycle. By substituting $merge_i(x)$ into Equation 6.3, we have

$$write'_i(x) = -\frac{merge_i(x)}{x \cdot \ln \left| \frac{|L_{Ni}|}{a_i \cdot x} \right|}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.4)

Here we assume that the write memory of an LSM-tree is always smaller than its last level size. Thus, the estimated value of $write'_i(x)$ in Equation 6.4 is always negative as long as $merge_i(x)$ is not zero. This implies that adding more write memory can always reduce the write cost, which may not hold in practice. Once flushes are dominated by log truncation, adding more write memory will
not further reduce the write cost. To account for the impact of log-triggered flushes, we further multiply Equation 6.4 by a scale factor \( \frac{\text{flush}_{\text{mem}}}{\text{flush}_{\text{mem}} + \text{flush}_{\log}} \) that we also keep statistics for. Intuitively, this scale factor will be close to 1 if flushes are mainly triggered by high memory usage and it will approach to 0 if flushes are mostly triggered by log truncation. Finally, \( \text{write}'(x) \) is the sum of \( \text{write}'_i(x) \) for all LSM-trees:

\[
\text{write}'(x) = \sum_{i=1}^{K} \frac{\text{merge}_i(x)}{x \cdot \ln \left( \frac{|L_{N_i}|}{a_i \cdot x} \right)} \cdot \frac{\text{flush}_{\text{mem}_i}}{\text{flush}_{\text{mem}_i} + \text{flush}_{\log_i}}
\]  

(6.5)

Example 5.1. Consider an example with two LSM-trees. Suppose that the total write memory \( x \) is 128MB. Suppose that the first LSM-tree receives 80% of the write memory \( (a_1 = 0.8) \) with a last level size of 100GB \( (|L_{N_1}| = 100GB) \) and that its merge cost per operation is 1 page/op \( (\text{merge}_1(128MB) = 1 \text{ page/op}) \). Similarly, for the second LSM-tree, suppose that \( a_2 = 0.2, |L_{N_2}| = 50GB, \) and \( \text{merge}_2(128MB) = 0.8 \text{ page/op} \). For simplicity, suppose that all flushes are memory-triggered. Based on Equation 6.4, \( \text{write}'_1(128MB) \approx -1.08e^{-9} \text{ page/op} \) and \( \text{write}'_2(128MB) \approx -0.78e^{-9} \text{ page/op} \). Thus, \( \text{write}'(128MB) \approx -1.86e^{-9} \text{ page/op} \). This implies that if we allocate one more byte of write memory, the write cost can be reduced by \( 1.86e^{-9} \text{ page/op} \).

6.5.3 Estimating the Read Cost Derivative

\( \text{read}'(x) \) measures how the read cost per operation changes if more write memory is allocated. Since disk reads are performed by both queries and merges, we rewrite \( \text{read}(x) = \text{read}_q(x) + \text{read}_m(x) \), where \( \text{read}_q(x) \) is the number of query disk reads per operation and \( \text{read}_m(x) \) is the number of merge disk reads per operation.

\( \text{read}_q'(x) \) measures the impact of larger write memory on the query read cost, as larger write memory increases the buffer cache miss rate. To estimate \( \text{read}_q'(x) \), we use a simulated cache as suggested by [108]. This simulated cache only stores page IDs. Whenever a page is evicted from
the buffer cache, its page ID is added to the simulated cache. Whenever a page is about to be
read from disk, a disk I/O could have been saved if the simulated cache contains that page ID.
Suppose that the simulated cache size is \( \text{sim} \) and the saved read cost per operation is \( \text{saved}_q \), then
\[
\text{read}'_q(x) = \frac{\text{saved}_q}{\text{sim}}.
\]

\( \text{read}'_m(x) \) measures the impact of larger write memory on the merge read cost. Intuitively, larger
write memory reduces the disk merge cost, but also increases the buffer cache miss rate. Thus, to
estimate \( \text{read}'_m(x) \), we first rewrite \( \text{read}_m(x) = \text{pin}_m(x) \cdot \text{miss}_m(x) \). \( \text{pin}_m(x) \) is the number of page
pins performed by disk merges per operation and it can be obtained by collecting runtime statistics.
\( \text{miss}_m(x) \) is the cache miss rate for merges and it can be computed as \( \text{miss}_m(x) = \frac{\text{read}_m(x)}{\text{pin}_m(x)} \). Based
on the derivative rule, we have \( \text{read}'_m(x) = \text{pin}'_m(x) \cdot \text{miss}_m(x) + \text{pin}_m(x) \cdot \text{miss}'_m(x) \). \( \text{pin}'_m(x) \) is
the number of saved merge page pins per unit of write memory. Recall that we have computed
\( \text{write}'(x) \), which is the number of saved disk writes per unit of write memory. On average, each
merge disk write requires \( \frac{\text{pin}_m(x)}{\text{merge}(x)} \) page pins. As a result, \( \text{pin}'_m(x) = \text{write}'(x) \cdot \frac{\text{pin}_m(x)}{\text{merge}(x)} \). To estimate
\( \text{miss}'_m(x) \), we again use the simulated cache to estimate the number of saved merge reads per
operation \( \text{saved}_m \). Thus, \( \text{miss}'_m(x) = \frac{\text{saved}_m}{\text{pin}_m(x) \cdot \text{sim}} \). Putting everything together, \( \text{read}'_m(x) = \text{write}'(x) \cdot \frac{\text{read}_m(x)}{\text{merge}(x)} + \frac{\text{saved}_m}{\text{sim}} \).

Finally, \( \text{read}'(x) \) can be computed as
\[
\text{read}'(x) = \frac{\text{saved}_q + \text{saved}_m}{\text{sim}} + \text{write}'(x) \cdot \frac{\text{read}_m(x)}{\text{merge}(x)} \quad (6.6)
\]

**Example 5.2.** Continuing from Example 5.1, suppose that the simulated cache size is 32MB. Sup-
pose that the simulated cache reports that the saved query disk reads per operation is \( \text{saved}_q = 0.01 \)
page/op and that the saved merge disk reads per operation is \( \text{saved}_m = 0.008 \) page/op. Moreover,
suppose that the total number of merge disk reads per operation is \( \text{read}_m(x) = 2.4 \) page/op. Thus,
we can compute \( \text{read}'(x) = -1.94e^{-9} \) page/op. This means that allocating 1 more byte of write
memory can decrease the disk read cost per operation by \( 1.94e^{-9} \) page/op, as disk reads are mainly
performed by merges in this case.

### 6.5.4 Tuning Memory Allocation

Based on the computed $cost'(x)$, the memory allocation can then be tuned to reduce $cost(x)$. Intuitively, the write memory size $x$ should be decreased if $cost'(x) > 0$ and it should be increased if $cost'(x) < 0$. To speed up the tuning process, we use the Newton–Raphson method to find the root of $cost'(x)$ directly, as $cost'(x) = 0$ is a necessary condition for minimizing $cost(x)$. $cost'(x)$ is approximated as a linear function $cost'(x) = Ax + B$ using the last $K$ memory allocations, where $K$ by default is set to 3. Given the current write memory size $x_i$, the next value is computed as $x_{i+1} = x_i - \frac{cost'(x_i)}{A}$.

Since the memory tuner deals with a complex system with constantly changing workloads and possible estimation errors, several heuristics are used to ensure the stability of the memory tuner. First, when the tuner does not have enough samples to construct the linear function or when the estimated memory allocation $x_{i+1}$ does not reduce the total cost, we simply fall back to a fixed step size, e.g., 5% of the total memory. Second, the maximum step size is limited based on the memory region whose memory needs to be decreased. The intuition is that taking memory from a region may be harmful because both the write memory and the buffer cache are subject to diminishing returns. Thus, at each tuning step, we limit the maximum decreased memory size for either memory region to 10% of its currently allocated memory size. Finally, the memory tuner uses two stopping criteria to avoid oscillation. The memory allocation is not changed if the step size is too small, e.g., smaller than 32MB, or if the expected cost reduction is too small, e.g., smaller than 0.1% of the current I/O cost.

The last question for implementing the memory tuner is determining the appropriate tuning cycle length. Ideally, the tuning cycle should be long enough to capture the workload characteristics but be as short as possible for better responsiveness. To balance these two requirements, memory
tuning is triggered whenever the accumulated log records exceed the maximum log length. This allows the memory tuner to capture the workload statistics more accurately by waiting for log-triggered flushes to complete. For read-heavy workloads, it may take a very long time to produce enough log records. To address this, the memory tuner also uses a timer-based tuning cycle, e.g., 10 minutes.

### 6.5.5 Optimality of Memory Tuner

The optimality of the memory tuner depends on the shape of $cost(x)$. To ensure that the memory tuner always finds the global minimum, $cost'(x)$ should have at most one root. However, after analyzing $cost''(x)$, i.e., the derivative of $cost'(x)$, we have found that this condition may not always hold. Intuitively, it is easy to see that $write(x)$ is monotonically decreasing and $read_q(x)$ is monotonically increasing. However, $read_m(x)$ is not monotonic because a larger $x$ may both reduce the number of merge reads and increase the cache miss rate. Even though the memory tuner may not be able to always find an optimal memory allocation, this does not limit its applicability in practice. First, it can still find a better memory allocation to reduce the overall I/O cost. Moreover, we have found that $cost(x)$ for many practical workloads often allows the memory tuner to find the global minimum. For example, Figure 6.5 plots the I/O costs for the YCSB [40] write-heavy workload and the TPC-C [11] workload. We used the YCSB write-heavy workload with 50% writes and 50% reads. The operations were distributed among 10 LSM-trees, each of which had 10 million records, following an 80-20 hotspot distribution. For TPC-C, the scale factor was set at 2000. (The detailed experimental setup is further described in Section 6.6.1.) For both workloads, the total I/O cost has one global minimum. The reason is that the merge read cost $read_m(x)$ is relatively small, even under the YCSB write-heavy workload, because many SSTables at small levels are often cached due to frequent merges and accesses. Thus, non-monotonicity of $read_m(x)$ does not affect the total I/O cost too much.
6.6 Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we experimentally evaluate the proposed techniques in the context of Apache AsterixDB [1]. Throughout the evaluation, we focus on the following two questions. First, what are the benefits of the partitioned memory component compared to alternative approaches? Second, what is the effectiveness of the memory tuner in terms of its accuracy and responsiveness? In the remainder of this section, we first describe the general experimental setup followed by the detailed evaluation results.

6.6.1 Experimental Setup

**Hardware.** All experiments in this chapter were performed on a single node m5d.2xlarge on AWS. The node has an 8-core 2.50GHZ vCPUs, 32GB of memory, a 300GB NVMe SSD, and a 500GB elastic block store (EBS). We use the native NVMe for LSM storage and EBS for transactional logging. The NVMe SSD provides a write throughput of 250MB/s and a read throughput of 500MB/s. The EBS also provides a write throughput of 250MB/s. Asynchronous log flushing and group commit were further used to ensure that logging on the EBS is not the bottleneck. We
allocated 26GB of memory for the AsterixDB instance. Unless otherwise noted, the total storage memory budget, including the buffer cache and the write memory, was set at 20GB. Both the disk page size and memory page size were set at 16KB. The maximum transaction log length was set at 10GB. Finally, we used 8 worker threads to execute workload operations.

**LSM-tree Setup.** All LSM-trees used a partitioned leveling merge policy with a size ratio of 10, which is a common setting in existing systems. Unless otherwise noted, the number of disk levels was dynamically determined based on the current write memory size. For the partitioned memory component, its active SSTable size was set at 32MB and the size ratio of the memory merge policy was also set at 10. We used 2 threads to execute flushes, 2 threads to execute memory merges, and 4 threads to execute disk merges. In each set of experiments, we first loaded the LSM storage based on the given workload. Each experiment always started with a fresh copy of the loaded LSM storage. For both memory and disk levels, we built a Bloom filter for each SSTable with a false positive rate of 1% to accelerate point lookups. Finally, both the memory flush threshold and the log truncation threshold were set at 95%.

**Workloads.** We used two popular benchmarks YCSB [40] and TPC-C [11]. YCSB is a popular and extensible benchmark for evaluating key-value stores. Due to its simplicity, we used YCSB to understand the basic performance of various techniques. In all experiments, we used the default YCSB record size, where each record has 10 fields with 1KB size in total, and the default Zipfian distribution. Since YCSB only supports a single LSM-tree, we further extended it to support multiple primary and secondary LSM-trees, which is described in Section 6.6.2. TPC-C is an industrial standard benchmark used to evaluate transaction processing systems. We chose TPC-C because it represents a more realistic workload with multiple datasets and secondary indexes. It should be noted that AsterixDB only supports a basic record-level transaction model without full ACID transactions. Thus, all transactions in our evaluation were effectively running under the read-uncommitted isolation level from the TPC-C perspective. Because of this, we disabled the
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4A dataset in AsterixDB is equivalent to a table in the TPC-C benchmark.
client-triggered aborts (1%) of the NewOrder transaction.

6.6.2 Evaluating Write Memory Management

We first evaluated the proposed techniques for managing the write memory with the following experiments. The first set of experiments uses a single LSM-tree to evaluate the basic performance of various memory component structures. The second set of experiments uses multiple datasets, each of which just has a primary LSM-tree. The third set of experiments focuses on LSM-based secondary indexes, all belonging to the same dataset. The last set of experiments uses a more realistic workload that contains multiple primary and secondary indexes. For the first three sets of experiments, we used the YCSB benchmark [40] due to its simplicity and customizability. For the last set of experiments, we used the TPC-C benchmark [11] since it represents a more realistic workload.

Evaluated Write Memory Management Schemes. First, we evaluated two variations of AsterixDB’s static memory allocation scheme. The first variation, called $B^+\text{-static}$, uses AsterixDB’s default number of active datasets, which is 8. The second variation, called $B^+\text{-static-tuned}$, configures the number of active datasets parameter setting based on each experiment. We further evaluated an optimized version of the write memory management scheme (called $B^+\text{-dynamic}$) used in existing systems, e.g., RocksDB and HBase. This scheme uses a $B^+$-tree to manage the memory component of each LSM-tree without any static size limit. We also evaluated two variations of Accordion [30]. Accordion separates keys from values by storing keys into an index structure while putting values into a log. The first variation, called Accordion-index, only merges the indexes without rewriting the logs. The second variation, called Accordion-data, merges both the indexes and logs. Finally, we evaluated the partitioned memory component structure, called Partitioned. For both $B^+\text{-dynamic}$ and Partitioned, we evaluated three variations based on the three flush policies described in Section 6.4.2, namely max-memory (called MEM), min-LSN (called LSN), and opti-
mal (called \textit{OPT}). It should be noted that $B^+\text{-dynamic}$ as implemented in existing systems always uses the max-memory policy to flush the LSM-tree with the largest memory component.

\textbf{Single LSM-tree}

In this experiment, the LSM-tree had 100 million records with a 110GB storage size. We evaluated four types of workloads, namely write-only (100\% writes), write-heavy (50\% writes and 50\% lookups), read-heavy (5\% writes and 95\% lookups), and scan-heavy (5\% writes and 95\% scans). A write operation updates an existing key and each scan query accesses a range of 100 records. Each experiment ran for 30 minutes and the first 10-minute period was excluded when computing the throughput. It should be noted that in this experiment all flush policies have the identical behavior because there was only one LSM-tree.

\textbf{Basic Performance.} Figure 6.6 shows the throughput of each memory component scheme under different workloads and write memory sizes. In general, the write memory mainly impacts write-dominated workloads, such as write-only and write-heavy, and larger write memory improves the overall throughput by reducing the write cost. Among these structures, $B^+\text{-static}$ always performs the worst since any one LSM-tree is only allocated 1/8 of the write memory. $B^+\text{-dynamic}$ performs slightly better than $B^+\text{-static-tuned}$ because the former does not leave memory idle by preallocating two memory components for double buffering. \textit{Partitioned} has the highest throughput under write-dominated workloads since it better utilizes the write memory. It also improves the overall throughput slightly under the read-heavy workload by reducing write amplification. For both $B^+\text{-dynamic}$ and \textit{Partitioned}, the throughput stops increasing after the write memory exceeds 4GB because flushes are then dominated by log-truncation. Finally, Accordion does not provide any improvement compared to $B^+\text{-dynamic}$. \textit{Accordion-data} actually reduces the overall throughput because a large memory merge will temporarily double the memory usage, forcing memory components to be flushed. Moreover, Accordion was designed for reducing GC overhead since HBase [5] uses Java objects to manage memory components. Although AsterixDB is written in
Java, it uses off-heap structures for memory management [31, 66]. In all experiments, its measured GC time was always less than 1% of the total run time. Based on these results, and because Accordion is mainly designed for a single LSM-tree, we excluded Accordion for further evaluation with multiple LSM-trees.

As suggested by [78], we further carried out an experiment to evaluate the 99th percentile write latencies of each scheme using a constant data arrival process, whose arrival rate was set at a high utilization level (95% of the measured maximum write throughput). We found out that the resulting 99th percentile latencies of all schemes were less than 1s, which suggests that all structures can provide a stable write throughput with a relatively small variance, even under a very high utilization.
CPU Overhead of Memory Merges. We have seen that Partitioned outperforms other memory component structures by better utilizing the write memory. However, it may incur additional CPU overhead due to memory merges. To evaluate this overhead, we carried out an experiment focusing exclusively on the memory component performance. We used a smaller YCSB dataset with only 10 million records. We set the maximum write memory to be 20GB and disabled transaction logging so that the dataset always fits in the memory component. All operations were executed using a single thread and memory merges were always executed synchronously.

Figure 6.7 shows the resulting throughput under different workloads. To store the same experiment dataset, Partitioned only used 12GB of write memory while \( B^+\)-dynamic used 15.5GB. In general, Partitioned reduces the in-memory throughput by 20%-40% as compared to \( B^+\)-dynamic due to memory merges, where the write amplification was about 11.36. However, it should be noted that in-memory workloads are not the focus of this work. The partitioned memory component structure thus trades some CPU cycles to reduce the overall disk write amplification.

Evaluation of Flush Heuristics. In Section 6.4.1, we described a number of heuristics to adaptive select SSTables to flush by distinguishing memory-triggered flushes, log-triggered flushes, and full flushes. To evaluate the benefit of the proposed heuristics, we performed an experiment with
the following flush strategies. The first strategy, called Round-Robin, always flushes SSTables at the last level in a round-robin way. The second strategy, called Oldest, always flushes the oldest SSTable along with all overlapping SSTables at higher levels. The third strategy, called Full, always performs full flushes by flushing all SSTables together. Finally, the proposed strategy, called Adaptive, combines different flush strategies as described in Section 6.4.1. We used the write-only workload since different flush strategies mainly impact the write performance.

Figure 6.8 shows the resulting write throughput under different write memory sizes. As one can see, there is no clear winner among the first three strategies. Under small write memory (smaller than 1GB) with many memory-triggered flushes, Round-Robin achieves the highest throughput. Oldest performs better when the write memory size becomes larger with many log-triggered flushes, as flushing the oldest SSTable better facilitates log truncation. When the write memory size becomes even larger (larger than 4GB), log-triggered flushes become dominating and thus Full achieves the best throughput. This experiment also shows that by combining these three flush strategies together, the proposed flush strategy always achieves the best possible write throughput.

**Evaluation of Grouped \( L_0 \) Structure.** To evaluate the effectiveness of the grouped \( L_0 \) structure that organizes non-overlapping SSTables into groups, we performed an experiment with the following alternative structures. First, we evaluated the \( L_0 \) structure in the original LSM-tree design shown in Figure 2.2, called Original, which simply tolerates \( N \) SSTables. The second structure, called Grouped, organizes SSTables into groups but does not use the proposed heuristics to minimize the write amplification. Specifically, this structure always picks the leftmost SSTable from the oldest group to merge, along with overlapping SSTables from newer groups. The last structure, called Greedy-Grouped, further uses the proposed heuristics to minimize the write amplification. Since all these \( L_0 \) structures have the same worst-case query performance, we used a write-only workload to evaluate their impact on writes. To show the impact of the alternative \( L_0 \) structures, we set the maximum number of groups at \( L_0 \) as 4.

Figure 6.9 shows the resulting write throughput of alternative \( L_0 \) structures. The \( L_0 \) structure
used in the original LSM-tree design led to the worst write throughput because it did not exploit the disjoint SSTables to reduce the write cost. By organizing disjoint SSTables into groups, the grouped $L_0$ structure increased the write throughput since multiple overlapping SSTables can be merged at once. Finally, the proposed greedy heuristics further increased the write throughput by greedily selecting SSTables to merge to minimize the write amplification.

**Benefits of Dynamically Adjusting Disk Levels.** To evaluate the benefit of dynamically adjusting disk levels as the write memory changes, we conducted an experiment where the write memory size alternates between 1GB and 32MB every 30 minutes. Each experiment ran for two hours in total. We used the partitioned memory component structure but the disk levels were determined differently. In addition to the proposed approach that adjusts disk levels dynamically (called *dynamic*), we used two baselines where the number of disk levels is determined statically by assuming that the write memory is always 32MB (called *static-32MB*) or always 1GB (called *static-1GB*). The resulting write throughput, aggregated over 5-minute windows, is shown in Figure 6.10. The dynamic approach always has the highest throughput, which confirms the utility of adjusting disk levels as the write memory changes. Moreover, we see that having fewer levels when the write memory is small has a more negative impact than having more levels when the write memory is large since the write throughput for *static-1GB* is much lower under the small write memory.
Multiple Primary LSM-trees

In this set of experiments, we used 10 primary LSM-trees, each of which had 10 million records. Since the write memory mainly impacts write performance, a write-only workload was used in this experiment. Writes were distributed among the multiple LSM-trees following a hotspot distribution, where $x\%$ of the writes go to $y\%$ of the LSM-trees. For example, an 80-20 distribution means that 80% of the writes go to 20% of the LSM-trees, i.e., 2 hot LSM-trees, while the 20% of the writes go to 80% of the LSM-trees, yielding 8 cold LSM-trees. Within each LSM-tree, writes still followed YCSB’s default Zipfian distribution.

Impact of Write Memory. We first evaluated the impact of the write memory size by fixing the skewness to be 80-20. The resulting write throughput is shown in Figure 6.11a. Note that $B^+-static$ results in a much lower throughput because of thrashing. Since the default number of active datasets in AsterixDB is only 8, some LSM-trees have to be constantly activated and deactivated, resulting in many tiny flushes. $B^+-static-tuned$ avoids the thrashing problem, but it still performs worse than the other baselines because it does not differentiate hot LSM-trees from cold ones. Both $B^+-dynamic$ and Partitioned allocate the write memory dynamically, improving the write throughput. Moreover, we see that the min-LSN and optimal flush policies perform better than the max-memory flush policy for both structures. Since the max-memory policy alwaysflushes the largest memory component, the memory components of the cold LSM-trees are not flushed until they are large enough or until the transaction log has to be truncated. The min-LSN policy also has a write throughput comparable to the optimal policy, which makes it a good approximation but with less implementation complexity. Finally, even under the same flush policy, we see that Partitioned still outperforms $B^+-dynamic$ because it performs memory merges to further increase memory utilization.

Impact of Skewness. Next, we evaluated the impact of skewness by fixing the write memory to be 1GB. The resulting write throughput is shown in Figure 6.11b. All memory component structures
except $B^+-static$-tuned benefit from skewed workloads. The problem of is that $B^+-static$-tuned always allocates the write memory evenly to the active datasets without differentiating hot LSM-trees from cold ones. For $B^+-static$, the thrashing problem is alleviated under skewed workloads since most writes go to a small number of LSM-trees. When the workload is more skewed, we see two interesting trends. First, under the min-LSN and optimal flush policies, the performance difference between Partitioned and $B^+-dynamic$ becomes larger. This is because a small number of hot LSM-trees occupy most of the write memory, allowing more memory merges to be performed in these hot LSM-trees to reduce the write amplification. Moreover, the performance differences among the three flush policies also become larger since the min-LSN and optimal policies allocate more write memory to the hot LSM-trees.

### Multiple Secondary LSM-trees

We further evaluated the alternative memory component structures using multiple secondary LSM-trees for one dataset. The dataset had one primary LSM-tree and 10 secondary LSM-trees, with one secondary LSM-tree per field. The primary LSM-tree had 50 million records with 55GB storage size, and each secondary LSM-tree was about 5GB. As before, we used the write-only workload
to focus on write performance. It should be noted that each write must also performs a primary index lookup to cleanup secondary indexes [77]. Unless otherwise noted, each write only updates one secondary field, but the choice of updated fields followed the same hotspot distribution as in Section 6.6.2. For each field, its values followed the default Zipfian distribution used in YCSB.

Figure 6.12: Evaluation of Multiple Secondary LSM-trees

**Impact of Write Memory.** First, we varied the total write memory to evaluate its impact on the different memory component structures with secondary indexes. The resulting write throughput is shown in Figure 6.12a. In general, the results are consistent with the multiple primary LSM-tree case in Figure 6.11a. Note that $B^+\text{-static-tuned}$ achieves better performance in this case because $B^+\text{-static-tuned}$ allocates the write memory at a dataset level. Thus, the primary LSM-tree and all secondary LSM-trees share the same memory budget, which is similar to other schemes.

**Impact of Updated Field Skewness.** We further varied the skewness of updated fields to study its impact on write throughput. Figure 6.12b shows the resulting write throughput. As one can see, the skewness of updated fields has a smaller performance impact here compared to the multiple primary LSM-tree case in Figure 6.11b because the size of a secondary LSM-tree is much smaller than the primary one. Moreover, $B^+\text{-dynamic-MEM}$ and $Partitioned\text{-MEM}$, both of which used the max-memory flush policy, still benefit from a more skewed workload. The reason is that when most writes access a small number of hot secondary indexes, the size of their memory components will grow faster and they will be selected by the max-memory policy to flush.
**Impact of Number of Updated Fields.** Finally, we studied the performance impact of the number of updated fields per write, ranging from 1 to 5. The resulting throughput is shown in Figure 6.12c. Increasing the number of updated fields per write negatively impacts the write throughput because each logical write produces more physical writes. Because of this, the write throughput of all memory component structures decreases in the same way when each write updates more fields.

**TPC-C Results**

Finally, we used the TPC-C benchmark [11] to evaluate the alternative memory management schemes on a more realistic workload. We used two scale factors (SF) of TPC-C, i.e., 500, which results in a 50GB storage size, and 2000, which results in a 200GB storage size. Each experiment ran for one hour and the throughput was measured excluding the first 30 minutes.

The resulting throughput and the per-transaction disk writes (KB) under the two scale factors are shown in Figure 6.13. Note that $B^+\text{-static-tuned}$ is omitted here, because the number of active datasets in TPC-C is 8, which is the same as the default value used in AsterixDB. $B^+\text{-static}$ still has the highest I/O cost because it allocates write memory evenly to all datasets. TPC-C contains some hot datasets, such as order line and stock, that receive most of the writes, as well as some cold datasets, such as warehouse and district, that only require a few megabytes of write memory. As we have seen in Figure 6.11, the min-LSN and optimal policies have reduced the write cost for both $B^+\text{-dynamic}$ and Partitioned. Partitioned-OPT also led to the lowest write cost via extra memory merges, improving the system I/O efficiency. However, since TPC-C is a CPU-heavy workload, doing so may not always improve the overall transaction throughput due to the CPU overhead of memory merges as we have seen before. When the workload is CPU-bound at scale factor 500, the extra CPU overhead incurred by memory merges actually decreases the overall throughput as compared to $B^+\text{-dynamic}$. Thus, we observe that it is useful to design a memory management scheme to balance the CPU overhead and the I/O cost, which we leave as future work. Finally, the results also show that increasing the write memory may not always increase the overall transaction...
throughput. For example, when the scale factor is 2000, the optimal throughput is reached when the write memory is between 1GB and 2GB. This confirms the importance of memory tuning, which will be evaluated next.

Summary

As all experiments have illustrated, it is important to utilize a large write memory efficiently to reduce the I/O cost. Although the static memory allocation scheme is relatively simple and ro-
bust, it leads to sub-optimal performance because the write memory is always evenly allocated to active datasets. The optimized version of the memory management scheme used by existing systems reduces the I/O cost by dynamically allocating the write memory to active LSM-trees. This still does not achieve optimal performance, however, because it fails to manage large memory components efficiently and its choice of flushes does not optimize the overall write cost. Finally, the proposed partitioned memory component structure and the optimal flush policy minimize the write cost for all workloads. The use of partitioned memory components manages the large write memory more effectively to reduce the write amplification of a single LSM-tree. The optimal flush policy allocates the write memory to multiple LSM-trees based on their write rates to minimize the overall write cost. However, the partitioned memory component structure may incur extra CPU overhead, which makes it less suitable for CPU-heavy workloads. Finally, we have observed that the min-LSN policy achieves comparable performance to the optimal policy, which makes it a good approximation but with less implementation complexity.

6.6.3 Evaluating the Memory Tuner

We now proceed to evaluate the memory tuner with the focus on the following questions: First, what are the basic mechanics of the memory tuner in terms of how it tunes the memory allocation for different workloads? Second, what is the accuracy of the memory tuner as compared to manually tuned memory allocation? Finally, how responsive is the memory tuner when the workload changes?

In all experiments below, the initial write memory size was set at 64MB and the simulated cache size was set to 128MB. Unless otherwise noted, other settings of the memory tuner, such as the number of samples for fitting the linear function, the stopping threshold, and the maximum step size, all used the default values given in Section 6.5.4.
Basic Mechanics

To understand how the memory tuner performs memory tuning to reduce the I/O cost for different workloads, we carried out a set of experiments using YCSB [40] with a single LSM-tree. We set both weights $\omega$ and $\gamma$ to 1 since we focus on the I/O cost in this experiment. The LSM-tree had 100 million records with 110GB in total. We used a mixed read/write workload where the write ratio varied from 10% to 50%. The total memory budget was set at 4GB or 20GB. Each experiment ran for 1 hour.

![Figure 6.14: Evaluation of Memory Tuner on YCSB](image)

The tuned write memory size and the corresponding I/O costs over time are shown in Figure 6.14. Note that each point denotes one tuning step performed by the memory tuner. We see that the
memory tuner balances the relative gain of allocating more memory to the write memory and the buffer cache to reduce the overall I/O cost. As shown in Figures 6.14a and 6.14c, when the overall memory budget is fixed, the memory tuner allocates more write memory when the write ratio is increased because the benefit of having a large write memory increases. Moreover, by comparing the allocated write memory sizes in Figures 6.14a and 6.14c, we can see that when the write ratio is fixed, the memory tuner also allocates more write memory when the total memory becomes larger. This is because the benefit of having more buffer cache memory plateaus. Finally, as shown in Figures 6.14b and 6.14d, the overall I/O cost also decreases after the memory allocation is tuned over time.

Accuracy

To evaluate the accuracy of the memory tuner, we carried out a set of experiments on TPC-C to compare the tuned performance versus the optimal performance. Here we used TPC-C because it represents a more complex and more realistic workload than YCSB. The scale factor was set at 2000. Since for our SSD writes are twice as expensive as reads, we set the write weight $\omega$ to be 2 and the read weight $\gamma$ to be 1 in the remaining experiments to balance these two costs. To find the optimal memory allocation (called opt), we used an exhaustive search to evaluate different memory allocations with an increment of 128MB. To show the effectiveness of the memory tuner, we included two additional baselines. The first baseline (called 64M) always set the write memory at 64MB, which was the starting point of the memory tuner. The second baseline (called 50%) divided the total memory budget evenly between the buffer cache and the write memory. We further varied the total memory budget from 4GB to 20GB. Each experiment ran for 1 hour and the initial 30 minutes were excluded from the measurement.

Figure 6.15 shows the weighted I/O cost per transaction and the transaction throughput for the different memory allocations. Using exhaustive search, we found that minimizing the weighted I/O cost also maximized the transaction throughput. The auto-tuned I/O cost and throughput (called
are very close to the optimal ones found via exhaustive search, which shows the effectiveness of our memory tuner. Moreover, the memory tuner performs notably better than the two heuristic-based baselines. Allocating a small write memory minimizes the read cost but leads to a higher write cost. In contrast, allocating a large write memory minimizes the write cost but the read cost becomes much higher. As a result, both allocations also fail to maximize the overall transaction throughput.

**Responsiveness**

Finally, we used a variation of TPC-C to evaluate the responsiveness of the memory tuner. This experiment started with the default TPC-C transaction mix and the workload changed into a read-mostly variation, one which contains 5% write transactions, i.e., new_order, payment, and delivery, and 95% read transactions, i.e., order_status and stock_level. Each experiment ran for two hours and the workload was changed after the first hour. The resulting allocated write memory and weighted I/O cost over time are shown in Figure 6.16. After the workload changes, the memory tuner immediately starts to allocate more memory to the buffer cache. Note that the write memory decreases relatively slowly because the memory tuner limits its step size to 10% of the current
write memory size to ensure stability. However, this does not impact the overall I/O cost too much because the buffer cache already occupies most of the memory. Also note that the write memory size does not change in response to the workload shift when the total memory is larger than 8GB. This is because the buffer cache already occupies most of the memory and allocating more memory would not change the I/O cost too much.

To study the impact of the maximum step size on the responsiveness and stability of the memory tuner, we further carried out an experiment that varies the maximum step size from 10% to 100%. The total memory was set at 12GB. Each experiment ran for four hours and the workload changed from the the default TPC-C mix into the read-heavy mix after the first hour. The tuned write memory and weighted I/O cost over time are shown in Figures 6.17a and 6.17b respectively. As the results show, increasing the maximum step size improves responsiveness by allowing the memory tuner to change the memory allocation more quickly. However, this also negatively impacts the memory tuner’s stability and leads to some oscillation. Also note that decreasing the write memory more rapidly has a very small impact on the I/O cost since the buffer cache already occupies most of the memory. Thus, the memory tuner’s default maximum step size is set at 10% to ensure stability while providing reasonable responsiveness.
Summary

We have evaluated the memory tuner in terms of its mechanics, accuracy, and responsiveness. Our tuner uses a white-box to minimize the overall I/O cost based on the relative gains of allocating more memory to the buffer cache or to the write memory. The experimental results show that this white-box approach enables the memory tuner to achieve both high accuracy with reasonable responsiveness, making it suitable for online tuning.

6.7 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have described and evaluated a number of techniques to break down the memory walls in LSM-based storage systems. We first presented an LSM memory management architecture that facilitates adaptive memory management. We further proposed a partitioned memory component structure with new flush polices to better utilize the write memory in order to minimize the overall write cost. To break down the memory wall between the write memory and the buffer cache, we further introduced a memory tuner that uses a white-box approach to continuously tune
the memory allocation. We have empirically demonstrated that these techniques together enable adaptive memory management to minimize the I/O cost for LSM-based storage systems.
Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Work

7.1 Conclusions

In this dissertation, we have presented techniques for optimizing LSM-based storage systems in Big Data Management Systems (BDMSs).

Chapters 2 and 3 laid the groundwork for these research contributions by first presenting an overview of LSM trees followed by a comprehensive survey of the recent LSM literature.

In Chapter 4, we presented a number of techniques for efficiently maintaining and exploiting of LSM-based secondary indexes and range filters. We first described and evaluated a series of optimizations for efficient point lookups, greatly improving the range of applicability for LSM-based secondary indexes. We further introduced two novel strategies for efficiently maintaining LSM-based auxiliary structures using a primary key index. The Validation strategy eliminates ingestion-time point lookups and defers secondary index maintenance to the background, significantly improving ingestion performance with a small overhead for secondary index queries. The Mutable-bitmap strategy attaches each disk component with a mutable bitmap to mark obsolete
records and only accesses the primary key index during data ingestions. This not only maximizes the pruning capabilities of filters but also improves ingestion performance.

In Chapter 5, we have studied and evaluated the write stall problem for various LSM-tree designs. We first proposed a two-phase evaluation approach that combines the closed and open system models to experimentally evaluate the impact of write stalls on percentile write latencies. We then identified and explored the design choices for LSM merge schedulers. For full merges, we proposed a greedy scheduler to minimize write stalls. For partitioned merges, we found that a single-threaded scheduler is sufficient to provide a stable write throughput but that the maximum write throughput must be measured properly. Based on these findings, we argue that it is important to evaluate the performance variance of LSM-trees carefully to ensure the actual usability of the measured throughput.

In Chapter 6, we have described and evaluated a number of techniques to break down the memory walls in LSM-based storage systems. We first presented an LSM memory management architecture to enable adaptive memory management. We then introduced a partitioned memory component structure with new flush polices to better utilize the write memory in order to minimize the overall write cost. To perform adaptive memory management between write memory and the buffer cache, we further described a memory tuner that continuously tunes the memory allocation. We empirically demonstrated that the proposed techniques can successfully reduce the disk I/O cost and improve the overall performance of an LSM-based storage system.

### 7.2 Future Work

In Chapter 4, we described several new strategies to efficiently maintain LSM-based auxiliary structures. In general, these strategies are suitable for write-heavy workloads, but may not be a good choice for read-heavy workloads. For now, the user must decide in advance that which
maintenance strategy should be used based on the expected workload. In the future, it would be useful to unify these strategies so that the system can adaptively choose the best maintenance strategy based on the current workload.

In Chapter 5, we studied the performance stability problem of LSM-trees using a constant arrival workload. Even though the constant arrival workload revealed some interesting problems for LSM merge schedulers that cause unstable write throughput, arrival uniformity may not be a valid assumption for practical workloads that often contain a lot of inherent variances. The usability of LSM-trees could be further improved by considering the variances exhibited by practical workloads.

In Chapter 6, we proposed a number of adaptive memory management techniques for LSM-trees. Currently, this work has focused on minimizing the disk I/O cost of LSM-trees. Since the performance gap between the CPU and the disk becomes smaller and smaller due to the advancement of storage technologies, an important future direction is to extend this work to minimize the CPU cost and the disk I/O cost together. This will further improve the overall system performance of LSM-trees, especially on modern hardware.
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